What is an influencible?

A potential customer who listens to Storz radio. An influencible is a modern young adult, probably married, most certainly with buying power and a need and desire to buy many products and services. Storz radio effectively reaches more of these potential customers who are forming lifetime buying habits. Influence the Influencibles®. Get the response you want with Storz radio.

© 1965 Storz Broadcasting Co.
add 3 l's to your Log
and get automatic programming, logging and authenticating (only PROLOG can do it)

PROLOG uses your station log to give you any degree or combination of unattended, automatic, or manual-live operation you desire. PROLOG simply adds 3 squares (■) to the information you normally enter on the log. The entire log can be prepared on any standard typewriter, or you can use any of the auto-typing, Traffaccounting, IBM punch-card, and similar equipment in use today. PROLOG uses your established programming format; nothing changes unless you want to change it. That's PROLOG: simple and flexible!


LTV Continental Electronics
A DIVISION OF LING-TEMCO-VOUGHT, INC.
white to color, advertiser must alert network one week in advance. Tightening up is attributed to need for time in accurately translating and feeding coded sheets to computer that controls commercial scheduling, partly to ensure compliance with commercial standards.

**Boomerang?**

Flap over broadcast of Notre Dame games by WNDV-TV South Bend—prohibited by National Collegiate Athletic Association because some CATV's picked up game last month (see page 73), may kick back in NCAA's teeth. That's view of Washington lawyers, who see antitrust grounds implications in blackout. Only professional football is antitrust-exempt through legislation. There's similar feeling on Capitol Hill, which already has become involved in NCAA's battle with Amateur Athletic Union on jurisdiction in Olympics.

**Almost like TV**

Big vote of confidence in radio comes Dec. 3 in Miami when Storer Broadcasting Co. formally begins operation from its new $1 million radio-only facility on Biscayne Boulevard for WQBS-AM-FM. Participating in event in addition to state and city officials will be planeload (about 75) of agency and advertiser executives from New York.

**At liberty**

Shortly to be announced will be resignation of Lewis Shollenberger as executive director of Radio Liberty, headquartered in Munich. He'll return to U. S. this month after two years as head of agency transmitting to Iron Curtain countries from various European points. Mr. Shollenberger, formerly with CBS and ABC News in Washington, intends to return to capital and will announce his plans later.

**Work for lawyers**

American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, which was required some months ago to turn over mass of unspecified ASCAP financial and other data to All-Industry TV Stations Music License Committee in current music-rate litigation, is in mood to put shoe on other foot. It's seeking access to data in files of all-industry committee and possible records of at least some of 365 stations committee represents, and reportedly is prepared to go to court for it if necessary. Observers speculate that TV rate litigation, already almost four years old but largely inactive in recent months, could be protracted even more indefinitely if ASCAP tactics succeed.

**TV for Fact**

Bristol-Myers Co., New York, will support its national introduction of new fluoride toothpaste, Fact, with heavy TV barrage in early 1966. Multi-million dollar campaign will be heaviest in TV (network and spot). This is Bristol-Myers's entry in fluorides, which have American Dental Association endorsement—announced on Oct. 1 for Fact. Other ADA-endorsed fluoride toothpastes are Procter & Gamble's Crest and Colgate-Palmolive's Cue. Agency for Fact is Grey Advertising, New York.

**New delegate**

FCC Commissioner James J. Wadsworth, who has eight years of diplomatic experience at United Nations behind him, will represent commission on U.S. team that renegotiates regional agreement with Mexico on use of AM radio band. Five-year pact currently in effect expires June 9, 1966. Staff work at commission is already underway.

Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde, who normally represents FCC in international negotiations, is being excused from Mexican assignment because of gruelling two months he is putting in as delegate to plenipotentiary conference of International Telecommunications Union in Switzerland.

**Access comment**

While debate goes on between news media and bar associations over fair trial-free press issue, Senator Sam Ervin's (D-N. C.) Constitutional Rights Subcommittee has been quietly soliciting views of 50 attorneys general of states. Final report will be issued by subcommittee along with report on S. 290, introduced by Senator Wayne Morse (D-Ore.), forbidding court officials and attorneys to make statements to news media that might endanger defendant's right to fair trial.
"Did you see BONANZA last night?"

"Have you seen 2's Color News, Weather and Sports?"

"You bet!"

"There's a great movie on CHANNEL 2 tonight!"

Overlooking a giant oil refinery, Tulsa glistens in the dusk.

In the $2 billion Tulsa market...

EVERYBODY WATCHES KVOO-TV

More than 50% of Oklahoma's annual retail sales are made in the coverage area of KVOO-TV, Tulsa's only complete color station. Live color programming and first run movies are just two of the reasons more homes are swinging to KVOO-TV.
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WHAT IS THE MEASURE OF A BROADCASTING STATION?

Dispatching a news team to a trouble spot halfway around the world for a local story is one measure.

Newsman Paul Kuntz and photographer Bob Dwyer, shown above just prior to departure for Vietnam, are there today reporting on the activities of men and women from Connecticut and Massachusetts.

One reason they are there is to inform the WTIC television and radio audience that local people are involved in a war. Some seem to think it's a small war but there's no such thing as a small war when you're involved.

The color films and radio tapes Kuntz and Dwyer send back to WTIC television and radio tell the story of the boy down the road who is fighting the war.

Not just his war. But ours!

WTIC TV3-AM-FM

Broadcast House, 3 Constitution Plaza, Hartford, Connecticut

WTIC-TV is represented by Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.
WTIC AM-FM is represented by the Henry L. Christal Company
Legal squad on field in football squabble

Lawyers representing four community television systems and WNDU-TV South Bend, Ind., met Friday (Oct. 29) for three hours in attempt to overcome impasse resulting from prohibition by National Collegiate Athletic Association against South Bend station carrying Notre Dame football game (see page 73).

Although attitude of CATV lawyers was that onus is on NCAA, group explored various alternatives. It plans to meet again, possibly this week.

One move will be to have CATV clients survey subscribers to determine exactly how many watched Northwestern-Notre Dame game Oct. 23.

Premise is that although total number of subscribers to three of CATV systems involved is 7,000 actual number watching the game may have been only half—bolstering FCC's implications. But NCAA is short-changing 162,000 homes in WNDU-TV's area because minimal number of homes outside NCAA-determined coverage may see game.

Attending Washington meeting were E. Stratford Smith, representing Peru and Wabash CATV systems; Jack Matthews, Lafayette and Logansport systems; William A. Koplovitz and Frederick A. Walton, representing WNDU-TV.

Finger at NCAA • Along same lines, Senator Vance Hartke (D-Ind.) sent telegram Friday to Asa Bushnell, president of NCAA, declaring that association is "penalizing wrong parties.

Meanwhile, Robert H. Beisswenger, president of Jerrold Corp., Philadelphia, owner of Lafayette and Logansport systems, issued statement Friday in which he emphasized that CATV is "simply" antenna service and added: "We have no right to alter or delete any broadcasts of any TV stations."

Seven Arts goes network TV

In its initial activity in network program area, Seven Arts Television has sold one-hour color special, The Nutcracker to CBS-TV for showing as Christmas attraction on Dec. 21 (7:30-8:30 p.m.).

Sale of program, co-produced by Seven Arts and Bavaria Studios, Munich, is being announced jointly today (Nov. 1) by W. Robert Rich. Seven Arts executive vice president, and John Schneider, CBS-TV president. Ballet special features international cast of performers and marks Seven Arts entry into network programing from its base of syndication features and series to stations.

2 for 1 stock split is proposed by Storer

Two-for-one split in common and Class B common stock and increase in authorized common stock has been proposed by board of Storer Broadcasting Co. Senior stockholders meeting Dec. 13 is scheduled to vote on action which would increase company's authorized common stock from 3.6 million shares to 6 million.

There were 1,292,294 shares common and 771,206 Class B outstanding as of Oct. 28.

George B. Storer Sr., board chairman, said proposal will not affect Dec. 9 quarterly dividend payment of 50 cents per share on common and 25 cents per share on Class B common stock to be paid to stockholders of record Nov. 18.

When split goes into effect dividend would become 25 cents and 121/2 cents respectively.

Storer Broadcasting, which acquired 87% of Northeast Airlines last July in $25 million transaction, owns WJAX-AM-TV Detroit, WJW-AM-TV Cleveland, WITL-TV Milwaukee, WAGA-TV Atlanta, WHN New York, WIBG Philadelphia, WRGB Miami, KGBS Los Angeles, WSPD-AM-TV Toledo, Ohio, and group of CATV systems.

How now, NAB Code? asks Renault agency

NAB Code Authority, which publicly disapproved Renault's TV campaign on West Coast as "disparaging" Volkswagen because TV spots showed Renault as "running circles around the next car in its class" visually while claim was made orally, has been asked whether it intends to take similar action against current TV campaigns of Gillette and Rambler.

Marvin S. Cantz, president, Tilds & Cantz, Los Angeles, agency for Renault distributor Autowest Inc., which placed ads objected to by Howard Bell, director of NAB Code Authority (Broadcasting, Sept. 13, 6), has written Frank Morris, manager of Code's western office, asking about position of code on "these less-than-factual comparisons with competing brands being made by both Gillette and Rambler in their TV advertising."

Noting that Mr. Bell has stated "the NAB Code allows advertisers to name their competition, 'providing they stick to the facts'," Mr. Cantz said: "We fail to find anything factual in Gillette's reference to competitive brands in which they manage to win the 'man test.' Nor does Rambler advertising on TV and radio offer anything factual in its comparisons with Chevelle, Mustang, Impala, Galaxie or Monza. . . ."

Pulitzer prize for TV recommended by Downs

Proposal that Pulitzer Prize awards be enlarged to include one for TV journalism was revived Friday (Oct. 29) by Hugh Downs, host of NBC-TV Today show. Mr. Downs, at Ohio Association of Broadcasters meeting at Columbus, where he received group's first annual achievement award, suggested that National Association of Broadcasters or state broadcaster group such as OAB, initiate action to have TV journalism included in Pulitzer prizes.

Mr. Downs said Robert Sarnoff, NBC board chairman, initially made such recommendation in 1959, but that no action had been taken. He said NBC is backing his renewal of request.

Mr. Downs said lack of Pulitzer recognition for TV "is a glaring omission and a flaw that should be corrected."

OAB was also told of plans to construct master state communications center on state fairgrounds. Governor James A. Rhodes said center would be

more AT DEADLINE page 10
Calls for early hearing on equal time proposals

Senator Hugh Scott (R-Pa.) has called for "prompt hearings next year" on his bill "to induce broadcasters to grant more free time on the air to candidates."

In letter mailed last Saturday (Oct. 30) to Senator John O. Pastore (D-R.I.), chairman of Communications Subcommittee, Pennsylvanian called radio and TV "as essential to candidates today as the soapbox on the street corner in years gone by." Senator Scott is ranking minority member of communications unit.

Bill (S 1287) would amend Section 315 of Communications Act by removing from equal time privilege candidates whose parties received less than 10% of total vote in previous election. It also would require broadcasters to charge candidates not more than two-thirds their usual rate for time if station granted no free time to candidates. (BROADCASTING, March 1).

Black Hills Video files second suit against FCC

Black Hills Video Corp. has taken court appeal from FCC order attaching conditions to renewal of licenses for microwave stations serving four common owned community antenna television systems.

Appeal was filed Friday (Oct. 29) in U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington same day commission adopted order granting, in part, Black Hills' request for stay of conditions.

Commission modified slightly carriage and duplication requirements in response to request for reconsideration (BROADCASTING, Oct. 4).

But Black Hills, in court appeal, said conditions were "unlawfully and unreasonably imposed by the commission" and will cause microwave carrier and related CATV's "serious economic losses." Black Hills also said commission decision violated procedural due process.

Commission's conditions to become effective Nov. 1. But stay extends to miss suit.

Suit was filed by WOGR-AM-FM Red Lion, Pa., following FCC inquiries to station on its alleged failure to permit Democratic National Committee to respond to attacks on Democratic candidates during 1964 presidential campaign.

As part of civil suit, WOGR asked for $5 million damages from Democratic National Committee for alleged harassment.

TV sales already surpass 1964

Paced by strong sales in color as well as in black-and-white receivers, dollar sales of RCA Victor Home Instruments in first nine month of this year have exceeded record volume of 1964, according to announcement being made today (Nov. 1).

Raymond W. Saxon, vice president and general manager of Instruments Division, voiced belief that renewed demand for black-and-white TV sets and sharp interest in color receivers will send total TV unit sales for industry over 10 million mark this year.

WEFM(FM) going commercial

WEFM(FM) Chicago, Zenith-owned pioneer FM station which for almost 25 years has been mostly non-commercial although on commercial channel, is going to become a little bit more commercial.

Zenith President Joseph S. Wright announced Friday (Oct. 29) that "select group of advertisers" will be allowed to use facilities. He also said plans are now complete to make WEFM "the most advanced stereo FM operation in the country."

Jules Herbuveaux, NBC vice president and general manager of network's WMAG-AM-FM-TV Chicago until his retirement in 1962, was named general manager of WEFM.

Movies in first, second place

Unusual turn in 30-market Nielsen average ratings for sixth week in new season was reported Friday (Oct. 29): Two motion pictures—Stalag 17 on NBC-TV (telecast Oct. 23) and Ocean's 11 on CBS-TV (Oct. 21)—took first and second places, respectively.

NBC-TV led in 30-market report for Oct. 18-24, 7:30-11 p.m. EDT, with ratings, according to network sources, showing NBC with 19.2, CBS 18.0 and ABC 16.9. NBC's movie had 29.7, CBS 27.3.

Second national Nielsen report for new season had CBS and NBC in tie for lead (see page 27).
On June 3, 1875, Alexander Graham Bell first transmitted recognizable voice sounds on this ingenious instrument. It employed a tightly stretched membrane, called "goldbeater's skin," which was sensitive to sound waves.

90 years of telephone progress toward better, faster service!

This year, 1965, the area-by-area introduction of fast, convenient Touch-Tone® phoning is well under way. Modern push buttons speed calling and open up many new uses for your phone. For example: you may be able to shop by phone just by touching buttons to identify the merchandise you want—or pay bills through your bank the same way.

The 90 years between these two models have seen literally thousands of telephone designs developed. And behind them all has been a relentless search for new methods and materials that would carry the human voice farther, faster, more clearly—and as free from trouble as humanly possible. That's why your telephone and your telephone service will always keep changing—for the better.
Delta Chi, professional journalistic society. Biltmore hotel, Los Angeles.


Nov. 11-13—Annual fall meeting of Oregon Association of Broadcasters. Benson hotel, Portland.


Nov. 15—Meeting of the Association of Broadcast Executives of Texas. Guest speaker is Chester H. Lauck, executive assistant of Continental Oil Co. Marriott hotel, Dallas.

Nov. 15—Deadline for comments on proposed FCC rulemaking looking toward adoption of procedures for establishing antenna farm areas to accommodate growing number of tall broadcast antenna towers, while protecting air safety.

Nov. 15—Deadline for reply comments on proposed FCC rulemaking relating to expanded use of UHF television frequencies by setting aside channels 70 through 83 inclusive for new class of 10-kw community TV stations with 300-foot antenna limitation.

Nov. 15-16—Organizational meeting for proposed Illinois-Indiana CATV Association. Hotel Wol福德, Danville, Ill.


Indicates first or revised listing.

A $848,980,000 EBI market on the California-Oregon border reached only from within

THE CAL-ORE TRIO

adam young inc
New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Boston, Dallas, Detroit, Los Angeles. St. Louis, San Francisco

Informative and to the point

EDITOR: Your magazine contains more pertinent, up-to-date information on broadcasting industry news than anything I have read. I believe it will be a lift to our people in advertising.

I hope my Monday Memo will help some people believe that good music is indeed good business.—J. S. Spaulding, executive assistant, Southern California Gas Co., Los Angeles.

(Mr. Spaulding's Monday Memo. After 25 years, good music is still good business, which appeared in the Oct. 11 issue, described Southern California Gas Co.'s sponsorship of the classical Evening Concert radio program in Los Angeles.)

Not an ugly American

EDITOR: I have been with Fulton Lewis Jr. 18 years and read many letters from his admirers, but somehow the enclosed letter from "just a man in the street" in Lahore, Pakistan, is one of the greatest tributes . . . I feel it should be shared with others in the broadcasting industry—Cleo Gollnowulius, secretary to Fulton Lewis Jr., Washington.

The letter, in part:

Truthful Mr. Lewis: I have learned of your (broadcast) comments on the Kashmir dispute from local newspeople. I salute your wisdom and courage.

This is the age of political expediency. The words 'truth and justice' are losing their meanings. You are no doubt a crusader because, according to our Holy Prophet Mohammed, the greatest crusade on earth is to call a spade a spade when society is hostile to truth and justice. Your comments, especially "How is it possible for us to be neutral? Are we saying the merits of the case are equal on both sides?" bowed my head in admiration.

I am a simple citizen of Pakistan but I can guess that if persons like you were at the helm of affairs, Pakistan would not have slipped from the American bloc. . . . —One Pakistani.

Old hat to them

EDITOR: The C&W report was especially enjoyable because Dave (Stone) Pinks- toon began 100% C&W programing on KNAV Lubbock, Tex., in 1953. KPEP San Angelo, Tex., signed on in 1954, programing C&W 100%. The Dave Stone group also includes KZIP Amarillo, Tex., and KPIK Colorado Springs.

It's nice to see so many others learning what we have known for a decade:

Prevent heartbreak and hunger across the world — each dollar sends a Food Crusade package through CARE, New York 10016.
The Paul Revere House was probably built in the 1670's, and is the oldest home in Boston. Paul Revere lived here from 1770 to 1800. This is one of the stops along the famous Boston Freedom Trail. For an 18" x 24" copy of this original watercolor by Robert Keenan, in full color without advertising, suitable for framing, write to WHDH.

Buy Boston like a Bostonian...Buy WHDH
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If you want a large and loyal audience and if you like those trips to the bank, there is nothing like a wide awake C&W radio station. —Bill Nicholson, general manager, KPEP San Angelo, Tex.

C&W continues to please

Editor: Congratulations on your coverage of the new country music sound in the Oct. 18 issue.

As consultants to radio stations programming the new country sound, our firm is proud to have designed the format for WJRZ Newark, N. J., and WNNV Wheeling, W. Va.

After some 20 years association with all facets of country music, we are most pleased to see our field finally getting the recognition it deserves.


Editor: Please send five copies of the Country & Western Special Report.

P.S. Wvoc went all country & western, Sept. 1 and already we have noticed a tremendous difference in our audience. We were running only two hours a day of country & western, and almost all of our advertisers wanted in that segment, which was of course impossible. We feel this has been a good move for us...—Burdette Price, vice president, wvoc Battle Creek, Mich.

Editor: Please send 510 reprints of your Country and Western report.—Glenn M. George, general manager, KCKN-AM-FM Kansas City, Kan.

Editor: Please send us 100 reprints of your Country & Western Special Report.

This report was one of the finest on country-western that I have ever seen.

In the quote attributed to me, ... KAYO was a top-40 station for "four" years and not "forty" years [as reported].—John R. DiMeo, general manager, KAYO Seattle.

Editor: Please send me 500 reprints of the Country & Western Special Report.—Donald J. Tucker, station manager, WTCR Ashland, Ky.

Editor: . . . Please forward 24 reprints of the C & W report.—Irvine B. Hill, vice president, WCMH-AM-FM, Norfolk, Va.

Editor: Please send 100 copies of your Country & Western Special Report.—Albert R. Webb, WPAN East Syracuse, N. Y.

(Réprints of the Oct. 18 Country & Western Special Report are available at 20 cents each, 25 cents each in quantities of 100 to 500, 20 cents each in quantities of 500 to 1000. Address requests to BROADCASTING, 1735 DeSales Street, N.W., Washington 20036.)
Join these top quality stations that have followed NBC’s lead prior to our first general announcement!

- WNBC-TV, New York
- WMAQ-TV, Chicago
- WKYC-TV, Cleveland
- KNBC-TV, Los Angeles
- KPRC-TV, Houston
- KGO-TV, San Francisco
- WRC-TV, Washington
- WTTV, Indianapolis
- WCSH-TV, Portland
- KBTV, Denver
- WFLA-TV, Tampa
- WOW-TV, Omaha
- WTIC-TV, Hartford
- WHEN-TV, Syracuse
- WBRE-TV, Wilkes-Barre
- WKZO-TV, Kalamazoo
- WNEM-TV, Bay City
- KPHO-TV, Phoenix

FOR FULL INFORMATION ON SYNDICATION’S NEWEST AND MOST EXCITING MOVIE OFFER, CALL OR WRITE: E. JONNY GRAFF, VICE-PRESIDENT FOR TELEVISION

JOSEPH E. LEVINE
EMBASSY
PICTURES CORP./TELEVISION
1301 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS - NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019 - (212) 956-6157
How Gulf ran up its banner to see if the West would salute

If you've sweated through one opening night, imagine a thousand of them. That's how some of us at Gulf Oil Corp. felt when we converted our subsidiary, the Wilshire Oil Co. of California, over to the Gulf banner on Oct. 1.

On this date 1,000 service stations that were Wilshire stations the night before suddenly appeared as Gulf stations. How did we do this? The honest answer is: with a great deal of difficulty.

Months of planning preceded the Oct. 1 opening date. And all of that behind-the-scenes activity had but one purpose—to bring the Gulf name before the western public with dramatic suddenness. I think we succeeded in this respect. Hours before the target date, work crews moved swiftly from station to station to uncover and reveal Gulf identification that had been installed and then concealed.

With the uncovering of Gulf identification, the orange and blue Gulf marketing trademark appeared on service stations in the Far West for the first time in the company's 64-year history, and Gulf became a coast-to-coast marketer.

Worst Kept Secret • Although we did try to keep the exact date of our conversion under our hats, there were times when we felt we were the proprietors of the worst kept secret in the industry. More than a few service station operators reported that customers, in the past few months, often asked, "When is Gulf coming West?"

And on the subject of secrecy, we found it was difficult to fly four helicopters carrying large Gulf signs over a small community without someone finding out about it. This came about because our advertising agency, Young & Rubicam, planned an advertising campaign showing helicopters carrying the signs to emphasize our slogan for this conversion, "Gulf Comes West."

Although the agency staged the filming of one of the television commercials at a quiet location near Riverside, Calif., an alert reporter spotted the action, but obligingly held off until Sept. 15 before breaking his story.

In conjunction with this advertising campaign, we are flying sign-carrying helicopters over our principal western marketing areas to further familiarize residents with the Gulf name.

A Host of Details • Our feeling is that this conversion was one of the largest operations of its type attempted in the industry. And what impressed us most was the vast amount of detail involved in making the changeover.

Early in July a step-by-step plan was drawn to cover every phase of the physical conversion of the stations. Every contingency was considered and every move plotted in advance—from redesigning pole signs to drilling small diameter holes for mounting company identification at the stations.

At times the logistics of the conversion reminded us of those of a large-scale military operation. Yet such a comprehensive plan was necessary because of the vast amounts of material and manhours that had to be coordinated to bring about an orderly transition from Wilshire to Gulf. It was simply a matter of paying attention to details—large and small.

Some of the details included designing premasked, double decals for station pumps with the Wilshire imprint on the outer layer. At the time of the changeover, the first layer was peeled back to reveal Gulf identification. To keep our large Gulf pole signs concealed until G-Day, we designed special "slip covers" with the Wilshire imprint. These were used to cover the new Gulf pole signs until the changeover.

And Still More • To add a few random facts and figures, it took more than 1,000 gallons of paint to refurbish the stations. More than 6,000 pumps had to be sandblasted and repainted. And 13,100 decals and 8,646 ad panels were applied to these same pumps. For sign installation alone, 20 contractors with branch offices in 28 cities in the Wilshire marketing area were used.

There were other major projects to be planned and coordinated—indoc-trination meetings for more than 600 employees, for example. To welcome Wilshire dealers into the Gulf family, we brought more than 1,000 of them from a five-state area to Los Angeles for an all-day program. And there was a multi-media advertising campaign to be planned covering radio, television, newspapers, and outdoor signs.

Why Now? • In view of the tremendous amount of work involved in this conversion over the past few months, I suppose the logical question is: Why did Gulf choose this moment for converting Wilshire to Gulf?

First of all, even though Gulf is an international company, it has remained essentially a domestic company. Our major effort has been to expand our American position and we must look forward to the day when we will market our products in every state in the nation.

The West is an area Gulf cannot afford to ignore since it is the fastest growing gasoline market in the world. More than 500 million gallons of gasoline are pumped each month in California alone.

In addition to the size and tremendous potential of this market there were other considerations. With the conversion from Wilshire to Gulf our national advertising now has meaning in the West. This is especially true of our sponsorship of NBC News specials which are carried coast-to-coast.

Former Wilshire customers now can take advantage of our arrangement with Holiday Inns, whereby service stations may be charged to the Gulf travel card. Another consideration involves the thousands of tourists who travel to the West each day. Many of them are from parts of the United States where Gulf is well-known. Hopefully, these tourists will patronize our Gulf stations in the West.

C. G. Mueller is vice president of Gulf Oil's western marketing region, responsible for marketing activities in California, Washington, Oregon, Arizona, Nevada, Utah and Idaho, now that Gulf has come West. Mr. Mueller joined Gulf in 1946 as a merchandising representative in Kentucky, then advanced through a series of marketing and sales posts until becoming sales manager for Gulf in Los Angeles in 1962. Later that year he was appointed VP of marketing of Wilshire Oil Co., a Gulf subsidiary.
There'll be some changes made

Nielsen finds audience smaller than a year ago; nationals report CBS, NBC tied, ABC lagging, but all three plan to drop some shows, shuffle others

Advertisers, agencies and the networks got their first real fix on the 1965-66 television season last week, and it left no doubt that there are several schedule weaknesses that need altering.

There were indications that the process, already started but thus far limited mostly to shuffling programs around, was about to get under way in earnest, with more outright cancellations—as well as more schedule changes—to follow those already announced.

Speculation that there would be substantial further overhauling was buttressed by two independent reports indicating that audience interest in the schedule in general this year is below par.

Audience Off • A special analysis for Broadcasting by the TVQ service showed viewers find the 1965-66 schedule a trifle less appealing than last year's (see page 29), and figures prepared for Broadcasting by the Nielsen company indicated nighttime audiences during the second week of the new season were smaller—by more than 1.3 million in the average minute—than at the comparable time in last season's introductory period (see page 28).

If traditional seasonal patterns prevail, the average program rating by January will be about 20% higher than in September, but it seemed clear that networks would try to do all possible to speed and increase this seasonal build-up by stimulating greater interest in the programs themselves.

The new view of the season was provided in the second national ratings report, issued Monday (Oct. 25) by the A. C. Nielsen Co. It indicated that what had been expected to be a close three-network race had turned into a neck-and-neck contest between CBS & NBC with ABC third.

To knowledgeable agency sources it also indicated that NBC and CBS, although tied for the lead, are not much more likely to stand pat with their present schedules than ABC is.

The report, covering the 7:30-11 p.m. EDT period for Sept. 27 through Oct. 10, gave CBS and NBC an average rating of 18.6 to ABC's 17.0. The first report, for the two-week period from the opening of the season on Sept. 13, had shown NBC with 18.7, CBS 17.9 and ABC 17.0 (Broadcasting, Oct. 18).

Agency sources tended to regard the new report as the most meaningful to date, partly because it covered a period when viewing habits may have begun to settle down after the initial shopping-around period, partly because in tandem with the first national report it could be searched for trend indicators.

Cancellations • Within days of the arrival of the new report two new cancellations had been announced. NBC confirmed that The Sammy Davis Show would replace Convoy in the Friday 8:30-9:30 period effective Jan. 7. ABC announced a parlay in which The Baron, a mystery adventure, would go into the Thursday 10-11 p.m. slot, effective Jan. 20, while Long Hot Summer moves from that period into the Wednesday 10-11 p.m. period now occupied by Amos Burke, Secret Agent, which would be dropped.

Convoy and Amos Burke are the fifth and sixth shows whose cancellations have been announced thus far.

Both are new or in a new format and both have been trailing their competition in the ratings.

Agency and network analysts offered these conclusions from report study:

• CBS was ahead four nights of the week (NBC two, ABC one) and also placed 20 shows in the top 40, 12 in the top 20 and six in the top 10 (see list). NBC had 10 in the top 40, five in the top 20, two in the top 10, while ABC had 11 in the top 40, three in the top 20, two in the top 10.

• Programs carried over from the past season seem to show latent strength. The number of new shows in the top 40 was about the same in both national Nielsen reports thus far: 14 in the

Wall Street prices follow ratings pattern

Wall Street predictions about the effect of new-season program ratings on the prices of network stocks appeared last week to be close to the mark.

The only significant price drop in this group, since the new season opened, has been in ABC which had run up to 68%, its high for the year, prior to the new-program introduction, and which had fallen to 55 last week (Oct. 29).

Nielsen's second national assessment of this fall's network program strengths, reported last Monday, put CBS-TV and NBC-TV in a tie with ratings averages of 18.6 each and ABC-TV behind with 17.0.

Before the season opened, security analysts had reasoned that ABC-TV, with greater earnings leverage, made its parent ABC the most attractive network stock from a speculative point of view. They also said, however, that it was the most vulnerable to price fluctuation since it had clearly moved up to its high position on speculation about the new season programing (Broadcasting, Sept. 13).

CBS, which stood at 39 before the season began, closed at 37% Thursday. NBC's parent, RCA, which is drawing considerable attention on the market as a manufacturer of color TV sets, has gained to 45 1/4. RCA's price prior to new season programming was 39 1/4 (Sept. 10).
What's reaction to '65 TV programs? A drop in audience

What effect does simultaneous three-network introduction of new fall programing, backed by unprecedented audience promotion by all three networks, have on the size of the TV audience?

The answer to that question was still not clear last week. But one thing was clear: At comparable periods—the first full week after the new-season introductions had been completed—nighttime audiences this year were smaller than a year ago.

An analysis prepared for Broadcasting by the A. C. Nielsen Co. shows that the number of viewers watching television in the average nighttime minute during the week ended last Sept. 26 dipped to 30,566,000 down from 32,033,400 in the week ended Oct. 11, 1964, the second week of the 1964-65 season. The 1965 average was a drop of 1,367,400 from the 1964 figure.

The 1964 homes figures were calculated on a base of 52.6 million TV households in the U. S., the 1965 figures on a base of 53.8 million homes. This year all three networks introduced their new programs during the week of Sept. 13; last year the introductions were spread over two or three weeks. Thus in each case the period covered in this study is the first full week after the introductions had been completed, or virtually completed.

Authors could not explain the decline. Normally, they said, viewing runs higher in October than in September, which could account for at least part of the drop. But September 1964 was a period of preemptions for political telecasts, which traditionally register lower ratings than regular programs. Authorities concluded it is still too early to determine whether the trend will continue or reverse itself—or has already done so.

Following is a compilation of the percentages and, in parentheses, the number of homes using television during the average nighttime minute (7:30-11 p.m.) during the comparable 1964-65 and 1965-66 new-season introductory periods:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week ending</th>
<th>Week ending</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 26, 1965</td>
<td>Oct. 11, 1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>Monday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>Friday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>Saturday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>Sunday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly Average:</td>
<td>57 % (30,666,000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.5% (31,823,000)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58.0% (31,204,000)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.4% (28,805,000)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61.0% (30,886,000)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61.9% (30,455,000)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65.0% (30,343,200)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61.6% (32,401,600)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.8% (34,084,800)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.9% (32,033,400)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

first, 13 in the second. Two new shows made last week's top 10: NBC's Get Smart ranked fifth with a 24.2 rating and ABC's Shenandoah was tied with CBS's Dick Van Dyke Show for ninth with a 23.4.

New to the top 40 last week were an Andy Griffith special, Wild Wild West, the Thursday Night Movies and My Favorite Martian, all on CBS, and Combat and Sunday Night Movies, both on ABC. Their arrivals dislodged the following shows that had made the first report's top 40: My Three Sons on CBS; Dean Martin Show, Please Don't Eat the Daisies and I Spy, all on NBC and all new this season; Walt Disney, also on NBC, and Peyton Place I on ABC.

Last Place • At the bottom level of last week's Nielsens—below the number 80 level and all earning less than a 15.0 rating—were several shows that are being either shifted or replaced. Among them: Rawhide (CBS), Long Hot Summer (ABC), Amos Burke (ABC), Ozzie and Harriet (ABC), Trials of O'Brien (CBS), Convoy (NBC), Slattery's People (CBS), Shindig I (ABC), and lowest rated of all weekly entertainment series, Shindig II (ABC).

Others whose futures have been a matter of speculation, all with sub-15 ratings, included Mona McCluskey, Mr. Roberts, Hank and Camp Runamuck, all on NBC; Donna Reed Show, Jimmy Dean Show, Ben Casey and The King Family, all on ABC, and Steve Lawrence Show on CBS.

Agencies tended to withhold judgment on the likely outcome of the new season, but one major agency was an exception. In a report to its clients the agency said CBS had shown marked improvement in the second national Nielsen and predicted it "will continue to gain." This agency, which thought audience patterns are now "fairly firm," ventured that CBS would gradually become the dominant network, followed closely by NBC, and that ABC "will become a more dominant third, with many scheduling problems." This agency based its predictions on the strength of CBS's carry-over programs, which it said was aided by "excellent" scheduling. It held that ABC, on the other hand, has problems with several hold-over shows and reflects weakness in the "critical" 7-10 period.

The agency's report also reflects current opinion that the increased number of motion pictures on the networks—eight hours a week—introduces a higher degree of weekly variation in rating levels, dependent upon the strength of each individual show. The agency noted that NBC had proved strong thus far in its four weekly hours of movies and speculated that NBC would improve its Friday-night ratings—but not enough, according to this agency's analysis, to stem CBS's audience-building.

Night-by-Night • Others offered analyses of the new ratings and what they may portend for existing programs. On a night-by-night, hour-by-hour basis, the consensus seemed to be as follows:

Sunday—no one network show appears to be in trouble, though What's My Line? on CBS at 10:30-11 p.m. is running points behind its opposition (ABC's movie and NBC's The Wackiest Ship in the Army). By half-hour wins, CBS takes the night by a nose (CBS 3, NBC 2, ABC 2).

Monday—CBS's Steve Lawrence and ABC's Ben Casey, both in the 10-11 p.m. period, are far behind NBC's Run for Your Life and would seem to be due for eventual replacement this season. Dr. Kildare I in NBC's 8:30-9 p.m. period is sagging. CBS takes the night in half-hour wins (CBS 4, NBC 2, ABC 1).

Tuesday—NBC's Kildare II, though not as far down in the ratings as Kildare I, is suffering. CBS's Rawhide has ratings trouble and is being replaced by Dakini. CBS has a slight edge in half-hour period wins that night (CBS 3, NBC 2, ABC 2).

Wednesday—a poor night for ABC in the ratings, showing Ozzie and Harriet rated low (it will shift to a new time period later this season) and Patty Duke suffering from the Ozzie lead-in. ABC's Amos Burke, Secret Agent at
10-11 p.m. has lost the period and is more than three points behind NBC's *I Spy* and CBS's *Danny Kaye Show*, which are close in the ratings. *Amos Burke* will be dropped from the schedule. NBC has Wednesday by a whisher (NBC 4 half hour wins, CBS 3, ABC 0).

Thursday—NBC and CBS are fighting this night out and as of the second Nielsen report CBS has the edge in half-hour wins. ABC's *Shindig* I at 7:30 followed by *Donna Reed Show* are low in the ratings and O. K. Crackerby, which follows, is also showing the strain. *Shindig* is going off this season. *Bewitched* is still strong in the 9-9:30 period. ABC's *The Long Hot Summer* in the 10-11 period has ratings trouble, and is well in third place behind NBC's *Dean Martin Show* which has been falling in the ratings. *Summer* is being moved later in the season. NBC's problem show that night is *Mona McCluskey*, a poor third at 9:30-10. CBS's night: 4 half-hour wins to NBC's 2 and ABC's 1.

Friday—this night belongs to CBS except for NBC's 10-11 p.m. *The Man from U.N.C.L.E.*. But, aside from *U.N.C.L.E.*, this is NBC's worst night of the week. Several casualties—potential or already tapped for replacement—appear as a result: NBC's Convoy has already been designated for replacement in January at 8:30-9:30 and its *Camp Runamuck*, which leads off the night at 7:30-8, is a poor third in its time period. *U.N.C.L.E.* is crowning its opposition in the 10-11 period CBS's *Slattery's People*, a poor third that hour, is being replaced by *Trials of O'Brien* in early December, ABC's show in the period is *Jimmy Dean*). By half-hour wins, CBS has 5, NBC 2 and ABC 0.

Saturday—NBC's schedule appears to be holding up well. ABC is dropping *Shindig* II and moving *Ozzie and Harriet* in at 7:30 and *The King Family* at 8 also is weak. CBS's *O'Brien*, limping in the ratings, is being shifted and its spot in the 8:30-9:30 period occupied by *Secret Agent*, a British import, in early December. *The Loner* on CBS at 9:30-10 is a poor third in its time period and its future conjectural. NBC is out front in half-hour wins: NBC 3, CBS 2, ABC 1.

**Nielsen—Top 40**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Show</th>
<th>Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bonanza (NBC)</td>
<td>29.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Andy Griffith Special* (CBS)</td>
<td>27.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Gomer Pyle U.S.M.C. (CBS)</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Andy Griffith (CBS)</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Get Smart* (NBC)</td>
<td>24.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Bewitched (ABC)</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Red Skelton (CBS)</td>
<td>23.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Andy Griffith (CBS)</td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Dick Van Dyke (CBS)</td>
<td>23.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Shenandoah* (ABC)</td>
<td>23.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Beverly Hillbillies (CBS)</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Gunsmoke (CBS)</td>
<td>22.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Green Acres* (CBS)</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TV interest lower than '64**

*TV interest lower than '64* TVQ finds nighttime shows average point less than a year ago

Viewers are finding the 1965-66 nighttime network television schedule a shade less appealing than last year's. In terms of popularity, this year's new programs are running slightly ahead of the average for all nighttime shows, thanks mostly to the enthusiasm of younger viewers. But neither the younger audience's enthusiasm nor new show popularity in general is quite up to 1964-65 levels.

These conclusions are drawn from a special analysis prepared for Broadcasting by the TVQ service of the Home Testing Institute, market research organization, of Manhasset, N.Y., TVQ measures the "basic appeal" of TV shows by nationwide surveying, with the TVQ score representing the proportion of people who, having said they are familiar with a program, also say it "is one of my favorites." On the basis of interviewing during the Oct. 9-19 period, TVQ found that this fall's nighttime programs have an average score of 27—down one point from last year and the year before, two points from the two years before that (see table, page 30).

**Category Score** The TVQ scores for practically all program categories are down from last year—adventure, comedy, drama, musical, movies, quiz-panel and western. Four of these, however, had TVQ scores that still were above the 27 average for evening programs as a whole: adventure (29), comedy (28), movies (32) and western (31).

Among categories showing highest TVQ scores this fall, news and documentary programs registered the biggest gain—from a 22 score a year ago to 25 this season. Suspense-mystery went from 28 to 30, and variety from 24 to 25.

Although they still rank above average, network movies have dropped dramatically in the TVQ ratings over the past few years and the slide continued in the 1965-66 report.

In 1961, when only one network movie was offered each week, it averaged a 44 score, highest category of all, and the following year it went to 45. In 1963, when a second movie was introduced, the category slipped to a 43 score. Last year, with a third movie added, it dropped to 35 and in the current report, with four network movies available each week, it dropped farther to 32.

While the average evening show scored a 27, the average new show scored a 28, down two points from the new shows of 1964-65 but three points above those of 1963-64.

Enthusiasm for the new shows was highest—as has traditionally been the case—in the age groups from 6 to 12 years and from 12 to 18. The 6-12 age group gave the new programs an average 52 score, compared with a 37 a year ago and a 43 in 1963-64.

The 12-17 age group rated this year's new offerings on a par with last year's, scoring both at 43, the highest ranking in this age group in at least five years.

In the 18-35 age group the new programs had an average score of 26, up two points from last year and unequalled in this age classification since 1961-62, when the average was 27.

**Slip** Among 35- to-50-year-old viewers the average new-program score slipped from 21 last year to 18 this season, the lowest point in five years. In the 50-and-over group the new-show average remained at 17, the same as last year's and seven points below the 24 score reported for 1961-62's new shows.

Last year NBC-TV's *Man From Uncle* was the only new show in the suspense-mystery category and its TVQ score was 29; this year there are four new entries in this classification and their average is down to 27, although they showed gains in the 35-50 and
50-and-over age groups.

Westerns appear to be having a revival. There were no new entries in this category last year but in the current season there are five newcomers and their average score is 29 as against a 27 average for the two western newcomers two years ago. Most of this gain appears to be in the 12-18 and 18-35 age groups.

In the current TVQ report NBC's Bonanza ranks first with a score of 50; NBC's Get Smart with a 39 is the top-ranking new show, and CBS's Steve Lawrence Show with a 10 is on the bottom of the new entries (See lists, this page).

NBC again reports color boosts ratings

NBC released last week the results of a new study showing—again—that color significantly magnifies a program's ratings, wherever the program can be seen in color.

This not only is true of NBC-TV color programs but also of the color offerings of CBS-TV and ABC-TV. But it's more true of NBC-TV color, according to the NBC report.

The figures showed that the ratings of NBC's color programs were 77% higher in color homes than in black-and-white homes, while CBS's color programs enjoyed an 18% rating advantage in color homes and ABC's a 26% advantage.

In periods when all three networks were carrying color programs simultaneously, the report said, NBC had a 74% rating advantage in color homes while CBS and ABC had color-home rating advantages of 9% and 6% respectively.

NBC authorities attributed NBC's larger advantages to its "head start" in color. Its emphasis on color over the years, plus its virtually all-color nighttime schedule this year, "has created an orientation to NBC affiliates, who obviously are broadcasting the most satisfying and most popular color as far as the over 4 million color TV homes are concerned," the report asserted.

Boost to Viewing = Television usage in color TV homes was said to be 27% greater than in black-and-white homes.

The new study was done by Trendex in 26 cities over a four-week period at the start of the current season and encompassed some 200,000 telephone interviews. Color penetration in the 26 cities was estimated at 8%. The study was bought by NBC and ABC. "CBS," the report said, "has steadfastly refused to buy another color TV study, presumably hiding themselves and their advertisers from knowing how large an audience their color TV programs have in color TV homes."

NBC noted that the Trendex study showed NBC's rating advantage in color homes to be close to the approximately 80% level indicated by an Amer-

### Average TVQ scores, all evening network programs by program type—1961-1965

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total—all types</td>
<td>99*</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adventure</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comedy</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drama</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Movies</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average TVQ</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### News & Documentary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of programs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average TVQ</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Quiz & Panel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of programs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average TVQ</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Suspense & Mystery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of programs</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average TVQ</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Variety

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of programs</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average TVQ</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Western

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of programs</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average TVQ</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*1Miscellaneous programs included in total but not shown as separate categories.
*2Includes comedy variety.
*3Multi-episode programs counted once.

**Top 10 evening network programs from October 11, 1965 TVQ report**

*By Age*

The top network television programs in TVQ's second October report are shown here, plus the five highest and five lowest scoring new shows. Scores are for the 10-day period that started Oct. 9. They compare with an average of 27 for all nighttime (7:30-11 p.m. EST) programs and an average of 28 for all new nighttime shows. All material is copyright by the Home Testing Institute Inc., 1965.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Total audience</th>
<th>TVQ</th>
<th>TVQ</th>
<th>TVQ</th>
<th>TVQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bonanza (NBC)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Walt Disney (NBC)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bewitched (ABC)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Man From Uncle (NBC)</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Dick Van Dyke (CBS)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Get Smart (NBC)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Get Smart (NBC)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Sat. Night Movies (NBC)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Red Skelton (CBS)</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Lost in Space (CBS)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Top five new shows**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>TVQ score</th>
<th>Inverse Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Get Smart (NBC)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Get Smart (NBC)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Lost in Space (CBS)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>F Troop (ABC)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Big Valley (ABC)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bottom five new shows**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>TVQ score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Steve Lawrence (CBS)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Trials of O'Brien (CBS)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>John Forsythe Show (NBC)</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mona McCluskey (NBC)</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Mr. Roberts (NBC)</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Do you recognize these men?
Over 400,000 affluent consumers in and near Dayton do.

Tom Frawley (left) and Don Wayne report the local news at 6:00 on WHIO-TV, followed by weather, sports and business news before Huntley and Brinkley take over at 6:30. If you want the Dayton market (over $4 billion in annual disposable income) you need WHIO-TV.
Chinese Research Bureau study several months ago (Broadcasting, March 1). Despite substantial entries into color programing by CBS and ABC since then, CBS is currently programing more than 50% of its prime-time schedule in color, ABC about 35% and NBC about 96%.

"NBC," according to that network's analysis of the Trendex data, "still enjoys nearly as much audience per minute in color TV homes as its two competitors combined. For every 100 color TV homes viewing network TV, 46 are viewing NBC; 27 each are viewing the other two networks."

Color Appeal = The report also showed that all of the 10 highest-rated programs in color homes were NBC color programs. NBC also had 16 of the top 20 and 24 of the top 40 during the four-week study, the report continued. No color programs appear in the bottom 20 in the ratings in color homes.

"At the 5 million color-TV set level, which will be achieved in a month or so," NBC's report continued, "the average NBC color show will be adding 700,000 homes due to being in color. This is irrespective of color competition. The average CBS and ABC color program adds about 200,000 homes due to being in color."

Using the term "gray" to refer to homes equipped only for black-and-white reception and to programs shown in black and white, the report continued:

"While color commercials may stand out in black-and-white programs, there are very few color TV homes viewing gray programs on CBS and ABC, so that these commercials simply are not viewed in color. The only gray programs with a significant color TV audience are on NBC, again because of NBC's color context."

Programers unmoved by Celler comments

Program producers and syndicators were still reluctant last week to take a public stand on the FCC's proposal to limit network control of nighttime programing, despite the contention of Representative Emanuel Celler (D.-N.Y.) that the FCC plan doesn't go far enough (Broadcasting, Oct. 25).

Representative Celler has not drafted any new legislation that would go further than the commission's proposed rulemaking, but one of his spokesmen said: "Chairman Celler rarely says that there is a need for any legislation unless he is planning on writing a bill of his own."

But the congressman has no plans for any hearing on the matter, the spokesman said.

One executive of a leading network program supplier said he has had "a number of conversations" with other production company officials and he knows of no companies that are fighting for the 50-50 proposal or want to fight against it.

"The attitude is that we have to keep working with the networks," he said, "and there is no inclination to antagonize them. This proposal may be implemented some day or may not get off the ground at all. Much as some producers may not like the current setup, there doesn't seem to be much of an alternative. There are some but not enough advertisers willing to get involved in network programing, and we still need network financing."

He felt that even if the FCC rule is adopted, networks probably would retain the best prime-time slots, 8:10 p.m., and offer 7:30-8 p.m. and 10-11 p.m. to other sources. He said he personally would not be favorably disposed toward producing for the 7:30-8 p.m. period. He thought Congressmen Celler's proposal to bar the networks from producing any prime-time entertainment programs makes sense for producers.

"Basically, I guess, we'd like to see the status quo retained or have the networks get out of producing prime time completely," he ventured.

An official at another large production company said his organization "has not spent any time concerning itself with the FCC proposal." He voiced the view that "this whole thing will die out and nothing will come of it." He regarded Congressman Celler's proposal as equally "unrealistic and impractical."

AAA the commission is moving into the enforcement stage in its program to keep broadcasters from using deceptive ratings claims (see page 36).

The commission, which is continuing to refer complaints about ratings abuses to the FTC, said it would consider whether a licensee is observing the FTC guidelines in determining whether he is operating in the public interest.

There was no official explanation of why the commission, which is supposed to maintain "liaison" with the FTC on the ratings matter, took so long to publicize the guidelines. One official indicated it had merely got shunted aside by the press of other business.

Ratings warning is now official

The FCC last week got around to officially notifying broadcasters of the four-month-old Federal Trade Commission statement setting forth guidelines for broadcasters to follow in the use of broadcast ratings.

The FTC statement, issued July 8, warns broadcasters and others using ratings that they are responsible for the validity of claims they base on audience surveys. It also directs them to avoid distorting survey results by "hyping" techniques, to refrain from issuing misleading interpretations of survey results and to explain the limitations of ratings as measurements (Broadcasting, July 12).

In New York last week Charles A. Sweeney, director of the FTC's Bureau of Deceptive Practices, told the TVQ subscribers to facilitate the relating of "Q" scores to quantitative ratings of programs as published by A. C. Nielsen Co., the American Research Bureau and others.

TVQ is announcing today (Nov. 1) the furnishing of a set of 22 conversion tables regularly with its program popularity reports permitting users to find the average popularity rating of shows categorized by program types.

Of the 22 tables, 11 are for evening programs and 11 for weekday daytime shows. In each of these two overall categories, tables cover individuals by age and sex, and each table in turn is broken into individual program types.

As explained by TVQ, a division of Home Testing Institute, Manhasset, N. Y., a subscriber can look up a program's TVQ score for the specific audience group in which he's interested and then turn to the appropriate table in the "conversion book" under the proper program classification.

In essence, TVQ officials said, the new dimension permits the user to measure the impact of a program after having determined the cost-per-thousand on the basis of quantitative ratings.

TVQ periodically measures the appeal of TV programs to each family member. Subscribers include two of the three TV networks, five major tele- film producers, three top national advertisers and 15 advertising agencies which TVQ says, are responsible for about 70% of all network TV billing.

New feature added to TVQ's reports

An added dimension is being supplied to TVQ subscribers to facilitate the relating of "O" scores to quantitative ratings of programs as published by A. C. Nielsen Co., the American Research Bureau and others.

TVQ is announcing today (Nov. 1) the furnishing of a set of 22 conversion tables regularly with its program popularity reports permitting users to find the average popularity rating of shows categorized by program types.

Of the 22 tables, 11 are for evening programs and 11 for weekday daytime shows. In each of these two overall categories, tables cover individuals by age and sex, and each table in turn is broken into individual program types.

As explained by TVQ, a division of Home Testing Institute, Manhasset, N. Y., a subscriber can look up a program's TVQ score for the specific audience group in which he's interested and then turn to the appropriate table in the "conversion book" under the proper program classification.

In essence, TVQ officials said, the new dimension permits the user to measure the impact of a program after having determined the cost-per-thousand on the basis of quantitative ratings.

TVQ periodically measures the appeal of TV programs to each family member. Subscribers include two of the three TV networks, five major telem film producers, three top national advertisers and 15 advertising agencies which TVQ says, are responsible for about 70% of all network TV billing.
BEELINE® COUNTRY... AWFULLY BIG IN SHIPPING

...and BEELINE RADIO KFBK is a proven way to reach this important market.

From Sacramento's $55 million port the products of California's Sacramento Valley are shipped around the world... one more reason why people in this prime agricultural area have over $3 billion to spend.

You reach these people effectively when you put your message on Beeline Radio KFBK. KFBK is just one of four Beeline Stations and the key to California's rich Inland Valley.

Data Source: Sales Management's 1965 Copyrighted Survey
A long look at color by 4A’s

Ad agency executives study techniques and trends in the big new reality in television advertising, are told they can’t afford not to use it.

Color took number one ranking among the “new realities in television advertising” last week as some 300 leading advertising agency executives examined techniques and trends in TV commercials.

Producing commercials in color is more costly and more troublesome, they were told, but advertisers can’t afford to stay out of color any longer because it’s also “worth the extra money and trouble in terms of greater selling impact—not next month or next year, but right now, in the fall of 1965.”

This advice came from Gordon Webber, vice president and director of broadcast commercial production for Benton & Bowles, at the television session of the annual eastern conference of the American Association of Advertising Agencies, held Tuesday and Wednesday (Oct. 26-27) in New York.

Big Brother Too: Another new reality in television advertising that was made clear at the session was continued government watchfulness, a development less new than color TV but apparently no less certain.

In a speech that seemed to combine firmness with a conciliatory approach, Charles A. Sweeney, director of the Federal Trade Commission’s bureau of deceptive practices, left no doubt that the FTC staff is concerned with unfair or deceptive practices not only in the use of props and mock-ups but also when they involve “people, lighting, camera lenses and angles and many other items.” He also indicated that agencies should be held accountable along with their clients in most cases when false advertising is involved.

But he also made clear that advertisers and agencies as well as the FTC staff had benefited from the knowledge of production problems and techniques gained by FTC attorney Edward F. Downs on a week-long tour of agencies and production houses arranged by the AAAAA two months ago (BROADCASTING, Aug. 30).

He also stressed the willingness of the FTC staff to work with individual agencies and advertisers on specific questions and emphasized the importance of “a simple person-to-person understanding” between them and the FTC.

Aside from the television session, TV was in evidence throughout the two-day meeting, with commercials—many of them in color—exhibited to illustrate techniques, problem solutions and campaign strategies. TV even got into a session on print advertising, when a newspaper representative noted that TV and magazines are currently better equipped “to supply the quality of [color] reproduction required by today’s advertisers.”

In his speech at the TV meeting Benton & Bowles’s Mr. Webber, who is chairman of the AAAAA subcommittee on commercial production, called flatly for “everyone in television advertising” to “join the color revolution.”

Based on his own and other agencies’ experience, Mr. Webber offered a set of guidelines for color commercial production (see page 40).

Color, he said, adds 20% to 35% to the cost of black-and-white commercial production and also extends the completion time by two weeks to five weeks.

Why Color: But, he said, “there are at least three good reasons why a client can’t afford not to get into the production of color commercials immediately.” His reasons:

1. With the set penetration this fall at between 8% and 9%, the advertiser on a color show opposite a black-and-white show will enjoy a rating advantage of approximately 78%. Opposite another color show, the advantage would decline to about 45%. While it is possible to run a black-and-white commercial on a color show, it doesn’t make much sense because from the five million or so color viewers you can expect a pretty sharp dropoff in interest in a black-and-white message on a color show.

2. Even taking into account the extra cost of producing color commercials, the cost efficiency of a color program is more favorable to an advertiser than a black-and-white program. The higher rating of color shows results in a more favorable cost-per-thousand homes reached. For a roughly 20-rated program, for instance, the cost-per-thousand for a black-and-white
For the new season so far, NBC reigns as the No. 1 network.

The second National Nielsen report, for the two weeks ending October 10—plus audience estimates of non-commercial coverage of Pope Paul VI's visit*—shows the NBC Television Network continuing to lead in evening audience.

And the most recent Nielsen MNA report, for the week ending October 17, shows NBC with the biggest nighttime audience for the fifth consecutive week—winning four of the seven nights, and more half-hours than any other network.

Over the entire first month, the NBC Television Network had:

- The biggest average nighttime audience.
- The No. 1 entertainment program—"Bonanza."
- The No. 1 news program—"The Huntley-Brinkley Report."
- The No. 1 sports program—"The World Series."
- 200,000 more homes-per-minute than the second network.
- The biggest audience increase over last season.

And, NBC had the biggest audience for a news event—"The Papal Visit."*

---

*"Papal Visit" estimates based on National Arbitron and NBC Research estimates of periods of common network coverage of that event.
A calendar of important meetings and events in the field of communications.

**DATEBOOK**

**OCTOBER**
- Oct. 31-Nov. 3—41st annual convention of the National Association of Educational Broadcasters. Featured speaker is Stewart L. Udall, secretary of the interior. Also speaking are Honorable Marlin Cleveland, U.S. ambassador to NATO, Wilbur J. Cohen, undersecretary of Health, Education and Welfare, and Fred Harrington, president of the University of Wisconsin. Sheraton-Park hotel, Washington.
- Oct. 31-Nov. 3—American Association of Advertising Agencies western regional convention. Del Monte Lodge, Pebble Beach, Calif.
- Oct. 31-Nov. 5—Annual technical conference and equipment exhibit, Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers. Reports will be submitted on color TV in Europe, new UHF transmitter design, cable distribution of UHF signals, research work on quadrate distortion correction, vertical interval testing and monitoring, automatic video switching, quality control procedures. Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal.

**NOVEMBER**
- Nov. 1—Deadline changed on FCC's further notice of proposed rulemaking relating to continuing use of expanded use of UHF television frequencies by setting aside channels 76 through 83 inclusive for new class of 10-kw community TV stations with 300-foot antenna limitation.
- Nov. 1—Deadline for comments on FCC's further notice of proposed rulemaking relating to fostering expanded use of UHF television frequencies by setting aside channels 76 through 83 inclusive for new class of 10-kw community TV stations with 300-foot antenna limitation.
- Nov. 1—Deadline for comments on FCC's inquiry into question of whether bills in international commerce are an authorized user of satellite systems under Communications Satellite Act of 1962. Former deadline was Oct. 1.
- Nov. 1-5—Annual fall meeting of Washington State Association of Broadcasters. Speakers include Sam Zais, vice-president of Tidy House, Omaha; Hugh Brundage, news director, KMPC Los Angeles; Black Angus motor hotel, Kennewick.
- Nov. 1-3—Seminar for senior corporate executives presented by Institute of Marketing Communications at Center for Continuing Education, University of Chicago. Marion Harper Jr., president and board chairman of The Interpublic Group, will be keynote speaker. University of Chicago.
- Nov. 3—Georgian Association of Broadcasters logging conference on new FCC program logs. Americana hotel, Atlanta.
- Nov. 4—Third Annual Canadian Radio Commercials Festival, under auspices of the Canadian Broadcast Executives Society, Toronto. Royal York hotel, Toronto.
- Nov. 4—North Carolina CATV Association meeting. Holiday Inn, Gastonia.
- Nov. 4-5—Second annual FM Radio Day and multiplex conference of Georgia Association of Broadcasters. Speakers include Abe Voron, WQAL-FM Philadelphia, chairman of National Association of FM Broadcasters; James Schuik, president, Quality Inc., New York; Martin Hollinger, assistant vice-president and media director, Burke Dowling Adams, Atlanta; Harold Cassens, FCC. Americana motor hotel, Atlanta.
- Nov. 5—Annual fall meeting, Oklahoma-Kansas CATV Association. Frederick W. Ford, president of the National Community Television Association, will be the featured speaker. Holiday Inn, Oklahoma City.
- Nov. 5—H-R Television, H-R Representatives annual promotion seminar. Shoreham hotel, Washington.
- Nov. 5—National Association of Broadcasters President Vincent Wasilewski will be featured speaker at the International Radio & Television Society summer luncheon, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
- Nov. 5-6—Annual fall meeting of Maryland-D.C. Delaware Broadcasters Association. Washingtonian Country Club, Gaithersburg, Md.
- Nov. 5-6—All-day seminar for advertising and promotion directors of Corinthian Broadcasting Corp. stations. Dupont suite, Washington Hilton hotel, Washington.
- Nov. 6-7—Missouri Associated Press Radio-Television Association meeting. Muehlebach hotel, Kansas City.
- Nov. 7—Annual communion breakfast of Catholic VTA (Catholic Association of Television and Advertising) will be held following mass in St. Patrick's cathedral. Newman F. McEvoy, senior vice president of Cunningham & Walsh, will be chairman, Waldorf-Astoria hotel, New York.
- Nov. 8—North Central CATV Association meeting. National Community Television Association President Frederick W. Ford will speak at afternoon session. Capitol Towers Motor hotel, Minneapolis.
- Nov. 8-Edward Petry & Co. promotion seminar conducted by Robert L. Hutton Jr., vice president for television promotion and William H. Steese, vice president for radio promotion. Featured speaker will be Al Manisi, vice president and TV group sales manager, Petry Co. Shoreham hotel, Washington.
- Nov. 8—Deadline for reply comments on the FCC's notice of inquiry to determine if stereophonic sound transmissions could also be used in TV broadcasting.
- Nov. 16-13—56th national convention, Sigma
program is $3.72; for color, $3.49.

"3. There is evidence, too, that your commercials get noted and remembered better when they're in color. A Crosley study found that color commercials were 34% better remembered than black-and-white, and 69% more persuasive in their ability to make the viewer want to buy the product. In the same study, the average number of people who could remember one or more copy points was 59% higher for color commercials. In another study, NBC reports a 67% advantage for color commercials."

To these Mr. Webber added a fourth reason for getting into color now: There's "an awful lot to learn about a new and complex medium, and the sooner [you] start learning, the better."

His own agency, he said, produced one color commercial last year, but has already produced hundreds this year and before the year is out "virtually every one of our clients with products in national distribution will be in color."

He noted that "this giant leap into the new medium is going on all over town, in every segment of the industry."

Color production at film studios has increased from 30% to 80% in the last 12 months, he said.

Why Go Abroad? • Don Trevor, vice president and director of radio-TV commercial production for Doyle Dane Bernbach, had some advice for agencies going abroad to shoot commercials. "The product and problem must demand it," he said, but when that is the case you will turn out a better commercial abroad.

"But you will find some specific production problems," he cautioned. "The main problem is this: It is difficult to make a foreign film producer understand that shooting a commercial is a very serious business—that you have high standards and will go to a great deal of effort to achieve those standards . . ."

"There is a widespread belief in the United States that shooting is cheaper overseas. That you will have to work less. That you will have no language problems because everyone in Europe speaks English. All of this is not so. You will work harder and longer and you will need a translator.

"It is advisable to work with local people as much as possible. I have found that the best way for me is to take an American cameraman from New York, a man you know and respect, a man who has been exposed to advertising film-making. But use, whenever possible, local film crews and, if they are not available, a local unit manager or someone who could substitute for him."

"In Colombia, for instance, we used a travel agent who knew nothing about motion pictures but knew how to get things done, such as who to bribe and who not to bribe. A person like this is indispensable . . ." More reality and less make-believe, less talk and more natural sounds, less impersonal and more distinctive and compelling voices, better musical scoring and less sing-songy jingles, more simplicity and greater clarity of concept—these were among the hallmarks of "the new look, sound and sense of today's commercials" as described by a trio of speakers.

The speakers: Alfred J. Miranda III, vice president and eastern director of radio-TV for Campbell-Ewald; Robert Tunison, vice president in charge of commercial production for Leo Burnett Co., and Jack A. Sidebotham, senior vice president for art and broadcast commercial production for C. J. LaRoche & Co.

Commercials Americanized • Wallace A. Ross, director of the American TV Commercials Festival, showed a selection of foreign commercials and reported that "one sad development of the increasingly international marketplace is that somehow along the way national characteristics have . . . faded away."

"Now, he said, there "is more of that all-American sell in foreign commercials and less of that wildly-entertaining-but-who-sponsored-it flavor that was so stunning way back when."

American advertisers, he said, have four certain advantages over Europeans: more money for commercials, longer commercial lengths, commercials interspersed in programing rather than

Charles A. Sweeney (c) of the Federal Trade Commission, confers with John Crichton (l), AAAA president, and Fred Adams, G. M. Basford Co., who is chairman of the association's eastern region.

Getting together prior to the television session at the AAAA's eastern region meeting (l to r): William E. Holden and Gordon Webber, both of Benton & Bowles, and Jack Sidebotham, of C. J. LaRoche & Co.
grouped, and commercial availabilities adequate for saturation campaigns. William E. Holden, senior vice president of Benton & Bowles, presided over the TV session, held Wednesday morning.

The opening day of the conference was devoted almost entirely to short case histories relating the origin of the "big idea" in 10 notably successful advertising campaigns, most of them heavy in television.

Donald E. Booth of Ted Bates & Co., describing a Chase Manhattan Bank campaign, attributed much of its success to concentration on TV. "Previously," he said, "Chase had used a smorgasbord—everything but painted rocks. Bates' media philosophy is put all your eggs in one medium—massive frequency at the lowest cost per thousand—spot television."

Robert Noel of Leo Burnett Co., reporting on Green Giant Foods' move into television, suggested this formula as the "big idea" for that company's use of TV: "Try to create a strong personality for the brand, and sell the individual items for their specific appeals within [that] framework."

Richard Bowman of Norman, Craig & Kimmel, demonstrated the effectiveness of the Ajax white knight commercial with film clips from five different television programs in which the white knight idea had been the subject of a skit or joke. This feedback effect was witnessed in the programs of Danny Kaye, Jack Benny, Jack Paar, Jackie Gleason and Steve Allen.

Research * Several speakers suggested that commercial effectiveness often cannot be determined by research. Mr. Bowman said the white knight is not a product of research.

Similarly, William Bernbach, Doyle Dane Bernbach president, said the success of his agency's campaign for Avis Rent-a-Car, in which the theme is "We're only number two, we try harder," was not borne out by early research.

John Avrett of Foote, Cone & Belding explained how micro-photography had been used in FC&B's campaign for Contac (Menley & James) to create a soft sell TV commercial series detailing the strained action of Contac's "tiny time pills."

Chester Perry of McCann-Erickson told how Westinghouse "makes love to consumers" through a series of television commercials that are related in their approach but deal with a wide variety of the corporation's products. He screened several of the 60 different TV commercials Westinghouse has produced in the last 18 months, among them one for light bulbs that he said "did not research well, but sold a hell of a lot of light bulbs."

Others speaking at the "big idea" session were Dermott McCarthy of Young & Rubicam, who explained the "Go Go Goodyear" campaign; Anthony C. Chevins of Cunningham & Walsh, on the Yellow Pages campaign: John Burke of Compton Advertising on Schick blades' "15 Barbers" campaign, and James J. Jordan Jr., of BBDO on the Schaefer beer: "When you're having more than one" theme.

In a fiscal control session Michael J. Manning, financial vice president of C. J. LaRoche & Co., told how his agency discovered that though it was making money on its overall operation, it was losing money on eight accounts, and how, by instituting a fee system of compensation and following firm cost-accounting procedures, all accounts were put on a profitable basis.

Sweeney blows his whistle

Agencies to be accountable for falsities and stations for misuse of ratings

One of the top federal policemen of advertising practices told advertising agencies last week that the government will hold them jointly responsible with clients for advertising which they know, or have reason to believe, is false or misleading.

He also reported that the Federal Trade Commission is moving into the enforcement stage in its program to keep broadcasters from using deceptive claims about their audience coverage.

Charles A. Sweeney, director of the FTC's bureau of deceptive practices, speaking to an American Association of Advertising Agencies session (see page 34), said he had no simple rule for determining when an agency should be brought to account for its participation in a misleading campaign. But he held no sympathy for one which might plead ignorance of the commission's advertising guides.

Citing a situation where an agency might take a client's product claims and then exaggerate or distort them, Mr. Sweeney asserted that the agency downgrades the value of its own service if it then pleads innocence on the ground that its client approved the copy. This, he suggested, is tantamount to admitting the client to be better qualified in the area where the agency claims expertise.

Mr. Sweeney said: "It should be clear that when the agency has any direct financial interest in the sale of a product it shares responsibility for the advertising."

He acknowledged that the nature of the product advertised may influence the "standard of responsibility" imposed on the agency. For example, he said, the agency advertising tack hammer may not be held to the same high standard as that of the one promoting drug preparations.

Rating Tactics * The FTC bureau chief, recalling the FTC's rules governing the use of rating materials in station advertising (Broadcasting, July 12), said the trade has now had three months to digest the announcement and discuss its meaning with the FTC staff.

The FTC notice last July warned broadcasters they would be responsible for the validity of the audience claims they make which are based on information supplied by rating services.

Mr. Sweeney said: "We intend to concentrate on any broadcasters who may have ignored this warning" The FTC, he went on, will continue in close liaison with the FCC staff in this effort. "You are likely to be hearing more on this subject before long," he said.

Agency Blame * A principal test applied by the FTC staff in determining whether an agency will be named as a respondent in a false advertising case is whether the agency "has acted responsibly," according to Mr. Sweeney.

He pointed to the Supreme Court's decision this year in the Colgate "sandpaper" case as a broad guideline to agencies in the use of demonstrations and said interpretation of these guidelines would come from the FTC and possibly the courts.

The FTC, Mr. Sweeney, has been asked what it looks for when it reviews television commercials. It's not only interested in deceptive use of mock-ups, he said, which might be reported. It's also looking for "unfair or deceptive use of people, lighting, camera lenses and angles and many other items with which you are more familiar than I."

In a further review of what the commission may consider improper use of demonstrations he said: "If a fact can be illustrated visually it should be presented in a literally truthful manner, whether the 'fact' be one of action, color, size or any other characteristic."

Following the same problem further, Mr. Sweeney said the basis of the FTC's position is that a material difference exists in the influence on a consumer "between what the advertiser says he thinks his product will do, and objective proof of his product claim."

For this reason he held that television advertising offering visual proof of a product claim ought to show "the actual literal truth, not a mock-up of what the advertiser may honestly think
or are they alive with actualities?

The UPI Audio Network offers more hours of service than any other voice news service. It is the only one which delivers its own billboards by teleprinter. It provides more stories from more datelines and far more actualities than any other audio service.

If your station does not have an audio service or does not enjoy the advantages of UPI Audio, it will pay you to get the facts about this service from UPI Audio, 220 East 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.
NBC color committee to advise agencies, advertisers

NBC announced today (Nov. 1) a 16-man committee of network experts in color television, who in addition to maintaining NBC's color production and transmission standards, will make themselves available to advertisers, agencies and TV producers.

William H. Trevarthen, NBC-TV vice president, operations and engineering, is chairman of the group which will be split into two units, one centered in New York and the other in Burbank, Calif., to provide services on both coasts.

A joint announcement of details by Walter D. Scott, executive vice president of the NBC-TV network, and by Raymond W. Welpott, executive vice president of NBC Owned Stations, said the committee would be available to consult on the use of color TV in such areas as live production, films and slides, TV tape, camera technique, studio lighting and scenic elements. The units: In New York (sub chairman) James L. Wilson, director, staff engineering, and Charles E. Corcoran, director, TV network operations; (films, slides, kinescopes) Edward Bertero, project engineer; Vernon J. Duke, senior project engineer, and Howard Etelbach, manager, film operations; (video tape) Robert Daniels, manager, video tape operations; (camera techniques and studio lighting) Albert Protzman, technical coordinator; (scenic elements) Clifford Stiegelbauer, manager of design, art and scenic services.

In Burbank (sub chairman) Richard C. Welsch, director of West Coast production and business affairs, and John R. Kennedy, manager of technical operations, acting as alternate; (films and slides) Alex Quiroga and Edward Ancona, color coordinators, and Kenneth Erhardt, supervisor of TV film operations; (video tape) Frank Gaskins, manager of video tape, film and kine operations; (camera techniques and studio lighting) Clare E. McCoy, supervisor, studio technical operations; and (scenic elements) Milton Altman, manager, design and creative operations.

The Supreme Court's decision in the Colgate case, he said, seemed to give strong support to this position.

Moving into specific cases Mr. Sweeny noted that the inherent characteristic of a particular product, which may make it particularly hard for that product to be demonstrated on television, do not give it any special rights over other products in the use of mock-ups. For instance, he said, the FTC has repeatedly been told that technical problems make it impossible to show a TV receiver with a picture on the screen in a television commercial.

Mr. Sweeny reminded agencies the Supreme Court held that "all methods of advertising do not equally favor every seller. If the inherent limitations of a method do not permit its use in a way a seller desires, the seller cannot by material misrepresentation compensate for those limitations."

On disclaimers Mr. Sweeny said that, if one is required because of a mock-up or for some other reason, "there should be nothing in the advertisement to contradict or water down the truthful disclosure." A disclosure which might be adequate for adults, he suggested, might not be meaningful to children. He thought it would not be enough to use the label "a dramatization" or "simulation" in such cases.

Mr. Sweeny said the FTC staff feels reasonably sure that it understands its principles covering TV commercial production and that if agencies or advertisers request advisory opinions the FTC will give them.

In's-and-out's of color TV ads

B&B's Webber lists guidelines for better tint commercials

Guidelines for production of better color television commercials were offered by Gordon Webber, vice president of Benton & Bowles and chairman of the American Association of Advertising Agencies' subcommittee on commercial production, at the AAAA eastern annual conference in New York last week (see page 34).

They are based, he said, on the experiences of a number of agencies. Although he regarded them as "only a beginning in this process of learning" about color, he thought they "may be helpful to anyone in copy, art, production, media or account work who has anything to do with the planning, creating, producing and scheduling of color commercials." Here are Mr. Webber's guidelines:

1. One of the most important things to remember is that color film—in its exposure, its developing and printing—is far less flexible than black-and-white film.

"Say, for instance, we are shooting a girl's hair outdoors in natural sunlight, for a shampoo commercial. Hair shot in the forenoon will not match hair shot in the afternoon. The morning footage will be near the blue end of the spectrum, the afternoon hair will verge toward the red end of the spectrum. And, unlike black-and-white film, you cannot depend on correcting these subtle shades of color in the printing.

"Unlike black-and-white film, in which an underexposed scene can be printed up in density, color should have an original correct exposure, or else you are in trouble. This means, in production terms, that certain critical subjects such as hair, skin tones and packages, when shot on location, should be shot at approximately the same time of day."

2. It takes longer to produce an acceptable color print of a commercial—from two to three weeks longer—on the average. And, right now, until new lab facilities are completed, sometimes longer than that. So a word of advice to clients and account people—and everyone who makes up production schedules or sets air dates: You must allow for an extra margin of time with color.

3. Don't get carried away with the use of color. There should be a reason for color—a creative or advertising reason, preferably. An aesthetic reason, certainly.

"Avoid strong, vivid, oversaturated colors. The use of pastel or muted colors will generally give you more control in printing and better reproduction on the television system. The use of white, and only one or two colors, can sometimes be more effective
“Nothing is too high for a man to reach, but he must climb with care and confidence.”

Hans Christian Andersen

Here is sound advice from a man best remembered for fairy tales. The Griffin-Leake management urges CARE in every operating phase at its stations, as a valid basis for deserving confidence.
Look at this for one minute.
If you do, you will not be alone. In the average evening minute the CBS Television Network is the focal point of 10 million American families.

Everyone in advertising knows network television is big. Everyone knows it has impact— with sight, sound, motion, and now color, too. Everyone knows that national advertisers rely on it more than any other medium. What more is there to say? Only this:

The latest nationwide Nielsen report shows that CBS wins the biggest audience during more half hours than the other two networks combined. It attracts the biggest average audience on more nights of the week than the other two networks combined. It presents more of the Top Five, Ten, Twenty, and Thirty nighttime programs than the other two networks combined.

In short, if you want your product to make a lasting impression, look at network television. Above all, look at The CBS Television Network.
than a riot of colors.

"Restraint, simplicity and taste are still the governing virtues in making television commercials—in color and black-and-white."

4. Full, well lighted scenes are generally better than sharply contrasting highlight and shadow lighting because the narrower light-to-dark spectrum reproduces better over the system.

5. Quantity printing from 16mm reduction prints, and especially 16mm contact prints from 35mm originals, increases print density and contrast. That is, scenes will be darker and colors deeper in quantity 16mm air prints. This is another reason to avoid dark, heavily saturated colors and to style your commercials so as to obtain softer, lighter color tones.

6. Don't forget that for some years hence the majority of the audience will be seeing your commercials in black-and-white. This means you must use color balance that will produce a good monochrome print as well as a good color print.

"To make sure you have done this, it's a good idea to check your finished film on system... To really check it out, you should go through these steps: a) transmit your color print on black-and-white system to black-and-white set; b) transmit color print on color system to black-and-white and color set. It is also a good idea to check your 16mm reduction print on both color and black-and-white systems...

7. When shooting a color commercial—in studio or on location—strive for a consistency of background and lighting. Sharp differences in color values in backgrounds can give a jarring, fragmented look to the commercial when it is edited—and this can't be easily balanced in the printing, as it can in black-and-white.

8. Color correction of packages. Before you go into full production of color commercials, it's wise to do some experimental color shooting of your clients' packages.

"Earlier this year, when the color stampede was merely a ball of dust on the horizon, we conducted a color exploratory for the full line of Post cereals, before we had produced a commercial. As a result of that shooting, we color corrected the details of several of the packages for two reasons: so they would photograph better in color; and more important, so that the grey values would register better on the black-and-white systems.

9. Finally, a word about screen testing. You can screen test in color quite simply and fast, by using 16mm Kodachrome 2 reversal stock. The colors are quite true and you can usually have a reversal print back in 24 hours."

NAB's Bell asks increased code fees

Increased financial support for the expanded activity of the National Association of Broadcasters radio and television codes was urged last week by Howard H. Bell, code director, who called the need "overdue."

Mr. Bell told the Missouri Broadcasters Association meeting in Jefferson City Friday (Oct. 29) that since taking over his post two years ago he has felt "the industry should pay more for its self-regulatory activity." He said a report and recommendations to increase fees will be submitted to the NAB joint board at its January meeting and that "any proposal would be an equitable fee system that would not put a burden on any type of station." However, any increase would not be effective before April 1, 1966.

He said the "growing respect, influence and support" advertisers and agencies are placing in the code "has come about not because of what we merely say... but because of what the codes themselves have done."

Mr. Bell noted that the code operation has been considerably altered over the past few years as the need for a "more vigorous and active program of code administration and activities" has turned up. He said there have been improved monitoring and enforcement procedures, broader activity in commercial review and clearance in both radio and TV and an informational program that has provided a steady flow of materials to code stations.

Clyne-Maxon gets Lanvin, Nate accounts

Lanvin-Charles of the Ritz Inc., New York, has appointed Clyne-Maxon Inc., New York, to handle advertising for its Lanvin and Jean Nate cosmetics lines, effective immediately. The accounts were previously handled, respectively, by Foote, Cone & Belding and by Zlowe Corp., both New York. Billings for both lines are estimated at $3 million, with approximately $1.5 million in spot TV.

Lucor Corp., a division of Lanvin-Charles, has named Rockmore, Garfield & Schaub Inc., New York to replace J. R. Flanagan Inc., New York, as agency for its Bain de Soleil sun lotion. Billings were not disclosed.

Business briefly...

Dunn & McCarthy, Auburn, N. Y., heretofore user of print media almost exclusively, has purchased schedule of announcements on CBS Radio's Arthur.
What million-plus market (experiencing one of the nation's largest building booms) just completed

America's first major railroad station in 10 years?


Are you overlooking this rich metropolitan area? Chances are your competitors aren't. The quickest, most effective way to cultivate your share of this fertile million-plus market is to tell your story on WTMJ-TV. Still number one in Milwaukee for adult viewers and advertisers.

Godfrey Time for 26 weeks, starting Feb. 28, 1966. Mr. Godfrey also has been selected as exclusive radio spokesman for company’s new line of Enna Jetticks shoes. Agency: Altman, Stoller, Chalk Advertising, New York.

Campbell Soup Co., Camden, N. J., through BBDO, New York, in a special holiday campaign promoting the uses of Campbell’s Tomato Soup, will use participations on 13 prime time and daytime programs on all three networks, along with spot TV and spot radio in major markets from mid-November to New Year’s day.

Firestone Tire and Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, will sponsor Big Three Golf, series of special matches featuring Jack Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer and Gary Player, in color on NBC-TV on Sundays, Feb. 20, March 6, March 20 and April 3 (4-5 p.m. EST each day). Firestone was reported to have placed advertising direct.

Quaker City Chocolate & Confectionery Co., Philadelphia, through Helitzer, Waring & Wayne, New York, will begin next Monday (Nov. 8) six-month spot TV campaign in 12 major markets for its Good and Plenty candy.

The make-believe world’s realistic faith in TV

Ten leading advertisers in the toy and game industry last year invested $30,097,600 in TV, 52% more than in 1963. Announcing a breakdown of the 1964 total, Television Bureau of Advertising said $19,350,000 was spent in spot and $10,747,000 went for network.

TVB listed four major changes prompted by TV which have affected the toy and game business during the last 15 years:

Toy sales have been boosted to a year-round business. Before TV, sales and advertising centered mostly in November and December.

Brand names are now easily recognizable. Previously, consumers were unaware of specific names.

In print campaigns the selling messages were addressed to parents. Now TV allows children as well as parents to take note.

Within 15 years the business has more than doubled its sales and is now regarded as mass-marketing instead of being oriented to seasonal sales.

Toys’ top three TV advertisers in 1964 were Mattel, Deluxe Reading and Marx. Mattel was first with a TV budget totaling $7,484,640, of which $5,172,800 was in network. TVB said Deluxe Reading placed its entire 1964 consumer budget of $4,921,280 into TV. For 1965, its budget is projected at close to $8 million. Marx spent $3,178,630 last year.

The A. C. Gilbert Co., whose total TV budget in 1964 of $120,000 was in spot, will be on network—participations in the Beatles cartoon show on ABC-TV on Saturdays—and at the same time adding spot schedules in 30 major markets. (One of its $35 toys, the James Bond 007 Auto Racer set, will be sponsored by Sears, Roebuck on 22 announcements on ABC-TV beginning Nov. 11.)

Two companies not included on the list were also indicated to be active in TV. The Macon Toy Co., which began marketing this year, has sponsored its Sticky Fingers ball game in 20 markets for three months. The other firm, Silly Putty, which emphasizes spot TV campaigns, this fall is planning network TV sponsorship.

### The top 10 television toy advertisers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Spot</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>% Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mattel</td>
<td>$1,172,800</td>
<td>2,211,840</td>
<td>7,484,640</td>
<td>+40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>4,447,400</td>
<td>898,250</td>
<td>5,345,640</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deluxe Reading</td>
<td>2,634,100</td>
<td>2,287,180</td>
<td>4,921,280</td>
<td>+123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marx</td>
<td>1,315,700</td>
<td>894,400</td>
<td>2,210,100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideal</td>
<td>1,388,800</td>
<td>1,791,830</td>
<td>3,179,630</td>
<td>+25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>1,177,000</td>
<td>1,364,470</td>
<td>2,541,470</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remco</td>
<td>2,531,450</td>
<td>2,531,450</td>
<td>5,062,900</td>
<td>+28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenner</td>
<td>882,800</td>
<td>1,091,040</td>
<td>1,973,840</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>1,705,060</td>
<td>871,600</td>
<td>949,660</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milton Bradley</td>
<td>938,270</td>
<td>1,417,300</td>
<td>2,355,570</td>
<td>+50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>571,390</td>
<td>496,590</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Character</td>
<td>580,900</td>
<td>527,700</td>
<td>1,108,600</td>
<td>+142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hasbro</td>
<td>350,200</td>
<td>308,190</td>
<td>658,390</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>150,200</td>
<td>429,620</td>
<td>589,820</td>
<td>+144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>140,580</td>
<td>298,980</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5,172,800</td>
<td>2,211,840</td>
<td>7,484,640</td>
<td>+40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Toys and games—Total television investments by year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Network TV</th>
<th>Spot TV</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>% Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>$678,873</td>
<td>$3,468,731</td>
<td>$4,147,604</td>
<td>+330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>$678,873</td>
<td>$3,468,731</td>
<td>$4,147,604</td>
<td>+330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>$678,873</td>
<td>$3,468,731</td>
<td>$4,147,604</td>
<td>+330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>$678,873</td>
<td>$3,468,731</td>
<td>$4,147,604</td>
<td>+330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>$678,873</td>
<td>$3,468,731</td>
<td>$4,147,604</td>
<td>+330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>$678,873</td>
<td>$3,468,731</td>
<td>$4,147,604</td>
<td>+330</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Network TV</th>
<th>Spot TV</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>% Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>$678,873</td>
<td>$3,468,731</td>
<td>$4,147,604</td>
<td>+330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>$678,873</td>
<td>$3,468,731</td>
<td>$4,147,604</td>
<td>+330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>$678,873</td>
<td>$3,468,731</td>
<td>$4,147,604</td>
<td>+330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>$678,873</td>
<td>$3,468,731</td>
<td>$4,147,604</td>
<td>+330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>$678,873</td>
<td>$3,468,731</td>
<td>$4,147,604</td>
<td>+330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>$678,873</td>
<td>$3,468,731</td>
<td>$4,147,604</td>
<td>+330</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Sources: Network (TVB/LNA-BAR) gross time costs for 1959-62; Spot (TVB/Rorabaugh) gross time costs only.*

Papermate Co., through Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, in a major drive for gift pens at Christmas, plans heavy spot TV push starting mid-November on stations in 70 markets plus network buys. Spot is nearly double last year’s effort.

Bernard S. Pinus Co., Philadelphia, for its Yankee Maid meat products, has appointed Wermen and Schorr, Philadelphia, to handle the largest ad campaign in company’s history that will include commercials on WCAU-AM-TV, KYW-AM-TV, WIP and WIBG, all Philadelphia.
Mental presence is one of the least explored subjects in media research. Yet it's one of the most fundamental for advertisers.

So we addressed ourselves to it. 17,214 phone calls and 2,416 lengthy personal interviews later, we have a massive new quantitative study of audience attention and other qualitative differences in radio listening.

You should see it.

You'll find that attention, commercial believability, editorial character and related factors differ widely and consistently—depending on station type.

Full attention by listeners can vary by more than 100 per cent.*

Even the credibility of commercials differs greatly from station to station.

This new CBS Radio study is titled MIKE AND MIKE 1965. It is an in-depth analysis of radio in 7 major cities. But the findings apply broadly in almost any market.

It is must reading for everyone involved in time-buying decisions.

Ask us for a copy, today.

*Based on Motivation Analysis, Inc. estimates, subject to qualifications which the CBS Owned radio stations will supply on request.

THE CBS OWNED RADIO STATIONS
WCBS New York, WBBM Chicago, WCAU Philadelphia, WEEI Boston, KMOX St. Louis, KNX Los Angeles, KCBS San Francisco.
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales.
Radio best medium
to sell message center

Gresh & Kramer Inc., Philadelphia, last April discovered that newspapers didn't sell its client's product. The agency then geared its campaign exclusively to radio, and has since realized that medium's potential for "mass advertising," according to B. K. Kramer, president and account executive.

C&K now places one-minute radio spots in 12 markets across the United States for the RSVP Secretary, a 24-hour electronic message center hooked to private or business telephones. The device, retailing at $595, is manufactured by RSVP Manufacturing Inc., Culver City, Calif., a subsidiary of Teledyne Inc.

The agency's campaign budgets, which are gauged by percentage of sales, range from $2,500-3,000 in New York to close to $4,000 in the Los Angeles market.

Mr. Kramer last week indicated plans for additional radio spots in Florida, North and South Carolina, Georgia, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and through New England. By next spring, he said, television would enter into the campaign.

Klynn cites need
for initial ad impact

The first six seconds of a 60-second TV commercial are the most important part, because if they don't grab the attention of the viewer the rest of the commercial won't have a chance of doing its job of selling. That point was made by Herbert Klynn, president of Format Productions, producer of live and animated filmed commercials and program material for both TV and theatrical motion pictures, speaking at a dinner meeting of the Western States Advertising Agencies Association, last Monday (Oct. 25) in Hollywood.

Mr. Klynn called the present day television commercial a classic example of the need for simplicity in communication. "Here," he said, "the agency and the producer are faced with the common problem of creating an effective sales tool that, if designed properly, will have the impact and attention-getting value to interest the consumer and in turn achieve economic success for the client through extensive sales.

"It is common knowledge that if this is to be accomplished in a 60-second commercial it must be done within the first six seconds of the presentation. It is therefore vitally important that the clearest and simplest statement be made within its limited time."

The prime function of the creative process is to communicate, whether for entertainment or commercial purposes, Mr. Klynn said. As his organization experimented with new visual techniques needed to solve specific problems, he reported, it found a growing need for what he called a "visual common denominator." "We found the answer to this need by the introduction and the extensive use of symbolism," he stated.

"Fortunately," he noted, "we were not the first to develop this awareness of symbolism. The masters in contemporary art had already been experimenting with the abstraction of their subjects. . . . Symbolism allows us to get to the heart of the statement to be made."

Sindlinger outlines
new measurements

A presentation to agency executives on media measurement services provided by Sindlinger & Co., Norwood, Pa., was made in New York last week. Emphasized was the Sindlinger concept of "Media Mix" and an explanation and demonstration of the firm's "WATS" method of instantaneous interviewing.

In the WATS system, which features interviewing on long-distance phone lines from five central locations, interviews can be monitored at any time from any telephone thus providing an immediate control of the data collecting process. The system was used in a special nationwide Sindlinger survey in late July conducted for the New York Times on the after effect of a President Johnson news conference broadcast on the Vietnam situation (Broadcasting, Aug. 2).

TV's evolution traced
by B&B's Kanner

The growth of television as an advertising, entertainment and news medium was traced by Bern Kanner, vice president in charge of media for Benton & Bowles, in a talk Friday (Oct. 29) before the American Management Association.

Mr. Kanner told the AMA's "Design for Better Business" conference in New York that as an advertising force, TV has enabled companies investing in the medium to "taste success" with speed, with corporate-wide implications and with benefit to a wide variety of products and services.

"Television's unique ability to sell effectively to an audience of many millions of people, constantly, day after day, has significantly and drastically shorted the time between the conception of a new product or service and initial sales results," Mr. Kanner asserted.

He cited the striking sales advances made by S. C. Johnson and Son (Pledge furniture polish), Ralston Purina (Pledge Dog Chow) and Ford Motor Co. (the Mustang) almost immediately following the use of TV by these companies. He noted, too, that while TV accelerates acceptance of a product, it also can hasten failure, and explained:

"The same communication tools that helped to make Mustang an instant success quickly pointed out that the Edsel was a failure."

Turning to the programming aspects of TV, he pointed out that the very qualities that typify the medium's success in advertising have proved troublesome in the entertainment areas. He referred to "the speed of acceptance or rejection of new programs" by TV viewers.

"TV's concern for large audiences has not impeded its development as a "formidable news medium," he observed. Mr. Kanner said TV "is an integral part of the making of the news."
Introducing the Ampex AG-350 with solid state electronics.

This new recorder guarantees even greater reliability than its predecessor—the famous 350 Series. Here's reliability you can count on for continuous programming over long periods. Reliability you need for a major broadcast or recording assignment that may represent thousands of dollars in talent and studio set up. Reliability you must have for the "one chance" recording of a hot news event.

The AG-350 offers the ideal combination of all-new, 100% solid state electronics (evolved from years of Ampex transistor research for reliable Aerospace recorders) and the famous 350 Series Transport.

New features for greater operating convenience: overhead electronics in an all-new, functional console design; automatic equalization switching with change of speed; wide head gate opening for ease in editing, threading, cleaning heads; new, simplified control panel and switches; new ferrite erase heads for better erasure.

The Ampex AG-350 is available in console, portable, or unmounted versions; mono or stereo; record/reproduce or reproduce only; single or two channel; 3¾-7½, or 7½-15 ips speed.

Mail the coupon for your free copy of our new illustrated brochure #1706 which contains a complete description and specifications of the new AG-350 Series. And if you'd like descriptive literature on Ampex spot programming recorders, portable recorders, mastering recorders, high-speed duplicators, mixers, tape and accessories, just check the box on our coupon.
ABC earnings break all time record

37% gain in first 9 months, 3d quarter up 29%

ABC Inc. last week told stockholders it enjoyed the most profitable nine months in its history. Earnings from operations were up 37%.

During the third quarter alone operating earnings gained by 29% over the comparable 1964 period. Both theater and broadcasting divisions were said to have experienced profit improvement during the nine-month accounting period. ABC does not report gross revenues until its year-end statement.

Leonard Goldenson, ABC Inc. president, said early-season TV network audience measurements indicate "good" public acceptance of ABC programs and that on the basis of these measurements the network "is expected to maintain a strong competitive position."

He noted advertising expenditures in television are at an all time high and said indications are that they will continue to grow with color television serving as a stimulant.

Nine months ended Sept. 30:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1965</th>
<th>1964</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earnings per share (net)</td>
<td>$2.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating earnings (pre tax)</td>
<td>20,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal income tax</td>
<td>9,950,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net earnings</td>
<td>11,550,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P-K-L class B stock converted to class A

Rearrangement of stockholdings in Papert; Koenig, Lois Inc., New York advertising agency, through conversions from class B to class A stock were reported last week by the American Stock Exchange. Papert, Koenig, Lois is a publicly held agency.

New holdings: Julian Koenig, president, new total, 108,523 class A shares; George Lois, vice president, 122,149; Robert David, vice president, 15,299; Norman Grulich, executive vice president, 55,746 (plus indirect holdings of 360); Roger Weil, assistant secretary, 12,705; Frederick Papert, chairman, 116,128 (plus 10,000 as trustee).

Meredith Publishing earnings up 34%

Meredith Publishing Co., in figures released for the quarter ended Sept. 30, revealed an increase of 34% in earnings per share compared with the same quarter of 1964 and an increase of 37% in net earnings compared with 1964.

Three months ended Sept. 30:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1965</th>
<th>1964</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net earnings per share</td>
<td>$1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenues</td>
<td>26,040,137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs and expenses</td>
<td>22,543,028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net earnings</td>
<td>2,992,009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chris Craft up 35% in nine-month report

Consolidated net earnings of Chris-Craft Industries Inc. (owner of three TV stations) for the nine months ended Sept. 30 showed an increase of 35% over the first nine months of 1964, with sales up 9%.

John G. Bannister, Chris-Craft's president, announced that the company's television, boat and automotive divisions all reported increased sales.
SEC's report of transactions

The Securities & Exchange Commission has reported the following stock transactions of officers and directors and of other stockholders owning more than 10% of broadcasting or allied companies in its Official Summary for September 1965 (all common stock unless otherwise indicated):

Allied Artists Pictures Inc.—Emanuel L. Wolf acquired 100 shares 5½% convertible preferred, giving total of 100 shares.

ABC—Robert L. Hufnies Jr. acquired 800 shares, giving total of 1,886.

AVCO Corp.—Richard W. Yantis sold 5,000 shares leaving total of 6,400 plus 56,173 beneficially held for Murdie Ltd.

CBS—Michael Burke exercised option to acquire 2,004 shares giving total of 6,417; Richard R. Salant exercised option to acquire 6,733 shares giving total of 13,180.

Cowies Communications Inc.—Palmer E. Leiberman sold 600 shares leaving him 138,685 plus 12,500 held beneficially in trust. John L. Weinberg holding 600 shares personally, acquired 2,856 shares and sold 2,100 leaving 538 on beneficially held trading account of Goldman Sachs & Co.

National General Corp.—Lloyd Drexler holding 11,854 shares personally, sold 2,600 shares beneficially held for Northern Illinois Steel leaving 13,000 in account; Nathan Kates bought 800 shares giving total of 3,944; Eugene V. Klein bought 2,500 shares giving total of 201,147 plus 18,518 beneficially held in partnership and 3,120 beneficially held in foundation; Seymour F. Simon bought 100 shares giving total of 1,104 plus 104 beneficially held for wife and 2,251 beneficially held for L. & S. Associates.

National Telefilm Associates Inc.—Louis C. Riau acquired 10,000 shares giving him total of 38,200.

Screen Gems Inc.—Donald S. Stratem acquired 100 shares giving total of 1,197 plus 12,087 beneficially held in trust.

Storer Broadcasting Co.—Following exercised stock option to acquire additional shares: Lionel P. Baxier, 2,000 giving total of 3,000; Wendell B. Campbell, 300 giving total of 1,765; Abiah A. Church, 500 giving total of 1,300 plus 88 beneficially held for holding company; John J. Kelly, 1,000 giving total of 2,000; Stanton P. Kettler, 4,000 giving total of 14,887 plus 200 held beneficially for wife as trustee; Ewald Koeckritz, 1,000 giving total of 1,250; John E. McCoy, 1,000 giving total of 11,200 plus 1,550 beneficially held in trust; Francis W. Sullivan, 300 giving total of 700 plus 2,300 beneficially held for companies.

and profits, while losses from oil operations had been minimized and were expected to be eliminated by the year's end.


Nine months ended Sept. 30:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1965</th>
<th>1964</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earnings per share</td>
<td>$1.51</td>
<td>$1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>56,309,419</td>
<td>51,214,127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income tax provision</td>
<td>3,010,000</td>
<td>1,510,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net earnings</td>
<td>2,375,612</td>
<td>1,676,963</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard Kollman has profit for 9 months

Standard Kollman Industries Inc., (TV tuner manufacturer) reported that the company manufactures 80% of color television tuners used by set makers who do not use their own tuners. John B. Huairisa, president, said in a report to stockholders for the nine months of this year that 3.5 million tuners have been sold in the domestic and world market.

Mr. Huairisa said a new UHF tuner (the American model) has been engineered and priced to compete with foreign-made tuners, particularly those produced in Japan, Formosa and Hong Kong.

Nine months ended Sept. 30:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1965</th>
<th>1964</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earnings (loss) per share</td>
<td>$1.05</td>
<td>($0.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net sales</td>
<td>68,755,800</td>
<td>58,363,856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income (loss) before tax</td>
<td>3,922,902</td>
<td>2,058,044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income (loss) for the period</td>
<td>2,376,900</td>
<td>(1,313,016)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chicago radio stations show steady growth

Radio revenues for Chicago area stations continue to improve this year and it is expected that WGN there will once again top the list with a 1965 gross of more than $6.2 million, according to a study of the market last week by James Smith, advertising writer of the Chicago Tribune.

He predicted Chicago radio revenues will hit $26.5 million in 1965, up slightly from the more than $25.3 million reported for 1964 by the FCC a fortnight ago (Broadcasting, Oct. 25).

He noted several stations are involved in format changes and these moves always appear to depress earnings for a short period until the new ratings picture is settled.

Mr. Smith estimated that WIND Chicago's gross this year will exceed $5.2 million, up from about $4.9 million last year. He said WLS will rank third with revenues falling between $3.5 million and $3.75 million, up from less than $3 million last year. WBBM should continue at about $3 million, he reported, while WCFL will continue at about $2 million.

He predicted WMAQ's 1965 income will total $2.3 million, "down somewhat from 1964," and noting trade reports that "a major change in the station's format is being considered." WJRS, which went country and western earlier this year, will gross $1.5 million this year, he said.
AM birth control: FCC’s pill fails

Despite tough rule to slow medium’s growth, there are 342 new AM applications stacked up

The continuing boom in AM radio, which was reflected in the financial figures released by the FCC two weeks ago, is continuing to lure would-be broadcasters into the AM field at a rate to leave the commission breathless, and catch it unprepared.

The commission’s tough new AM allocation rules, based on a go-no-go policy that excludes applications providing for stations that would cause or receive any interference, were designed to slow down the growth of AM. Critics of the policy, in fact, called it “birth control.” (Broadcasting, July 6, 1964).

But broadcasters eager to get a slice of the $732 million melon shared by AM operators last year (Broadcasting, Oct. 25) have surprised the commission with the ingenuity they have shown in designing applications that could meet the new standards.

According to the latest FCC figures 342 applications for new AM stations alone were pending before the commission as of Sept. 30. These include 67 applications in hearing as well as applications tendered but not yet accepted for filing.

Backlog Problem - This kind of bulk is having its effect on the commission’s backlog problem. The latest report to Congress on this subject shows 286 applications for new AM stations or for major changes in existing facilities as of Aug. 31. Another nine were in hearing. Of the 286, the report indicates 144 were filed after Aug. 13, 1964, the effective date of the new rules. In a backlog report reflecting conditions shortly before that cut-off date, 235 applications for new stations or for major changes were listed.

Backlog reports include only those applications on file three months or more and exclude applications tendered but not yet officially “accepted for filing.” Officials report that because of the growing volume of processing work coupled with a shortage of engineers needed to process the applications, four months pass before an application is examined for the first time. Currently,

Harris ‘happy to have served the industry’

With the adjournment of the first session of the 89th Congress Representative Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of the House Commerce Committee, took one more step toward assuming the robes of a federal judge. He has been nominated by the President and confirmed by the Senate and will take his place on the bench for the eastern and western districts of Arkansas sometime next spring (Broadcasting, Aug. 2).

Chairman Harris, in a Broadcasting interview, said that the broadcasting industry “has a firm legislative background and the achievements and the new developments of the industry are amazing. I was happy to have served the industry and to help cure some of its ills—it is a great industry and can and does perform a needed public service to a great number of people.”

On specific legislative issues, Representative Harris said that the need to correct the community antenna television-broadcaster problem is great, and that he is very much disappointed that the 89th Congress did not solve the problem of CATV in its first session.

On other points, he said:

- "The problems of CATV will remain unsolvable as long as the FCC persists in its attitude that it already has the authority to regulate the cable systems. The problem is now becoming one for the courts. Briefs have been filed regarding the FCC’s actions on CATV with the U. S. Court of Appeals in St. Louis by Midwest Video Inc. and Black Hills Video and I understand the court has solicited views from the National Community Television Association, the National Association of Broadcasters and other interested parties. There was a time when the problem might have been solved by legislation, but that is rapidly passing away." (Broadcasting, Oct. 25).

- "There have been proposals to repeal Section 315 of the Communications Act before and they have failed. I would suppose that any such measure introduced in the second session would receive little chance of passage."

- "This Congress has not been very effective in broadcast legislation. The last Congress (88th, 1963-64) had quite a field of legislation and a program designed to help the communications industry. New questions always arise, for example, the FCC’s jurisdiction over CATV. And I think the Commerce Committee pointed up problems as a result of the commission’s actions on programing and on multiple ownership in the top 50 markets. And I feel that both will ultimately be resolved to the satisfaction of the industry. Frankly, I feel that there was very little need for new legislation except for the CATV matter. There is a great need for legislation in this area and it’s been neglected.”

For the future, “the judge” said that he would not predict the actions to be taken by the Congress in the broadcast field. He said that he would turn over the chairman’s gavel to ranking member, Harley O. Staggers (D-W. Va.), as soon as he found out when he would make the shift to the gavel of the bench, probably in late March or early April (Closed Circuit, Oct. 4).
ETV: how bright is its past and future

Magnuson may start full-scale Hill probe;
Carnegie considering commission to undertake review

Two major inquiries into the status of educational television in the U.S. today, and its potential for tomorrow, appear to be getting underway. One may very well be a full-scale congressional hearing; the other may be a study by one of the oldest and most respected foundations in the country.

The congressional inquiry was virtually promised last week by Senator Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee. In a long, detailed critique of educational television published in the Congressional Record Oct. 27, Senator Magnuson found many things in ETV to applaud, but he also found some things that were still in question.

The senator, who was the sponsor in 1962 of a bill establishing federal grants to states on a matching basis for educational television, stated that it was his intention to have a “full examination” of ETV “in the very near future,” with the Department of Health, Education and Welfare and the FCC being asked to submit views and recommendations.

Among the most significant elements of his review was reference to the need for a national ETV network.

Still in the planning stage is a study being considered by the staff of the Carnegie Corp., New York.

Although the study has not yet been approved by the foundation’s board, an active pre-project scrutiny has been underway for some months. Under consideration, it has been learned, is the establishment of a blue-ribbon commission to undertake a probe that may run as long as 18 months. The cost would be underwritten by the corporation, with contributions from other foundations, notably the Ford Foundation, which has been the major benefactor of ETV in the U.S.

Although details of just what the composition of the study commission might be are not certain at this time— and presumably won’t be until after the Carnegie board acts—it is known that some thinking runs toward a small group, which would include a top-ranking educator, a commercial broadcaster, an industrialist and others.

The Carnegie Corp., founded in 1911 with a bequest from steelmaker Andrew Carnegie, had assets of over $300 million and spent over $12 million in grants to colleges and universities, professional and educational organizations in 1964. Its purpose is “the advancement of knowledge and understanding” among the peoples of the United States and parts of the British Commonwealth. Its primary interests have been in education and public and international affairs. Acting president is Alan Pifer; chairman of the corporation’s board is Morris Hadley, New York attorney of the firm of Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy.

Magnuson Report In his discussion of ETV, which ran five columns of small type in the Record, Senator Magnuson made these points:

One of the key problems of American education today is the lack of efficiency in using various teaching techniques to overcome the current and apparently continuing teacher shortage. One means of increasing efficiency in education is through new and better means of distribution of educational material to the student; by far the most potent method would be television.

There are today about 100 ETV stations on the air, with about 30 more expected by the end of 1966. There are also about 800 closed-circuit TV systems used by schools and colleges, with the expectation of double that number in five years.

In the past seven years, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare has obligated more than $8 million for experimentation in the use of TV in education (under the National Defense Education Act). More than 100 applications have been granted under the Educational Television Facilities Act. This law provides for...
matching federal grants to states for the development of new stations and the expansions of existing ones. Since the first grants were made in 1963, over $12 million has been expended. The Act expires in 1967.

Three fundamental needs in ETV persist: financing, station growth and expansion in networking, and better programming facilities. Referring to financing, Senator Magnuson said: "This is not to propose federal support for all of educational television, but it is to suggest that we examine the areas in which the federal government can assist, as we have assisted in elementary, secondary and higher education, vocational rehabilitation and other specialized fields."

NAB group to restudy building proposals

The building committee of the National Association of Broadcasters will probably meet before the end of November to study architectural plans for a new building on the two plots the NAB owns in Washington.

At the last meeting in Atlanta, the committee decided to take a closer look at the type of building that would be placed on the present 7,000-square-foot site, and an adjoining 6,900-square-foot site. Still undetermined are the actual size of the building, square footage, number of floors, cost and design.

The architectural firm that has been doing the preliminary survey is now working on a variety of plans for the two-plot location. Based on a cost of $20 to $25 a square foot, the building could run from $1.5 million to $3 million, depending on size.

The committee's report will be presented to the NAB joint board at its January meeting in Palm Beach, Fla.

Madison TV takes tiff with Nielsen to FTC

Wisc-TV Madison, Wis., filed a second request with the Federal Trade Commission last week asking for a cease and desist order—this time against A. C. Nielsen Co.

The petition was similar to the one filed by Wisc-TV two weeks ago charging that American Research Bureau intends to combine the ratings of Wkow-TV Madison with those of its commonly owned Wausau, Wis.

Both ARB and Nielsen, Wisc-TV alleged, have a policy of combining the audience measurements of satellite stations with their parent stations if the satellite duplicates the parent station at least 80% of the time. Wkow-TV initiated its own programing on at least 50% of its schedule, Wisc-TV said.

And furthermore, Wisc-TV maintained, Wausau is more than 100 miles from Madison and should not be counted as part of the Madison market. In its latest filing, Wisc-TV called attention to a 1962 cease and desist order issued by the FTC against Pulse Inc. which prohibited Pulse from combining the audiences of two or more stations not serving the same areas with those of single stations in the same market.

Broadcast Bureau backs review board on KWK

The Broadcast Bureau last week told the FCC that it opposed applications for review from seven applicants for interim authority to operate on facilities to become vacant when KWK St. Louis goes off the air on Nov. 30.

The license of KWK was revoked in May 1963 for misconduct in connection with the broadcast of two treasure hunt contests in 1960.

All seven applications for interim authority were turned down by the FCC review board in September (Broadcasting, Sept. 20). The review board said that there was no compelling need for the service which would override the prejudicial effect a grant to any of the applicants would have on the outcome of the contest for permanent authority. The principals of all seven are involved in application for permanent operation.

The Broadcast Bureau said the review board decision is soundly reasoned and reflects the careful application of present law and commission precedent.

ABC-TV affiliate board to meet in Mexico City

ABC-TV and the board of governors of the ABC-TV Affiliates Association will meet Nov. 8-11 in Mexico City at the El Presidente hotel. ABC-owned TV stations also will hold a meeting at the same hotel.

Herbert Cahan, WJZ-TV Baltimore, heads the board of governors. Other members are Martin Umansky, KAKE-TV Wichita, Kan.; Ben West, KOCO-Tv Oklahoma City; Robert Doubleday, KATV-TV Little Rock, Ark.; Burt Ladow, KTVK-TV Phoenix; Robert Wiegand, WTVN-TV Columbus, Ohio; Leslie Norins, KETY-TV Santa Barbara, Calif.; Joseph Brechner, WFTV-TV Orlando, Fla., and Joseph Hladky, KCMO-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

A large group of ABC-TV executives will attend, headed by Leonard H. Goldenson, president of ABC Inc.; Thomas W. Moore, president of ABC-TV, and Simon B. Siegel, executive vice president of ABC Inc.

Blackburn recuperating

James W. Blackburn of Blackburn & Co., Washington station brokers, is recuperating from a mild heart attack on Oct. 23. He is now at Alexandria hospital, 709 Duke Street, Alexandria, Va., but expects to return home in little over a week.
With its modern engineering and manufacturing facilities, Kaiser-Cox now fills the long-felt need of CATV system owners for a strong, dependable source for equipment and technical assistance.

**NOW...**

**A NAME YOU CAN DEPEND ON...**


**HERE'S WHAT KAISER-COX CATV MEANS TO YOU**

**THE KAISER NAME** ... internationally known and internationally respected for quality control and quantity production. Two "pluses" that have long made Kaiser a formidable giant in the industrial world.

**THE COX NAME** ... A leader in broadcasting ... the broadcaster who has taken the lead in CATV. The company that knows both fields. The company that will market the *ultimate* in CATV equipment.

**THE KAISER-COX NAME** ... The combination that will not settle for "second best." The combination that will bring a new way of business in the big, bold, booming CATV industry.

**THE SOLID PEOPLE** ... An excess of 25,000 man-hours ... brain-power tapped from the aerospace world of close tolerances and rigid specifications ... researched and developed this equipment.

**THE SOLID PRODUCT** ... Unmatched engineering. Unrelenting purchasing standards. Unyielding quality control. All add up to an unequalled line of superior solid state CATV equipment.

**THE SOLID SERVICE** ... Site surveys. System layout. Financing. Turnkey construction. Sales/Service Wagons for parts and technical assistance. Sales offices and warehouses throughout the nation.

*Your Inquiries Are Invited. Write, phone or visit ...*

**KAISER-COX CORPORATION**

P.O. BOX 9728 PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85020 PH. (602) 944-4411

DEPEND ON KAISER-COX FOR CATV LEADERSHIP TODAY AND TOMORROW
Ownership rule waiver sought

WGN Inc. asks FCC to grant 3d VHF in big market without hearing

The FCC was formally faced last week with its first request for a waiver of its interim policy barring the expansion of multiple-station owners in the top-50 markets.

The request was filed by WGN Inc. in connection with its application to purchase KCTO (TV) (ch.2) Denver from J. Elroy McCaw for $3.5 million (Broadcasting, Sept. 6).

The interim policy, which is to remain in effect pending the conclusion of a rulemaking aimed at setting new limits on ownership in the major markets, prohibits broadcasters with two VHF stations in the top 50 markets from acquiring a third in those markets without a hearing except in unusual circumstances. (Broadcasting, June 28).

The policy applies to the proposed purchase because WGN Inc. already owns WGN-TV Chicago, in the third market, and is under common ownership with WPIX(TV) New York, in the first; and Denver is considered the 45th market. Other WGN Inc.-related stations are WGN, WPIX-FM and KDAL-AM-TV Duluth, Minn.

But the policy provides for exceptions in cases where an affirmative showing can be made that the public interest would be served by a grant. And WGN Inc. said last week its proposed purchase presents such a case.

It said it has the resources and broadcasting experience to provide the kind of programing service which would make KCTO, an independent station, a more effective competitor of the three network-affiliated VHF stations in Denver.

"This is an especially persuasive reason why the requested assignment should be granted without a hearing," WGN Inc. said.

Furthermore, it said the purchase would not affect the degree of local ownership and would not create a concentration of control of mass media, which the commission's policy is designed to block. WGN Inc. noted that it owns no other mass medium in Denver and that its related top-50 market stations, both unaffiliated, are located across the continent, in Chicago and New York.

But each of Denver's three other television stations—KOA-TV, owned by Metropolitan Television Co., KLZ-TV, owned by Time-Life Broadcasting Inc., and KTV (TV) owned by Mullins Broadcasting Co.—is affiliated with an AM in Denver, WGN Inc., noted. It added that Metropolitan owns a satellite station in Pueblo, that Time-Life owns television stations in four other markets and that Mullins has applied for the approval of transfer to it of KARR-AM-FM-TV Little Rock, Ark.

Furthermore, WGN Inc., said there would be no need for a request for waiver if the commission, in determining the top 50 markets, had used total homes or television households in the market rather than net weekly circulation as a standard.

WGN Inc. said Denver ranks as the 56 market in total homes and in television households. And in terms of net weekly circulation, WGN Inc. said, Denver (382,700) exceeds the 51st market, San Diego, by "a mere 49,000."

FCC to study AT&T's rates

The cost and quality of common carrier service provided networks would be affected if the FCC adopts staff recommendations aimed at making Western Union more competitive with AT&T.

One aspect of the recommendations, proposing a general inquiry into the lawfulness of the rates charged by AT&T and the associated Bell System companies for interstate and foreign communications service, was adopted by the commission last week.

The recommendations, by the commission's Common Carrier Bureau, were filed in connection with a three-year-old inquiry into domestic telegraph rates that was instigated by Western Union, which is continuing to lose ground to AT&T.

The staff's major recommendation is that Western Union become the sole carrier of record message service. The staff says the commission should do everything possible to require AT&T to sell its teletypewriter service (TWX) to Western Union.

But one staff recommendation is aimed at fostering competition between Western Union and AT&T in television program-transmission service. The staff said the commission should adopt a position favoring the elimination of interconnection restrictions that prevent Western Union from competing effectively with AT&T in providing private-line services.

Such a position would reverse a stand the commission took in 1952 when it refused a Western Union request to order AT&T to permit interconnection that would enable the telegraph company to expand its video transmission service. The commission at that time said the Western Union proposal was not definite enough.

Commission officials note that, in addition to aiding Western Union, the competition envisaged could be expected to provide the networks with the kind of benefits—including lower rates and better service—that competition is traditionally thought to produce.

On the other hand there is a possibility that the rate study initiated by the commission could result in higher costs for television.

The study followed the filing of an AT&T cost study in seven categories of service, which the commission had requested, and which showed wide variations in earnings among services (Broadcasting, Sept. 13). A miscellaneous category, which included television and radio service, was said to return a profit on net investment of 0.09%. Telpak was shown to earn 0.33%.

The staff, in recommending the overall inquiry into AT&T rates said the telephone company's figures tended "to confirm the long-standing complaint of Western Union" that Bell underprices those record services in which it competes with Western Union.

The television service, in view of its relative unimportance in the overall scheme of AT&T services, does not loom large in the commission's thinking in connection with the rate probe. But officials acknowledge that one outcome of the inquiry could be a reduction in some rates and a boost in those found to be low, including those for television-transmission service.

Outlet Co. opposes CATV

The Outlet Co., Providence, R.I., which owns radio and TV stations in that city and in Orlando, Fla., as well as a department store in Providence, has asked the Rhode Island Public Utilities Commission to declare that community antenna TV systems are public utilities.

In a petition filed with the state utilities commission, the company, which has been battling against CATV franchises in various communities in and around Providence, charged that CATV's were monopolies and should be regulated by the state. The pleading also argues that cities and towns in Rhode Island have no authority to grant CATV permits.

The state public utilities administrator, Frank Nunes, said he is studying the petition and might call for a public hearing.
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The 1½-inch vidicon in the lumiance channel of RCA's color film camera provides a 50% larger image—50% larger than any used in other cameras. This gives improved signal-to-noise ratio, high resolution capability. Result: Unusually sharp reproduction of color films and slides.

All four of the vidicon pickup tubes are electrostatic-focus, magnetic deflection type. They require no focus coils — eliminating heat problems — and are independent of high voltage variations.

Completely transistorized, the TK-27 employs compact, plug-in circuit modules. They provide top performance and easier maintenance. Circuits are highly stabilized, assuring unvarying picture quality — over extended periods.

The entire "Big Tube" system is made by RCA, including camera, film projectors, slide projector and multiplexer. These are "matched" equipments — all designed to work together in an integrated system to best advantage. It's ideal for turning out top quality color film programs and commercials.

Your RCA Broadcast Representative has the complete story on this "Big Tube" color film system. Or write RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment, Building 15-5, Camden, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Television
Intermission time on NAB tour

Changes planned for Act 2 as second spokesman for CATV is added to panel

With four regional conferences out of the way, the National Association of Broadcasters took a recess last week before beginning the second half of the annual fall road show Nov. 11-12 in Chicago, where a crowd of more than 350 is expected.

During the break NAB announced that Representative Walter Rogers (D-Tex.), chairman of the communications subcommittee of the House Commerce Committee, and Representative Robert B. Duncan (D-Ore.) would be luncheon speakers at the final two conferences. Mr. Duncan will appear at the Nov. 18-19 conference in Spokane, Wash., and Mr. Rogers at the Nov. 22-23 wind-up session in Phoenix.

The Phoenix meeting now boasts two of the most influential government leaders in broadcasting: Representative Rogers, and FCC Chairman E. William Henry.

Another change in the conference agenda will be the addition of a second spokesman for community antenna television interests on the CATV panel. During the first half the panel was made up of Douglas Anello, NAB general counsel; William Carlisle, NAB vice president for station services; a broadcaster who is in general agreement with the NAB position on CATV, and a CATV spokesman. It's been felt that the panel has been weighted too heavily in favor of the NAB position, so there will be two CATV proponents at the remaining four sessions.

In Chicago, Dwight Martin, WDSU-TV New Orleans and chairman of NAB's Future of Broadcasting Committee, will represent NAB's view; John Hurlbut, WVMC Mount Carmel, Ill., and Frank Thompson, Rochester Video Inc., Rochester, Minn., will take the CATV side.

In Denver, Arch Madsen, KSL-AM-FM-TV Salt Lake City, will go against Bill Daniels, Denver CATV broker, and Bruce Merrill, KIVA-TV Yuma, Ariz., and president of Ameco Inc., Phoenix.

The Spokane participants are John Murphy, Crosley Broadcasting Corp., Cincinnati for NAB; Norman Boggs, Golden West Communications, Los Angeles, and Charles E. Clements, Tele-Vue Systems, Seattle, for CATV.

In Phoenix, Willard Walbridge, KTRK-TV Houston, will take the NAB side.

CATV proponents will be Arlo Wooley, KSUN Bisbee, Ariz., and a CATV operator in the state, and a still to be named participant.

As the conferences went into their break, 1,066 broadcasters had already seen the four day-and-a-half shows. The attendance for the Oct. 25-26 Boston conference was 308.

At that session, Representative Torbert H. Macdonald (D-Mass.) called for greater public access to information from government sources and said he hoped a bill which he had introduced to establish a federal public records law would be acted on favorably early next year.

If such legislation is enacted, he said, "the principle that an informed electorate requires the fullest possible public access to government information will for the first time be spelled out in law guaranteeing the people's right to know the facts of government."

The congressman hit at "misguided governmental secrecy" but said "increased resourcefulness and initiative on the part of the news gathering agencies" is needed to break more news from the executive departments.

Since Congress "shies away from departmental press agency" and has a "pinch-penny policy when it comes to providing sufficient appropriations for a comprehensive informational job," he said, the media should be assisting the federal agencies "in obtaining the funds and assistance necessary to do even a modestly adequate informational job."

Wasilewski seeks more participation in NAB

A look at the aims of the National Association of Broadcasters and a call for broadcasters to volunteer to take part in NAB councils was given to Ohio broadcasters last week by NAB President Vincent Wasilewski.

Speaking to the Ohio Association of Broadcasters' fall convention in Columbus last Friday (Oct. 29), the NAB president said the association "should not be regarded solely as an instrument to bring immediate economic gain to its members. And the decision to belong should not be predicated on that narrow consideration."

During its 43 years, he said, NAB's three "major and unchanging objectives" have been to preserve the industry's vital freedoms; to foster development of a broadcasting system that serves all the people, and to assure diversified, private ownership of broadcasting.

These aims are consistent with other long-range goals, but all of these objectives require membership participa-
frequency responses—Four response characteristics necessary to monitor Video Test Signals are provided:
1. FLAT to 5 MHz ±1%, to 8 MHz ±3%. This flat response position to 8 MHz assures waveform fidelity and makes the video-waveform monitor ideally suited for sine-squared testing.
2. HIGH PASS 3.58 MHz center frequency, 30% down at ±400 kHz.
3. LOW PASS -18 dB at 500 kHz.

YRBG or RBG display capability,—For monitoring output of color processing amplifiers.

de restorer—A feedback-type restorer acts during the backporch time. Not affected by presence of color burst. Does not distort the burst. Front-panel switch can disable the restorer—when other than video waveforms are viewed.

Cabinet Model also available. Same features as RM Model and designed for side-by-side mounting with a picture monitor in standard racks. Takes only 8 3/4" of rack space. Field case offered as an optional accessory for Type 529.

YRBG or RBG display capability—For monitoring output of color processing amplifiers.

line selector—Provides stable displays of the Vertical Interval Test signals. Adequate brightness is provided even at the fastest sweep speed. Can display any line desired. Brightening pulse automatically intensifies the displayed line as viewed on the associated picture monitor. No modification to the picture monitor is required.

field selection—Positive acting circuit allows selection of field one or two for display. Noise will not cause random field changing.
tion. A member said "should not merely sit back and expect returns on his dues—either long-range, short-range, concrete or abstract—because he will get the most out of the NAB if he regards that application blank as an opportunity not only to receive but to give. NAB policy is the product of the experience, the philosophies and the beliefs of broadcasters, and every member can contribute," he said.

WBOY-TV sale approved again

The FCC last week approved the sale of WBOY-TV Clarksburg, W. Va., from Rust Craft Broadcasting Co. to Fortnighly Corp., for $595,000.

After a previous grant of the assignment the U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington had vacated the action and ordered a hearing on the question of joint ownership of the TV station and community antenna TV system in Clarksburg. Fortnighly at that time owned CATV's in Clarksburg and Fairmont, W. Va.

The case was taken to the court of appeals by the Citizens TV Protest Committee and the Clarksburg Publishing Co., which expressed their concern over the elimination of competition which would result from the joint ownership of the TV station and the CATV system.

The commission denied their request that a hearing be held on the proposed sale since Fortnighly subsequently sold its CATV's in Clarksburg and Fairmont to Jack Kent Cooke Inc. The FCC said that elimination of the problem of common ownership removed the only significant objection to the assignment.

WGOK fined $500

The FCC last week fined WGOK Mobile, Ala., $500 for failure to file time-broker contracts with the commission. The action was taken after consideration of the licensee's reply to the notice of apparent liability for that sum (Broadcasting, June 7).

In that notice the FCC had also admonished the station for what it described as "possible payola practices." Last week the commission said it accepted the procedures proposed by WGOK to guard against possible abuses, but added that the operations of the station would be continually examined to determine whether the procedures were being effectively carried out.

CBS options CATV

Has option to buy minority interest
in San Francisco cable system

CBS Inc., which has opposed government pre-emption of control over all wire television while fighting against uncontrolled community antenna TV operation on the copyright front, may become the first network television operator to hold ownership in a U. S. CATV system.

Last week CBS reported it had entered into an agreement to acquire an option to buy a minority interest in a 1,750 subscriber cable system in San Francisco. The purchase would be subject to approval of the San Francisco commission and corporations and also hinges on resolution of CBS's copyright suit against the CATV-operating Teleprompter Corp.

CBS's interest in the San Francisco system would come about as a result of its connection with Canadian Wirevision, through which it holds minority interests in CATV properties in Vancouver and Victoria, B. C. Sydney Welsh, head of Canadian Wirevision, is also president of Vandyke Investments, a company which has purchased majority interest in Television Signal Corp., the San Francisco system. Vandyke has acquired 60% of the non-exclusive franchise. It paid $169,000 for 281% of the system to antenna operator Bill Daniels, who retains 10%, and $186,000 to M. L. Iacopi, president of Television Signal, for 311% interest. Daniels & Associates acted as broker.

Vandyke has given CBS the option to purchase minority interest in the system.

It's reported that Vandyke is ready to invest $500,000 to expand property.

Merle S. Jones, president of CBS Television Stations Division, said the San Francisco antenna carries only signals of the stations licensed in San Francisco. He said he expects the system would pick up the signal of Ksan-TV, a UHF channel currently dark in the market, when it comes on the air. Metromedia recently acquired an option to purchase Ksan-TV (Broadcasting, Oct. 25).

CBS has sought to establish that CATV operators are bound by the present copyright law to obtain permission from owners of television programing before carrying such programing over their wires. In a suit filed against the Teleprompter Corp. in the U. S. southern district court in New York last December, CBS said once copyright is established it would grant CATV systems the authority to use its programs if those systems "are the only means by which satisfactory television service will be available."

In such cases, CBS said, it would not want to increase the cost to the CATV subscriber and therefore would charge the system "only a nominal fee to cover administration costs." Should the suit be decided in CBS's favor, it says it will proceed to obtain all necessary assets in operating the San Francisco system. It did not say whether it would exercise the option to buy into the CATV should it lose the Teleprompter suit.

Mr. Jones said CBS is not currently seeking further investment opportunities in CATV in this country.

Court denies
Orlando TV petition

The U. S. Supreme Court last week turned down a request by WFTV(TV) Orlando, Fla., for review of an appeals court ruling last March sending the 10-year-old channel 9 case back to the FCC for a new hearing with new applications.

In a short order, the Supreme Court denied the petition for review filed by Mid-Florida Television Corp., licensee of the channel 9 station.

Refusal by the Supreme Court means that the FCC must hold new hearings, with new applicants. This was the gist of the D. C. Circuit Court of Appeals' decision earlier this year (Broadcasting, March 8). The D. C. court held that reaffirmation of the FCC's 1957 grant to Mid-Florida, made in 1964, was based on a "stale" record.

The commission's 1964 action was appealed to the circuit court by WORZ Orlando, the losing applicant. WORZ also opposed Mid-Florida's appeal to the Supreme Court.

The Orlando case is one of the ex parte cases involving allegations of improper contacts with the late FCC commissioner Richard A. Mack. The charges were made before a House commerce subcommittee, and resulted in a second hearing before the FCC. The commission held then that neither WFTV nor WORZ was disqualified to be a licensee.

Joseph L. Brehm, president of the station, expressed confidence that, in a comparative hearing, Mid-Florida would "again be determined the proper
expressed criticism to made.

And since it has been on the air, he said, the station has won "numerous national awards" for its public service programing.

Cord case stretches to Washington

Repercussions of an increasingly involved and bitter court fight being waged in Los Angeles were felt in Washington last week in a request that the FCC strip E. L. Cord of the license for KCRL(TV) Reno.

The request was filed with the commission by Lyndol L. Young, who has represented Calvin J. Smith in a suit seeking $6 million from Mr. Cord and who is now a co-plaintiff in the case.

The case grows out of Mr. Smith's contention that Mr. Cord reneged on an agreement to share the profits from the sale of KFAC Los Angeles. Mr. Smith was president and general manager of the station, owned by Mr. Cord, from 1934 until its sale to Cleveland Broadcasting Co. in 1962. Mr. Cord denies the existence of such an agreement.

Mr. Young's request that the license for KCRL be revoked is based largely on charges against Mr. Cord made by Judge Thurmond Clarke, of the federal district court in Los Angeles, who had been presiding at the trial of the suit, in an affidavit filed with the U. S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, in San Francisco.

Judge Clarke, in his affidavit, "adjudged" Mr. Cord and his three attorneys "guilty of criminal contempt" of his court.

The affidavit itself was the result of one of several unusual twists the case has taken. The appeals court last year, acting on an appeal by Mr. Cord, held Mr. Young disqualified to represent Mr. Smith and in addition, ordered the suit transferred from Judge Clarke's court to another.

The appeals court held Mr. Young to be disqualified because he had represented Mr. Cord at the time the alleged agreement with Mr. Smith was made. In ordering the case transferred to another trial court, the appeals court expressed criticism of Judge Clarke for permitting Mr. Young to indulge in "every conceivable kind of invective" against Mr. Cord, his attorneys and witnesses.

Mr. Smith, in his suit, alleged that
Mr. Cord owes him $3 million as a result of the sale of the Los Angeles station and asks another $3 million for exemplary damages.

Mr. Young entered the case as a co-plaintiff in May. He and Mr. Smith have filed affidavits stating that the assignment of half of Mr. Smith's claim had been agreed to orally before the suit was filed in March.

$5 million in sales approved by FCC

Station ownership transfers, aggregating almost $5 million, were approved by the FCC last week. Among them was the $3.5 million sale of kwv(tv) Sioux City, Iowa, to Forward of Iowa Inc.

Among stations sales reported last week, subject to FCC approval, was the $1 million transfer of wme Miami to Susquehanna Broadcasting Co. In an unusual coincidence, the sale of three FM stations was also announced last week (see Changing Hands, this page). Kvty, on channel 9 and with a CBS-TV affiliation, was bought by Peoples Broadcasting Corp. in 1957 for $3 million. Peoples is a subsidiary of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Co., and owns wrfd-am-fm Columbus and wgar-am-fm Cleveland, Ohio; and wate-am-tv Knoxville, Tenn., which it bought early this year for $6.8 million.

Forward of Iowa is owned by Wisconsin Valley Television Corp., which owns wmtv(tv) Madison and wsau-am-fm-tv Wausau, both Wisconsin. Wisconsin Valley is owned by five Wisconsin newspapers: Wausau Record-Herald, Wisconsin Rapids Tribune, Marshfield News Herald, Rhinelander News and Merrill Herald. Charles Lemke is an individual stockholder with 27% interest. The Wisconsin Rapids Tribune owns kfh-fm-am in that city.

Sale of kioa Des Moines, Iowa, was also approved last week. It was sold by Gilbert C. Swanson and George A. Bolas and others to the Mid America group for $620,000 plus $31,000 brokerage fees and $60,000 agreement not to compete. The Mid America group is principally owned by Len and Burrell Small of the Kankakee (Il). Journal. The Smalls also own wkkn Kankakee, wqau Moline, will-fm-am Peoria, wrrr Rockford, all Illinois, and wire Indianapolis. The Swanco group retains kgeo Albuquerque, N. M.; kleo Wichita, Kan., and krgm-am-fm Tulsa, Okla. FCC Chairman E. William Henry and Commissioner Kenneth A.cox abstained; Commissioner Robert T. Brown dissented. Kioa broadcast on 940 kc with 10 kw daytime and 5 kw nighttime.

Also approved by the FCC last week were:

- Kwke-am-fm Abilene, Tex.: Sold by W. P. Wright and others to Steve Gose for $400,000. Mr. Gose owns knto(fm) Wichita Falls, Tex. Kwke is on 1340 kc with 1 kw day and 250 w night. Kwke-fm operates on 105.1 mc with 49 kw.
- Wspb-am-fm Sarasota, Fla.: Sold by John Morgan Davis and Roger W. Clipp to Worth Kramer for $250,000 plus $50,000 agreement not to compete. Mr. Kramer is former president of the Goodwill Stations. Mr. Clipp is vice president and general manager of Triangle Publications radio and TV division. Wspb operates on 1450 kc with 1 kw daytime and 250 w nighttime. Wspb-fm is on 106.3 mc with 860 w.

Changing hands

ANNOUNCED The following station sales were reported last week subject to FCC approval.

- Wme Miami: Sold by E. D. Rivers Sr., to Susquehanna Broadcasting Co. for a sum reported to be in the neighborhood of $1 million. Susquehanna Broadcasting, whose president and principal stockholder with family is Louis J. Appell Jr., owns wsba-am-fm-tv York, wwh-barre-Scranton, both Pennsylvania; wgb freeport-Hempstead, N. Y.; wwhl Akron-Canton, Ohio; wip Providence, R. I. Wme operates on 1140 kc with 10 kw day and 5 kw night.
- Ksso Colorado Springs: Sold by J. D. Hill to Northwest Publications Inc. for reported $250,000. Northwest Publications is part of the Ridder newspaper group, which also owns wsba-am-tv Duluth, Minn. (Superior, Wis.); ksdn Aberdeen, S. D., and has a 26.5% interest in wcco-am-tv Minneapolis-St. Paul. Ksso operates on 740 kc with 1 kw days and 250 w nights.
- Wwil Wheeling, W. Va.: Sold by Glenn A. and Kenneth H. Forney to William A. Kendrick and Walter G. Broadhurst for $195,000. Mr. Kendrick is a Clarion, Pa., merchant; Mr. Broad-
thurst is the former manager of WWCH-AM 1370 Clarion, Pa. WMIL is a 5 kw daytime on 1600 kc. Broker: Hamilton-Landis & Associates.


- KFMQ(FM) Lincoln, Neb.: Sold by Herbert Burton to S. L. Agnew for $80,000. Mr. Agnew is a Chicago area businessman. Station was founded in 1958 and operates on 95.3 mc with 1 kw. Broker: Blackburn & Co.

- WBOX Bogalusa, La.: Sold by Ralph Blumberg to W. D. Womack for $70,000 (BROADCASTING, Oct. 11). Mr. Womack of Venice, La., is an oil field service operator. Mr. Blumberg has been the object of a boycott because of his stand on integration (BROADCASTING, March 22 et seq.). WBOX is a 1 kw daytime on 920 kc.

- WQOC(FM) Midland, Mich.: Sold by Panax Corp. to Ned S. Arbary and group for $55,000. Panax Corp. is the former Mid-States Broadcasting Group headed by John P. McGoff. WQOC began broadcasting in 1961 and is on 99.7 mc with 40 kw. Broker: Hamilton-Landis & Associates.

APPROVED • The following transfer of station interests was approved by the FCC last week (For other commission activities see FOR THE RECORD, page 85).

- KVTT-TV Sioux City, Iowa: Sold by Peoples Broadcasting Corp. to Forward of Iowa Inc. for $3.5 million (see page 66).

- KJDA Des Moines, Iowa: Sold by Swanco Broadcasting Inc. to Mid America group for total of $711,000 (see page 66).

- WKEE-FM Huntington, W. Va.: Sold by Wayne W. Geyer and associates to Reeves Broadcasting Corp. for $475,000 (see page 66).

- KWKC-FM Abilene, Tex.: Sold by W. P. Wright and associates to Steve Goss for $400,000 (see page 66).

- WSPP-FM Sarasota, Fla.: Sold by John Morgan Davis and Roger W. Clipp and group to Worth Kramer for total of $275,000 (see page 66).

Community Television
- Abilene, Tex.: TV Cable Service of Abilene Inc. sold by C. E. Tabor and associates to TeleSystems Corp., Glenside, Pa. (group CATV owner) for over $1 million. Abilene CATV brings Dallas and Fort Worth TV stations as well as local KKBX-TV in Abilene to its 3,000 subscribers. It also carries weather and FM signals. System includes Sweetwater, Tex., area as well as Dyess Air Force Base.

L.A. delays hearing on CATV jurisdiction

A proposal that the city of Los Angeles take jurisdiction over community antenna television systems as public utilities will be heard Nov. 2 by the city's Board of Public Utilities and Transportation. The hearing, scheduled for Oct. 19, was postponed at the request of attorneys representing CATV interests.

A report, signed by Robert W. Russel, chief engineer and general manager, recommends that the city council by ordinance declare CATV to be a public utility. Noting that a bill to put CATV systems under the jurisdiction of the state public utility commission had not passed during the last session of the state legislature, the report says that no action can be expected until 1967. Meanwhile, it notes, the FCC has asserted jurisdiction over community antenna television.

Los Angeles already has the right to franchise CATV systems under an amendment to the government code enacted in 1963.

Florida referendum approves CATV

Citizens of Bartow, Fla. (pop. 15,000) have voted 601 to 573 to authorize their city council to issue an exclusive franchise for a community antenna television system.

Last May the city council voted to issue a franchise to Jerrold Electronics Corp. (group CATV owner), but reconsidered and decided to hold a referendum. Jerrold proposed to pay the city 5% of the gross revenues for the first five years; 6% thereafter. It planned to bring in TV signals from Tampa-St. Petersburg, Orlando and Daytona Beach, all Florida, and to charge a $25 installation fee and $5 monthly. Other applicant was Universal Cablevision Inc., Cocoa Beach, Fla.
The Supreme Court's ruling last June reversing the conviction of Billie Sol Estes was the "severest blow yet" to the battle of broadcasters and photographers seeking to overturn judicial Canon 35 prohibiting their coverage in the courtroom (Broadcasting, June 14).

This is the conclusion of the Sigma Delta Chi Committee for the Advance-ment of Freedom of Information in its annual report set for release today (Nov. 1). The committee describes the Estes case ruling as the most sig-nificant event in the freedom of information field for broadcasters during 1965, noting that otherwise "it was a fairly quiet year" for radio-TV in this respect.

"Local incidents were fairly rare and Washington activity affecting broadcast news was fairly static," the report states.

With respect to the Estes case, the report observes that although the court's decision was split 5 to 4 the "effect of the ruling was not. And hopes to per-mit even limited photographic or tele-vised coverage of court trials were sent reeling. No longer is it a judicial canon blocking such coverage, but now a Su-preme Court pronouncement."

The committee report also concludes that the Estes ruling has tended to dis-courage serious study of the potentials of TV in the courtroom and further describes it as "the most serious blow ever to attempts by journalists to modi-fy the impact of the 28-year old Canon 35." Optimists, however, "saw a ray of hope in the narrowness of the vote" by the court, it adds.

"The debate may indeed continue for a long time," the report says, "but in practical terms access to the courts for cameras and microphones may have been snuffed out for an equally long time. The setback goes completely back to 1937 when press behavior at the Lindbergh kidnap trial gave rise to the introduction of Canon 35. Indeed that canon does not carry the weight of law. Last June's ruling does."

The committee report finds that broadcast newsmen in Washington "continue to find their patch cluttered by the need for special approval to move their cameras or microphones into many areas. The momentary desires or whims of petty bureaucrats or their bosses in Congress constantly block such permission to broadcasters."

Tourists Have More Freedom — Ironically, the report points out, "ordinary tourists can film in many areas inside and outside the Capitol where television camermen operate only with special permission. These permissions are granted freely one day, withheld the next."

The SDX committee expresses concern over increased centralization of federal information releases at the White House. But at the same time it commends President Johnson for announc ing at least some of his news conferences well in advance so that reporters other than White House reg-u-lars could attend and ask well prepared questions.

The setback to the court's decision was "a judicial blow to open government" the committee concludes, "as the bottom line is that the rights of the public over the right of the government to control records was still not recognized by passage of the Freedom of Information Act."

The SDX committee praised Senat Edward V. Long (D-Mo.) for pushing the Senate bill to passage there as Representative John E. Moss (D-Calif.) for resisting the administration demands in the House Information Subcommittee which he heads.

Julius Frandsen, Washington manager of United Press International, was the 1965 chairman of the SDX Co mmittee on Freedom of Information. Vice chairmen were Clark Mollenhoff of the Cowles newspapers, Murray Seeger of Newsweek, William J. Small of CBS and Professor Alvin E. Austin of the University of North Dakota.

Republicans propose TV access to House

A Republican task force in the House on congressional reform last week in troduced two resolutions that would allow radio-TV coverage of proceedings on the floor of the House and in the committees.

The resolutions, introduced by Representative Robert P. Ellsworth (R-Kan.), would permit live televising and audio reports of House debate and of wit nesses appearing before investigating committees.

Witnesses appearing before commit tees and subcommittees who do not want TV cameras or radio equipment to cover their testimony would be exempted from coverage.

Representative Ellsworth would also prohibit "editorial commentary" either before, during or after the televised event. He also would not allow the debates or the testimony to be taped or filmed for political purposes.

He said: "Congress has largely cut itself from the electronic media, our premiere media of communications to day, and this has had a harmful effect in public understanding of the Congress and its operations. Full exploitation of the electronic media by the executive branch has given much of the American public the notion that Congress is only a vague gathering of elderly ladies and gentlemen in Washington whose function, to be sure, is to enact laws—but who had better get busy and enact them if the President requests them, or else the President will figure out some way to move them into action."

According to the resolutions, the broadcasts would be governed by the speaker of the House and the minority leader, or in committee, by the chairman

**New job for Aubrey?**

Close associates of James T. Aubrey Jr., who was deposed earlier this year as president of the CBS-TV network, revealed last week that he is discussing sev-eral prospective positions and projects, both here and abroad. They declined to give further de-tails. One report said that Mr. Aubrey has been talking with Jos-eph E. Levine, president of Em-bassy Pictures, regarding an as-sociation with that company, but Embassy officials in New York said they had no knowledge of this development.
Which twin has the heterodyne?

If you want to carry color programming for any distance at all you need clean color tones like those of our heterodyne "twin" in the top set above. (It is in color, in case your magazine's monochrome.)

Lenkurt's 75A microwave relay system will deliver color or black and white TV clear and sharp because its heterodyne repeaters are especially designed for heavy-duty long-haul routes.

Since there's no baseband demodulation enroute, there's less chance for degradation of signals on a long-distance hook-up. Yet you have the capability to drop TV channels for CATV or ETV operations along the way, which greatly extends the 75A's flexibility. It exceeds CCIR specs for noise performance, and meets both CCIR and NTSC requirements for monochrome and color television transmission. Frequency stability is held to within ±0.002%. And one-for-three path protection is available.

If top performance is what you're looking for, ask us about our true blue (not to mention red and green) 75A Microwave Radio. Lenkurt Electric Co., Inc., San Carlos, California. Offices in Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, and New York City.

LENKURT ELECTRIC
SUBSIDIARY OF
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS GTE
and the ranking minority member. Representative Ellsworth said that the two resolutions were drawn up so that at least one of them could be passed without having an adverse effect on the other. But he predicted that if the Congress could get the bills into action early in the second session, the resolutions would stand a 50-50 chance of being approved by the Rules Committee and a slightly better chance of passage on the House floor.

Not Partisan? • Although Representative Ellsworth drafted the resolutions with the help of the House Republican Task Force on Congressional Reform and Minority Staffing, he disclaimed any partisan label on the proposals. He said: "Many responsible members from across the aisle have contemplated this for a number of years," and he asked: "Since this will eventually come to pass sooner or later, why not do it now?"

Cleveland Joins • In introducing the measures, Representative James C. Cleveland (R-N.H.), chairman of the task force, who praised Mr. Ellsworth for "making this proposal public well in advance of the next session so that all interested parties may have an opportunity to scrutinize it and present any views or suggestions they might have."

As for some of the specific provisions of the resolutions, Representatives Ellsworth and Cleveland said that the prohibition of editorial commentary would not exclude newscasters from saying what was happening, but that it would keep them from saying, for example: "The Republicans are again obstructing the passage of the needed Great Society legislation" or, "The Democrats are again ram-rod driving through legislation, without adequate debate, that could severely imperil the fundamental rights of the citizens."

Broadcasting of the sessions of Congress and its procedures is not now allowed under a ruling by the late Speaker of the House Sam Rayburn which was reaffirmed by the present speaker, John McCormack (D-Mass.). But Representative Ellsworth said that he has been assured by the speaker that if he can get the bill out of the Rules Committee with a favorable vote, it will not be opposed by Mr. McCormack.

ABC cleared on Vietnam fairness question

The variety of views that have been broadcast on the war in Vietnam has virtually removed that controversial issue from the workings of the FCC's fairness doctrine, at least as far as ABC is concerned.

The commission indicated that it will pass judgment on the fairness of ABC's presentation of the telecast of Agony in Vietnam.

The Friends of Vietnam filed the complaint after the network denied its request for equal time to reply to what the organization called "a highly unbalanced presentation of a complex public issue."

The commission noted that it has held in the past that broadcasters can meet their fairness doctrine obligations without presenting contrasting viewpoints on controversial issues on the same program.

The question, it said, is whether a licensee acts within "the wide discretion afforded it to make judgments in this area of broadcasting journalism." Then it added:

"On the basis of the network's comments, it appears that the licensee has afforded reasonable opportunities for the presentation of opposing views on the Vietnamese situation."

The decision was supported by five of the six commissioners present at the meeting last week. Commissioner Lee Loewinger concurred in the result.

ARB rating study excludes papal TV

American Research Bureau, Beltsville, Md., ratings firm, has prepared its local market tabulations for September with a supplement which excludes the three-network coverage of the visit to the United States by Pope Paul VI (Oct. 4).

The supplement is based only on the first two weeks of the Sept. 15-Oct. 5 survey period and excludes (for the week of Oct. 4) Monday prime-time half hours; Monday-Friday averages; day part summaries, and the spot buying guide.

The special tabulation contains everything found in the regular report except the Tuesday through Sunday prime-time half hours, which are unaffected by the special programming on Monday.

Aborted space shot costly to networks

Although the TV-radio networks abandoned plans for coverage of the Gemini-Titan 6 mission last Monday (Oct. 25) when the space flight was aborted, it cost them an estimated $1.8 million.

The networks had made extensive preparations for coverage of the mission through last Wednesday (Broadcasting, Oct. 25) but the failure of the Agena rocket to achieve orbit prompted the National Aeronautics and Space Administration to request that coverage be abandoned.
and Space Administration to cancel the project at 11:54 a.m. Monday, 54 minutes after Agena was launched.

CBS and ABC each presented approximately one and one-half hours of coverage, while NBC carried the space story for three hours.

On the basis of national Arbitron figures for 11 a.m.-12 noon, a period during which all three TV networks provided common coverage, NBC scored a 12.1 rating with a 49% share, as against 8.3 for CBS (34% share) and 2.0 for ABC (8% share).

On the basis of estimates provided by the three networks, combined costs of last Monday's coverage approximated $1.8 million. This figure included production, time and unrecovered costs for commercial pre-emptions.

RKO sets deal with Garden

RKO General has arranged with New York's Madison Square Garden to telectas events on a delayed basis. First event was the Oct. 21 Tiger-Giardello fight which RKO's war-TV New York presented on video tape 24 hours later. To protect its box-office, the station withheld promotion until the fight was over, and will follow the same procedure on future events.

Long disclaimer surrounds Nazi's shows

George Lincoln Rockwell, dressed in a business suit and seated in front of a Nazi flag, appeared on WRC-TV Washington last Thursday and Friday (Oct. 28-29) in five minute paid political telectas to promote his candidacy for governor of Virginia.

In the programs, 7:25-7:30 p.m., sponsored by the George Lincoln Rockwell Party Inc., the leader of the American Nazi party warned of a plot to use "armed and agitated black savages" in fomenting a Communist revolution in the U. S. He called on all Americans to "be prepared to stand up against this black revolution" and said part of the plot entailed turning over Washington "to these black savages through home rule."

The programs were notable for the extended disclaimer that preceded and followed them. WRC-TV announced that it was presenting the programs as paid telectas in accordance with Section 315 of the Communications Act providing for equal time for all candidates and that the station was "forbidden by law" from editing or censoring Mr. Rockwell's remarks.

WRC-TV said all four gubernatorial candidates in Virginia had been advised of the time available on the station, that Mr. Rockwell and another candidate had purchased five-minute programs, and the other candidates had bought spots.

Mutual to consider longer newscasts

The semi-annual meeting of the Mutual Affiliates Advisory Council will be held Friday (Nov. 5) at the Continental Plaza hotel in Chicago.

Robert F. Hurleigh, MBS president, will offer a proposal that the network provide longer radio newscasts several times a day.

MAAC consists of 25 representatives elected by the network's 505 affiliated stations in two market categories, metropolitan and nonmetropolitan.

Goldman forms own company

Harold Goldman, partner of Henry Sapperstein, in TV program production and distribution, has formed his own independent motion picture production company, Cinema Productions International. Filming of 13 features has been scheduled for its first year of operation.

The soundest sound in broadcasting is the new sound of GATES

GATES NEW CARTRITAPE II

Here is the ultimate in truly professional all-transistor cartridge tape systems. Cartritape II provides uncompromising audio quality and outstanding reliability. Available in monaural or stereophonic versions, with 1, 2 or 3 cue tone functions for automatic control of external equipment.

Construction is modular with easy expansion of facilities as desired. Other features: in-line cueing, separate record and playback heads, positive cartridge indexing. Meets new NAB recording standards. For detailed information, write for brochure 113.
Klan prevails in Bogalusa

Broadcaster who spoke up is forced to sell—but he takes honors with him.

The victim of an advertisers' boycott allegedly inspired by the Ku Klux Klan sold his station last week, a few days after he had been given the highest award of the Radio Television News Directors Association.

In an emotional climax to the RTNDA's annual conference in St. Petersburg, Fla., on Oct. 23 Ralph Blumberg, owner of WBOX Bogalusa, La., was presented with the Paul White award—and with it $1,014 that was spontaneously collected from the assembled news directors. Mr. Blumberg was honored for upholding the principle that "those in communications should be free to speak without harassment."

In presenting the award, Richard Cheverton, of WOOD-FM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., said that Mr. Blumberg's position on civil rights had reaped a 13-month harvest of "hated, economic sanctions and violence against himself, his family and his radio station."

The Bogalusa broadcaster said Klansmen had shot up his transmitter and persuaded local advertisers to boycott WBOX. The station's monthly revenue had fallen from $4,000 to $400, he said, and he was no longer financially able to hang on. A few days later he found a buyer (see page 67).

Following the presentation, the trophy bowl was passed among RTNDA delegates and when it was returned to Mr. Blumberg it contained $1,014.

RTNDA Code: As the four-day session closed, the delegates also approved a new Code of Broadcast News Ethics to replace the code that has been in effect since 1950. The new code was written in the light of new journalistic procedures and the emergence of TV as a major news medium.

The 10-article code notes that the prime responsibility of newsmen "is to provide to the public they serve a news service as accurate, full and prompt as human integrity and devotion can devise."

The articles call for newsmen:
- To inform the public in an accurate and comprehensive manner.
- To offer timely and accurate information presented "in the light of relevant circumstances that give it meaning and perspective."
- To select news on the "criteria of significance, community and regional relevance, appropriate human interest, service to defined audiences. It excludes sensationalism or misleading emphasis in any form; subservience to external or 'interested' efforts to influence news selection and presentation, whether from within the broadcasting industry or from without."
- To display "human respect for the dignity, the privacy and the well-being" of persons involved in the news.
- To govern themselves at all times "in a manner that will protect them from conflict of interest, real or apparent."
- To attempt to present all the news in the public interest "no matter what selfish, uninformed or corrupt efforts attempt to color it, withhold it or prevent its presentation."
- To recognize broadcasting's responsibility for "informed analysis, comment and editorial opinion on public events and issues."
- To conduct themselves in court "with dignity whether the court is in or out of session. They shall keep broadcast equipment as unobtrusive as possible. Where court facilities are inadequate, pool broadcasts should be arranged."
- To avoid practices that might interfere with the right of an individual to a fair trial in "reporting matters that are or may be litigated."
- To "actively censure and seek to prevent violations of these standards . . . and actively encourage their observance by all newsmen . . . ."

Also decided at the conference was the selection of Los Angeles as the site of the 1968 convention, overriding the site committee's recommendation of Boston. The 1966 convention will be held in Chicago and the 1967 conference in Toronto.

Seeburg forms new music license group

Formation of a new performing rights society, disclosed by the Seeburg Corp. last spring (Broadcasting, May 17), was formally announced by Seeburg last week.

The new organization is the Coin-Operated Phonograph Performance Society (COPPS), and the announcement said it would license its music exclusively for use in coin-operated machines. Seeburg is the biggest company in the jukebox field. The announcement said that in order to supply the music, Seeburg had become "one of the largest and busiest producers of recordings in the country," recording music under copyrights acquired by COPPS.

In all, COPPS was said to represent more than 4,000 musical copyrights, and plans to continue expanding until "eventually" it can sign artists' own to exclusive recording contracts. The announcement said COPPS had already "taken its place beside the reigning giants" of the music licensing field, the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, Broadcast Music Inc. and SESAC. Actually, unlike COPPS, the existing organizations license their music to all sorts of users except jukeboxes, which under current law do not have to pay performance royalties.

Since efforts are being made to eliminate this so-called jukebox exemption from the copyright law, there has been speculation that—whether this is the intent or not—the existence of COPPS, with its own catalogue of copyrighted music, would put the jukebox operators in a stronger position to bargain with
Griffin for Crane?

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. reported last week it is in negotiation with the ABC-TV affiliates to replace "The Les Crane Show, which is being dropped by the network on Nov. 12, with WBC's syndicated late-night program, The Merv Griffin Show. WBC said the Griffin show already has been bought by one ABC-TV affiliate, WTVN-TV Columbus, Ohio, to fill the time period currently occupied by the Crane program. New sales on the Griffin series also include WTVJ-TV Miami and KCSA-TV Sacramento, Calif., raising the total number of markets sold to 29.

Another court case on movies on television

George Stevens, veteran producer-director of theatrical motion pictures, has gone to court in an attempt to halt any TV editing of or insertion of commercials into the broadcast of one of his most famous pictures, "A Place in the Sun." The picture, based on Theodore Dreiser's The American Tragedy, won six Academy Awards in 1951.

In his complaint, filed Tuesday (Oct. 26) in Los Angeles Mr. Stevens asserts that the picture was made under a 1946 contract between himself and Liberty Films which gave him the sole right to edit, cut and score the motion picture. This agreement was breached, he claims, when "A Place in the Sun" was licensed to NBC-TV as part of a package of theatrical pictures from Paramount Pictures. Liberty is described in the suit as a wholly owned subsidiary of Paramount.

The complaint, filed by the Hollywood law firm of Staff, Mosk & Rudman, asks the court to issue an order enjoining the defendants from cutting, editing or scoring the film to insert commercials and from broadcasting the edited version. If the film is broadcast, Mr. Stevens asks damages of an amount to be determined at trial but not less than $1 million, plus another $1 million in exemplary damages.

Named as defendants are: NBC, Paramount Pictures Corp., Paramount Television Productions, Liberty Films, five California TV stations affiliated with NBC-TV (KERO-TV Bakerfield, KMJ-TV Fresno, KCSA-TV Sacramento, KSBW-TV Salinas, KRON-TV San Francisco), other unnamed NBC-TV affiliates, advertising agencies placing commercials on the network and manufacturers whose products are advertised on NBC-TV.

The Stevens suit seems to parallel that of Otto Preminger over the broadcast of his "Anatomy of a Murder" on ABC-TV, The New York supreme court, where Mr. Preminger instituted his action (BROADCASTING, Oct. 11) refused to halt the Oct. 16 broadcast of the film with commercials, but did order the network not to edit out any of the picture's footage (BROADCASTING, Oct. 18).

The inability of a TV station to prevent a community antenna system from carrying its programs last week had expanded to a full-blown broadcasting-government-CATV-sports hassle involving two major group-CATV operators, a TV station, a university, the FCC, Congress and the National Collegiate Athletic Association.

WNDU-TV South Bend, Ind., which is owned by Notre Dame University, had been told by the National Collegiate Athletic Association that unless the station could stop four cable systems from picking up its Notre Dame football game telecasts, the school NCAA permission allowing this coverage would be revoked. WNDU-TV tried, said the CATV's wouldn't accede and asked the NCAA to reconsider. The NCAA's TV committee rejected the plea saying unless the situation was cleared up there would be no more special authorizations for Notre Dame, which has been getting them for 10 years.

However, the station also asked the FCC for help. And the commission which only last month overturned an NCAA policy for KLTV(TV) Tyler, Tex. and allowed it to pick up the Texas-Oklahoma game from KLBD-TV Dallas as being in the public interest (BROADCASTING, Oct. 18) seemed ready to meet the challenge.

Although at the time of the KLTV decision the FCC said it was not to be considered as precedent or policy setting, it has opened the door for a further look at the NCAA TV committee's policies. The FCC told William T. Hamilton, vice president and general manager of WNDU-TV, the matter is of some concern and implied no immediate answer is available. But in a letter to the NCAA committee, the FCC said it wants to meet with that group to see what, if anything, they can come up with that will not hamper stations and still allow for protection of NCAA-member schools.

On Capitol Hill, Congressional concern was expressed by Senators Vance Hartke (D-Ind.), a member of the Communications Subcommittee of the Senate Commerce Committee, who called the "pirating of the station's signal by the cable operators... a reprehensible action. It's possible that we might hold
Changes planned at ABC Films

In the first of a series of moves and changes planned at ABC Films, Jack Arbib, account executive at Blair Television, last week was named executive vice president in charge of domestic syndication for the film distribution company.

Harold Golden, president of ABC Films, indicated that other major moves were in the offing. Though he would not specify them at this time, it was reported ABC Films plans to bolster its operations by acquiring feature films, and first-run syndication product; produce specials and series especially for TV, and accelerate its research and advertising-promotion activities.

Mr. Arbib earlier had been with NBC Films for more than five years in various executive capacities. He will assume duties that currently are being handled by Ray Fox, ABC Films vice president in charge of domestic syndication. It was said Mr. Fox probably will remain with the ABC organization, either with the film subsidiary or with ABC-TV.

Irving Paley, who has been advertising-promotion-publicity director with ABC Films for more than six years, is leaving the company and will be replaced by Philip Harmon, at present assistant advertising-promotion manager of WABC-TV New York.

CBS N.Y. stations back Lindsay candidacy

The CBS-owned TV and radio stations in New York took a new stance last week: For the first time, they endorsed political candidates.

WCBS-TV and WCBS-AM-FM supported Representative John Lindsay, the Republican-Liberal candidate for mayor, in separate editorials that were broadcast several times last week. WCN-TV "split" its support by backing Frank D. O'Connor, the Democratic candidate for president of the city council. The stations did not take a position on other candidates.

The action by the CBS outlets in New York follows by a year the statement of Dr. Frank Stanton, president of CBS Inc., that stations should consider the matter of endorsing political candidates. The CBS-owned station in St. Louis, KNXT-TV, endorsed a mayoral candidate there last year and KNXT (TV) Hollywood, also CBS-owned, has endorsed a candidate for the board of education.

WMCA New York, which as far back as 1960, endorsed a presidential candidate, John F. Kennedy, reported it has editorially supported the entire Democratic ticket this year. WMCA has endorsed Controller Abraham Beame, who is seeking the mayoralty office against Mr. Lindsay in tomorrow's elections. Another station belonging to the Straus Broadcasting Group, WALL, Middletown, N. Y., last week endorsed editorially the re-election of Mayor John Botens, in Middletown.

All stations offered comparable air time to other candidates in the various elections to reply to their editorials.

TIO surveys religious television programs

The Television Information Office, New York, circulated questionnaires to TV stations last week, seeking information on the quality, variety and extent of their religious programming.

Roy Danish, TIO director, said the purpose was to learn "the amount of airtime, energy and money" broadcasters devote to religious programming, along with their evaluation of syndicated and local programming and suggestions to improve such programming.

The questions cover the period from July 1, 1964 to June 30, 1965.

Philip Morris pilot at 20th Century-Fox

Negotiations between Philip Morris Inc. and 20th Century-Fox Television for the filming of a pilot for The Man Who Never Was were completed last week. Pilot production will begin in mid-November from a script by Julian Plowden and Teddi Sherman. The pilot will be shot in Munich and Berlin as a Paramount-Productions with John Newland producing and Mr. Plowden as associate producer.

McNeil for five more

Don McNeill, host of ABC Radio's Breakfast Club for the past 33 years, has been signed to a new five-year contract, Robert Pauley, ABC Radio president, announced last week.

Mr. Pauley said Breakfast Club billings for the first quarter of next year are already 34% ahead of the show's billings for the same quarter in 1965. Among the number of new advertisers
signed for next year’s first quarter are AT&T, Kraft Foods and Lehn & Fink Products Corp.

**King gets Herman, Freddie TV shows**

King Features Syndicate, New York, has secured TV rights to two new comedy-adventure shows. One, an animated cartoon series, is produced by TV Cartoons Ltd., London, with the vocal group Herman’s Hermits. The other, filmed in color, will feature Freddie and the Dreamers on location in Europe.

Al Brodax, TV director, said the acquisitions were both arranged through Premier Talent Associates Inc. Herman’s Hermits will include caricatures of the five vocalists with their recordings fitted to the action. The other music group, Freddie and the Dreamers, Mr. Brodax said, would appear as themselves in comedy-adventure situations filmed around London.

The animated show, Mr. Brodax indicated, could be scheduled Saturdays, either mornings or early evenings, noting that the Beatles, another King Features cartoon show, is now programmed Saturdays (10:30-11 a.m., EST) on ABC-TV.

Mr. Brodax said four cartoon specials are being planned for the Beatles show, each of one-hour or 90-minute duration. The animated specials, produced by TV Cartoons Ltd., will be scheduled for Christmas 1966 and thereafter.

**Film sales...**

*Car 54, Where Are You?* (NBC Films): KXGN-TV Glendale, Mont.


*Victory At Sea* (NBC Films): KXGN-TV Glendale, Mont.

*Panic* (NBC Films): WDEF-TV Chattanooga.

*Hopalong Cassidy* (NBC Films): KJEO-TV Fresno, Calif.

*Astro Boy* (NBC Films): KSL-TV Salt Lake City.

*People Are Funny* (NBC Films): KXLY-TV Spokane, Wash.

*Hennessey* (NBC Films): KQGM-TV Albuquerque, N. M.; Wbir-TV Knoxville, Tenn.

*Laramie* (NBC Films): WREC-TV Memphis.

*Famous Fantasies* (NBC Films): WLBT-TV Bangor, Me.; KARD-TV Wichita, Kan.

*Flight* (NBC Films): WITN-TV Washington, N. C.

*The Bob Poole Show* (Poole Productions): WRVA-TV Richmond, Va.; WSUN-TV St. Petersburg, Fla., and KAKV Little Rock.

*It’s a Wonderful World* (Trans-Lux): KGGM-Albuquerque, N. M.


*The American Civil War* (Trans-Lux): KETA-TV Oklahoma City and KWSC-TV Pullman, Wash.


*Dodo—The Kid From Outer Space* (Emmy): WHEN-TV Syracuse, N. Y.


*Sons of Hercules* (Emmy): WKBV-TV Youngstown and WKEF-TV Dayton, both Ohio; WTHI-TV Terre Haute, Ind.; WCOV-TV Montgomery and WTVV-TV Dothan, both Alabama; WADM-TV Laurel-Hattiesburg, Miss.; WIST-TV Columbia, S. C., and KYW-TV Philadelphia.


**Radio series sales...**


*Carron Fredericks* (Hartwest Productions Inc.): WPN St. Petersburg, Fla.; WTV Birmingham, Ala., and WSAY Schenectady, N. Y.

*Top of the Pops* (Hartwest Productions Inc.): KYLT Missoula, Mont.; KNEW Spokane, KORD Pasco, and KIMA Yakima, all Washington; WRTV Milwau-kee, and KCMC Helena, Mont.

*Early Nightingale Program* (Nightingale-Conant): 3AW Melbourne, Australia; CHFM Calgary, Alberta; CHTR Prince Rupert, B. C.; KHKH Cedar Rapids, Iowa; KXXA Alexandria, Minn., and KATL Miles City, Mont.

*Jimmie Fidler Hollywood News* (Jimmie Fidler): KINO Winslow, KALF Mesa, both Arizona, and KONE Reno.

**Program notes...**

Kelly special — NBC-TV plans a special in color for the 1966-67 season with Gene Kelly as star, producer and director. The one-hour show will combine live action with animation to recreate the fairy tale of “Jack and the Giant.”

**Media Brokers • Consultants**

| California | 6 AM’s priced from $125,000 to $600,000. 1 FM at $67,500. |
| Arizona | Terms available. |

Hogan-Feldmann, Inc.

4404 Riverside Drive, Burbank, California 91505

Area Code 213 349-3201
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Coming specials: Three new one-hour specials NBC will colorcast this season were announced last week. A Nov. 28 (Sunday, 9-10 p.m. EST) special, The Julie Andrews Show, will feature, in addition to Miss Andrews, Gene Kelly and the New Christy Minstrels. Scheduled for later this season are: Humor in Politics, narrated by Jack Paar, and an as yet untitled program on the recent international tour of the Broadway musical "Hello Dolly" with Mary Martin.

Boston Pops too: Seven Arts Television will produce 13 one-hour color specials spotlighting the Boston Pops Orchestra aimed for network showing during the 1966-67 season. Seven Arts has produced and distributed to stations 26 one-hour black-and-white programs featuring the Boston Symphony Orchestra.

Space special: "Footsteps on the Moon," the second in a series of six one-hour Man in Space TV specials produced by Seven Arts Television, will be syndicated in November. "Gemini," the first program in the series, was released earlier this year, and has been sold in 27 markets.

Relocation: Olas Corp., Gates Mills, Ohio, will relocate its headquarters to 2800 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, because of rapid growth and addition of new staff members, according to Robert S. Buchanan, president. Olas produces and syndicates the one-hour color-taped TV adventure series Of Lands and Seas.


Comedy writers: Universal TV has signed George Balzer, Hal Goldman and Al Gordon, writers from the Jack Benny staff, to develop a new comedy series. In radio and TV, Mr. Balzer's association with Jack Benny has been for 23 years, while Messrs. Goldman and Gordon each have a 17-year association.

'Tis the season: With the Christmas season fast approaching, Mennonite Broadcasts Inc., Harrisonburg, Va., is offering a special radio Christmas package. Included in the package are: a five minute daily special, 11 carols sung by the Mennonite Hour Singers, and 40 spots devoted to the significance of Christmas.


### Equipment & Engineering

**Stereo sound system for TV described**

A stereo sound system that is "compatible" with the present television system was described last week before the National Electronics Conference in Chicago. Both TV transmitter and receiver must be modified slightly before it will work with present equipment.

Some 25,000 engineers attended the NEC which continues to expand deeper into nonradio and TV electronic fields such as military and space.

The stereo-audio concept for TV was explained in a paper by F. T. Thompson and J. E. Lanbright, engineers with the Westinghouse Research Laboratories, Pittsburgh. They said the new TV audio system is multiplex, similar to the present FM stereo method, and would work with both monochrome and color TV.

They said the new system differs from FM stereo largely in the choice of a different subcarrier frequency and the method of subcarrier synchronization. A new subcarrier of 31.5 mc is synchronized at the receiver by the available 15.75 mc horizontal synchronizing pulses, it was noted.

"The problem of interference between the subcarrier and sweep harmonics is eliminated since they are identically synchronized and therefore locked together in phase," the paper said.

Advantages claimed for the stereo system include, among others: improved sound, far better with music than with background noise, natural sound qualities with dialogue, and independent control of stereo program and nonradio audio program. An important corollary of the stereo system is increased picture quality, since there is no need to make up for the absence of subcarrier sync in color television.
system include: (1) it provides two channels of high fidelity audio to accompany the video telecast; (2) it provides excellent separation which extends over the 15 kc bandwidth; (3) the system is fully compatible with standard color and black-and-white TV systems; (4) the system does not require a pilot carrier and this eliminates visual and audible interference problems, and (5) the system is simple, efficient, economical and provides a better signal to noise ratio than the conventional FM broadcast band system.

**N.Y. archdiocese buys RCA gear for ETV**

RCA last week announced it has been chosen by the Roman Catholic archdiocese of New York to design and install one of the largest educational television complexes in this country.

The system, which will operate in the 2,500 mc band, would cover a 10-county area in New York state and could encompass 400 elementary and secondary schools.

Program origination will be at a TV center to be built in Yonkers, N.Y., and transmissions will be made from seven points in the archdiocese.

Frank M. Folsom, chairman of the executive committee of RCA, said the company will supply equipment for 3,000 classrooms, including color and black-and-white receivers.

**FCC asked to explain who can use satellites**

The FCC was urged again last week to allow people other than the international common carriers to deal directly with Comsat for the use of leased channels.

The request was contained in comments filed by the Associated Press, Dow Jones & Co., Aeronautical Radio Inc. and Air Transport Association of America on the question of who, besides the international common carriers, is an authorized user of the satellite systems. Under the Communications Satellite Act, Comsat was ordered to deal only with established international carriers and "other authorized users."

AP said it had need for a full-period, voice grade channel between the U. S. and Europe for the transmission of textual and pictorial news material.

The news service said that both as a matter of law and as a matter of public policy it should be authorized to lease channels directly from Comsat.

Dow Jones told the commission that it should permit free access to the satellite by all interested users to enable the broadest and most efficient development of satellite communications.

The company said that the service offerings of some of the common carriers were relatively inflexible and that some users would be prevented from using the satellite system if they had to go through the carriers.

**MGM Telestudios adds color gear from fair**

MGM Telestudios, New York, expects to have eight color television cameras in operation shortly after a purchase of RCA equipment announced last week.

MGM is buying four color-TV tape recorders and four color-TV cameras from RCA, equipment which had been installed at RCA's pavilion at the New York World's Fair. Last year MGM bought equipment used by RCA during the fair's opening season: a color mobile unit, three color cameras and another vehicle outfitted for taping color programs.

**Technicolor opens TV processing plant**

Technicolor Corp. last Monday (Oct. 25) opened a new film processing facility at Universal City, Calif., a 60,000-square-foot plant to be devoted entirely to the processing of films for television. The new plant will operate on a round-the-clock, five-day-a-week schedule. It has facilities to handle the processing of all TV shows now being filmed in Hollywood, the company claims.

The new film laboratory, said to be the first built exclusively for TV film processing, marks Technicolor's entry into the TV film processing field. The move was prompted, a company spokesman said, by demands from TV film producers desiring the kind of color reproduction they have been getting from Technicolor for their theatrical pictures for 50 years, plus the vastly increased volume of color programming on the TV networks this season.

**NAB group to study engineering management**

Broadcasters from 23 states and Venezuela will take part in the National Association of Broadcasters first Engineering/Management Seminar at Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind., Nov. 29 to Dec. 3.

George W. Bartlett, NAB vice president for engineering, said 49 radio and TV engineering executives would attend the course which is designed to make engineering a full part of the management team. He called the seminar "a milestone in the field of engineering management."

Dr. Charles Lawshe, dean of the College of Technology, and Dr. Gregory Barnes, professor of industrial education, will supervise the course work. Special research material provided by the broadcasters and tailored for the seminar will also be used.

**Technical topics**

*Now logger* • Autotronics of Oklahoma, Bartlesville, is marketing Log 96, an automatic program logger, meeting FCC requirements, which records 96 hours on 1,200 feet of standard 1/4-inch tape. Cost of the basic model logger is $595.

*Miratel TV monitors* • Miratel Electronics Inc., St. Paul, has announced its new series of transistorized professional television monitors. The units, featuring a plug-in modular construction, are available in eight through 17-inch sizes with custom chassis, rack mounting or standard cabinet configurations.

**catv operating economy**

...has little to do with first cost. Your real savings come in system reliability, expandability, and consistent picture quality with minimum supervision and maintenance. When you go first-class with Jerrold 12-channel solid-state CATV equipment, you enjoy the true economy that spells growth and profits. Call or write CATV Systems Division, Jerrold Electronics Corporation, 15th & Lehigh Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19132. Phone (215) 226-3456.
BPA set to invade D.C.

Four-day agenda to analyze nuts and bolts of promotion; FCC's Lee, Monday panel to offer government insights

About 500 promotion men are expected in Washington next week for the 10th annual seminar of the Broadcasters' Promotion Association, Nov. 7-10 at the Shoreham hotel.

FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee will speak at the keynote luncheon Monday (Nov. 8). Lou Hazam, producer of documentaries for NBC-TV, will address the awards luncheon Tuesday (Nov. 9).

The informal Sunday agenda calls for a special four-hour BPA tour of Washington at $2 per person. That evening has been set aside for network meetings.


Tuesday's agenda includes a morning business meeting and three afternoon panels: "Radio Promotion—on the Air Art Form," "Color TV Promotion" and "Outsiders Look at Us." A reception by the trade press and a banquet will be held that evening.

Five panels set for the closing Wednesday morning meeting are: "Will the New Research Help Radio," "TV by the Numbers," "The Computerized Rep, Agency and Station," "Community Antennas—Promotion Asset or Liability?" and "How to Reach the Time-buyer."

In addition to the usual display of ads and promotions used in print media, merchandising and special events promotion, the 1965 seminar will feature a Big Idea Exchange where projectors and tape recorders will be set up to run off sample TV and radio spots. Exhibits in all these categories are being sought by the BPA committee.

For the Ladies • Heywood Meeks, WMAL-TV Washington, general chairman of the 1965 seminar committee, said the BPA wives aren't being overlooked. On Monday they can visit the embassies of Morocco and Iran and tour Mount Vernon. The Tuesday schedule starts with a special tour of the White House, visit to the Smithsonian Institution and Capitol, and a fashion show at a department store.


Drumbeats ...

Help for VISTA • KABC-TV Los Angeles has been commended for its donation of a 20-second and 60-second commercial for VISTA by Sargent Shriver, director of the Office of Economic Opportunity. The station absorbed all the costs of production, including time, facilities and talent, of the films which describe VISTA and ask people to join the organization.

Contest within a contest • The magic number was 268,769 but for Sam Taricone, media supervisor at Needham, Harper & Steers, New York, the number 269,333 was just as good. The latter figure is the number of pieces of mail he guessed would be sent to WFTV (TV) Orlando, Fla., during its recent contest, the former figure is the actual number. Shown above, with his prize of a television set are (I to r): Joseph L. Brechner, president of WFTV; Mr. Taricone; and Jim Theiss, vice president of Blair Television, WFTV's rep.

See for yourself • As a means of promoting its new "Stars in Action" package of 27 feature films, Allied Artists Television is distributing to stations a promotion kit describing each film plus a miniature view finder. The viewer lets the recipient see still shots of selected films in the package.

Mayors' awards • Entries are now being accepted by the U.S. Conference of Mayors and Broadcast Pioneers for the third annual Mayors' awards. The awards are given to stations for their nonnetwork public service programming. Entries, which must be submitted by Feb. 1, 1966, should be sent to the Mayors' Awards Committee, Broadcast Pioneers, 589 Fifth Avenue, New York 10017.

Electronics award • Dr. William G. Shepherd, vice president of academic administration at the University of Minnesota and internationally known in electronic sciences and engineering research for 30 years, has received the 1965 Award of Merit from the National Electronics Conference. The award was presented in Chicago.

Fight against leukemia • For his work to aid children suffering from leukemia Ralph W. Beaudin, president of WLS-AM-FM Chicago, has been named St. Jude Man of the Year by Danny Thomas. Mr. Thomas, president of Aiding Leukemia Stricken American Children and founder of St. Jude children's hospital, presented the award in Chicago.

Kiwanis award • Ward L. Quaal, president of WGN Inc., has been presented a gold medal by Kiwanis International. The medal, the first presented by Kiwanis International to a member of the communications industry, was given in recognition of his and WGN-AM-TV Chicago's service to the community in cooperation with the Kiwanis group.

Paperback premiums • Radio stations which carry Here's Heloise series will be able to offer the program's sponsors premiums in the form of paperback books with sponsor and station identification. King Features Syndicate, distributor of the series, has mailed sample copies of the book "Heloise's Kitchen Hints," to more than 400 stations. King Features also reported it would make the offer to stations on "Heloise's 1966 Diary Appointment Calendar."
It's a sideshow, carnival, July 4th picnic, political convention and hand-shaking record-plugging derby all rolled into one. That's what country music week looks and sounds like in Nashville.

Although more than 3,700 disk jockeys, songwriters, musicians, record pluggers, instrument sellers and others registered for the 40th birthday celebration of WSM's Grand Ole Opry Oct. 21-23, there were many kindred events held during the week by other groups.

The Country Music Association elected new officers (BROADCASTING, Oct. 25), and inducted Ernest Tubb, the Texas troubadour, into C&W Hall of Fame as its sixth member. Broadcast Music Inc. held its annual awards dinner and used the occasion to introduce its new president, Robert B. Sour. Columbia Records opened a new recording studio.

But the reason that most persons came to Nashville was to take part in the Opry party.

The lobby of the Andrew Jackson hotel (upper right) looked continually like it does here. Posters were everywhere: hanging from railings, taped to walls, posts and even people.

Those who came to hear Opry stars performing live in the 68-year-old Ryman Auditorium were not disappointed. There was a two-and-a-half hour Opry Spectacular, with virtually every Opry performer taking stage for 8 or 16 bars of a hit song. One of the few non-singing moments Friday morning came when John H. DeWitt Jr., president of WSM Inc. (lower right), made a few remarks.

That afternoon more than 200 attended a panel discussion of the FCC's new radio renewal form and program log. The youngest student of the form was Lana Jo Eager, 7, from whose Lancaster, Ohio, who attended with her mother (lower left).

After that it was nothing but music, eating and drinking. Decca, United Artists and Capitol Records held cocktail parties; Columbia held a box lunch; RCA had a breakfast; Musicor Records and Pamper Music held dances; Mercury and Starday Records opened the doors of recording sessions.

On Friday night, the show began at 6:15 p.m. as the weekly National Life & Accident Insurance Co. TV show was taped. Among the stars were the Willis Brothers (left center). Then it was live radio from 7-10:30 p.m. for the regular Friday night Opry.

Saturday night the four-and-a-half hour Opry was pushed back to start at 6 p.m. and ran for six hours until midnight. By that time the pews in Ryman, which was once a revival hall, were hard indeed but the enthusiasm of the audience never wavered. The Saturday night show featured old time Opry members like Cousin Jody (upper left) a toothless, steel guitar wizard with an attractive blond bass player, and newer stars like Norma Jean (lower center), who sang while the host for that half-hour, Porter Wagoner, raised his hands to cue applause.

No artist sings on the Opry without being interrupted by applause, usually several times during a number. Whether the song is well known or not, the ap-
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New AM and FM stations recommended in Canada

New AM and FM stations have been recommended for licensing by the Canadian Department of Transport at the September meeting of the Board of Broadcast Governors at Ottawa. Satellite AM, FM and TV stations also were recommended, as were changes in facilities and ownership change.

Among new stations recommended was one at London, Ont., for Middlesex Broadcasting Ltd., with 5 kw on 1290 kc. At Melfort, Sask., Minno Walter Hooge was recommended for a license for a 10 kw station on 1420 kc. Metropolitan Broadcasting Ltd., Winnipeg, Man., was successful in its application for an FM station at Regina, Sask., with 5.9 kw on 92.1 mc. A new FM station is to be built by CKOT Tilsonburg, Ont., on 100.5 mc with 1.135 kw.

International film sales ...


A Christmas Carol (Seven Arts): CFRC-TV Calgary, CJLH-TV Lethbridge, CHAT-TV Medicine Hat and CFRN-TV Edmonton, all Alberta; CFCY-TV Charlottetown, P.E.I.; CBHT-TV Halifax, N. S.; CKWS-TV Kingston, CKCO-TV Kitchener, KFCH-TV North Bay; CJYH-TV Ottawa, CHOV-TV Pembroke, CHER-TV Peterborough, CKPR-TV Port Arthur, CKSO-TV Sudbury, CFCL-TV Timmins and CFTO-TV Toronto, all Ontario; CFCF-TV Montreal; CHAB-TV Moose Jaw; CFCQ-TV Saskatoon and CJFR-TV Swift Current, all Saskatchewan and CJAY-TV Winnipeg, Man., all Canada.

The Legend of Jesse James (20th Century-Fox TV International): Bought by Young & Rubicam for Lipton Soups for telecasting on WAPA-TV San Juan, P. R.

Lost in Space (20th Century-Fox TV International): ABC Television Ltd., for telecasting in Great Britain.

Peyton Place (20th Century-Fox TV): Associated Rediffusion, London, and Cinevideo, Brazil.


Aboard in brief ...

Mexican office: Braverman, Shaw & Associates, radio program production firm with headquarters in Santa Monica, Calif., has opened an office in Mexico City to handle the Latin-American market for the firm's syndicated radio programs and to provide translations for use by Spanish language stations in the U.S. Miss Marty Fournier is manager of the new office, at 827 Nicolas San Juan.

Caribair appointment: Caribair, San Juan, P. R., an airline operating in the Caribbean area, has appointed Young & Rubicam, San Juan, as its advertising agency.
BROADCASTING, October 25, 1965

FATES & FORTUNES

BROADCAST ADVERTISING


Karl G. Gierzahn, on sales staff of WISN-AM-FM Milwaukee, named sales manager.

Michael Morgan Crossfield, account executive with Rosenbush Agency, Baltimore, named director of media and market research.

Jerry Friedman, advertising manager with Hazel Bishop-Lanolin Plus, Union, N. J., joins Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, as account executive.

Charles Geoffrey, account supervisor on Bristol-Myers at Young & Rubicam, New York, transferred to Los Angeles office as account supervisor on Hunt Foods & Industries.

Jerry Mathai, with MacManus, John & Adams Inc., Los Angeles, appointed senior account executive at Richardson, Myers and Donofrio Advertising, Baltimore.

Kirk E. Beauregard, formerly head of own film production firm in Detroit, joins VPI of Illinois Inc., Chicago, as VP.

Harvey Fishbein, production/traffic manager and type director at Sproul & Associates, New York, named production and traffic manager of Helitzer, Waring & Wayne Inc., that city.

Peter G. Levathes, executive VP with Clyne Maxon, New York, joins P. Lorillard Co., that city, as VP and director of advertising. Prior to association with Clyne Maxon, Mr. Levathes was executive VP at 20th Century Fox Film Corp.

L. Richard Sullivan, formerly VP of Bozell & Jacobs, Omaha, joins Needham, Harper & Steers, Chicago, as copy supervisor. James R. O'Reiley, with Fred A. Niles Communications Center, joins NH&S as producer.


Nicolas J. Maio, merchandising manager for Air France, New York, joins Chenault Associates, that city, as

What Makes ROHN CATV Towers Different?

Here Are Just A Few Reasons Why So Many CATV Owners Are Specifying ROHN Towers:

EXPERIENCE - ROHN engineers have more experience and are among the pioneers in tower construction and design.

DESIGN - ROHN towers are carefully and fully engineered to DO MORE THAN the job for which they are intended. They're proved by thousands of installations for every conceivable type job.

COMPLETENESS - The line is complete for every need. All accessories, lighting, and microwave reflectors are available from ONE reliable source. Entire job can be "turn-key" production if desired.

Write — Phone — Wire for Prompt Service

ROHN Manufacturing Co.

"World's Largest EXCLUSIVE Manufacturer of Towers; designers, engineers and installers of complete communication tower systems."

Shown above is a series of 4 special ROHN towers for a Jerrold-Taco CATV antenna installation. Towers engineered, manufactured and installed under complete ROHN supervision.
account executive.

Hal Silverman, art director for J. Walter Thompson, Los Angeles, and Cliff Eisen, creative supervisor for Honig-Cooper-Harrington, there, open Silverman / Eisen, 5455 Wilshire Boulevard, that city. Phone: 931-0831.

James Aucone, senior media buyer at Richard K. Manoff Inc., New York, joins Cunningham & Walsh, there, as media buyer.

Ronald S. Klein, radio-TV producer at Edward H. Weiss and Co., Chicago, named radio-TV director.

Ira B. Madris, formerly creative group head and art director at Grey Advertising, New York, named associate creative director, Fletcher Richards Co., that city.

Steve Singer, with Daniel & Charles, New York, joins Warren, Muller & Dolobowsky, that city, as art director.

Evelyn Kogan, director of sales for Beverly Hillcrest hotel, named assistant merchandise director of KCOI(TV) Los Angeles.

THE MEDIA

Richard D. Roberts, research director and assistant secretary of WTRAM-FM-AM-Philadelphia, that station's owner, Norfolk-Portsmouth Newspaper, named to newly created post of assistant to president of WTRAM-FM-AM and WFSY-TV Greensboro, N. C., also Norfolk-Portsmouth station.

Neal Van Ellis, program manager of WXYC(TV) Cleveland, appointed station manager.

Duffy Bladon, on sales staff of KOIL, San Francisco, Calif., named executive VP and general manager of KBLA Burbank, Calif., succeeding Mel Leeds, who resigns.

Tony McFayden, music director for KRFM(FM) Phoenix, elected VP.


Bob Lunquist, with NBC in Nigeria, joins NBC affiliate KCEN-TV Temple-Waco, Tex., as station manager. He succeeds Burton Bishop, who becomes VP of Channel 6 Inc., station licensee.

Robert F. Martz, operations manager of WJRM Jackson, Mich., named general manager of WJDO-AM-FM Toledo, Ohio.

William Rimmelin, commercial manager for WCWA-AM-FM Toledo, Ohio, named general manager.

Ken Kennedy, WDAY Fargo, elected president of North Dakota Broadcasters Association succeeding Paul Lange, KDLR Devils Lake. Other new officers: VP, Cal Culver, KXBM Bismarck; secretary-treasurer, Les Maupin, KFM Minot, and director, Dale Olson, KVOC Valley City.

Joseph Butler, president and owner of WKLM Three Rivers, Mich., joins Telecable Inc., Seattle, as manager of Telecable of Cowlitz County in Longview, Wash., owned jointly by Telecable and KING-TV Seattle.

Edwin J. Lasko, general manager of WTRC-AM-FM Elkhart and WSJT-FM-AM-Elkhart South Bend, Ind., appointed general manager of KCRG-AM-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Don E. Fuller succeeds Mr. Lasko (Broadcasting, Oct. 25).

Ellis elected

Elmo Ellis (r), VP and general manager of WSBA-AM-FM Atlanta, elected chairman of NBC Radio Network Affiliates executive committee, succeeding Lyell Bremser (l), VP and general manager of KFAB-AM-FM Omaha. Robert J. Rich, VP and general manager of WQGM Superior, Wis., elected vice chairman, replacing Gustav Brandborg, VP and general manager of KVNO Tulsa, Okla., and Rex Preis, VP and general manager of WOAI San Antonio, Tex., elected secretary-treasurer, succeeding Mr. Ellis.

Meeting was held Oct. 22 in Chicago (Broadcasting, Oct. 25.)

Philip Dinsen, with KFMY-FM San Diego, promoted to program director.

John Z. Csia, at KORK-TV Las Vegas, joins WLK-AM Green Bay, Wis., as production manager.

Lawton Wilkerson, PR director for WBBE Harvey, Ill., named program director.

Mort Roberts, staff announcer with WMSR-AM-FM Manchester, N. H., named program director at WTVF Nashville.

John Garry, production director of WJCO Toledo, Ohio, named program director of WTOD-AM-FM, that city.

Bill Alcine, production manager of KXNT(TV) Los Angeles, named senior producer.

Jeff Dane, commercial production manager at WTRAM-TV Norfolk, Va., named creative director for station and Telewater Productions division of WTRAM-TV.

George C. Stevens, former VP of Transcontinent Television Corp., New York, appointed director of marketing at Theatre Network Television, that city.

Tom Whittaker, with WFAS-AM-FM White Plains, N. Y., named music di-
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Elmo Ellis (r), VP and general manager of WSBA-AM-FM Atlanta, elected chairman of NBC Radio Network Affiliates executive committee, succeeding Lyell Bremser (l), VP and general manager of KFAB-AM-FM Omaha. Robert J. Rich, VP and general manager of WQGM Superior, Wis., elected vice chairman, replacing Gustav Brandborg, VP and general manager of KVNO Tulsa, Okla., and Rex Preis, VP and general manager of WOAI San Antonio, Tex., elected secretary-treasurer, succeeding Mr. Ellis.

Meeting was held Oct. 22 in Chicago (Broadcasting, Oct. 25.)

Philip Dinsen, with KFMY-FM San Diego, promoted to program director.

John Z. Csia, at KORK-TV Las Vegas, joins WLK-AM Green Bay, Wis., as production manager.

Lawton Wilkerson, PR director for WBBE Harvey, Ill., named program director.

Mort Roberts, staff announcer with WMSR-AM-FM Manchester, N. H., named program director at WTVF Nashville.

John Garry, production director of WJCO Toledo, Ohio, named program director of WTOD-AM-FM, that city.

Bill Alcine, production manager of KXNT(TV) Los Angeles, named senior producer.

Jeff Dane, commercial production manager at WTRAM-TV Norfolk, Va., named creative director for station and Telewater Productions division of WTRAM-TV.

George C. Stevens, formerly VP of Transcontinent Television Corp., New York, appointed director of marketing at Theatre Network Television, that city.

Tom Whittaker, with WFAS-AM-FM White Plains, N. Y., named music di-
Penny Riker joins WAMM Flint, Mich., as continuity and public service director.

Seymour Friedman, production manager, elected VP of Screen Gems TV program and production division, New York.

Arlen Sanders, music director of KEZY Anaheim, Calif., appointed director of program operations of WWVA Wheeling, W. Va.

NEWS

Richard Harkness, reporter with NBC News, Washington, named congressional correspondent, completing three-man team covering Capitol that also includes Sander Vanocur and Robert McCormick.

Robert Howick, acting news director of WHK-AM-FM Cleveland, becomes news director.

George J. Hoffman, legislative correspondent for WTOL-TV Toledo, Ohio, named news director for WCWA-AM-FM Toledo.

Robin Perry, former program director-personality with WHPL Winchester, Va., appointed news director at WFSR Bath, N. Y.

George Keenan, with WJZ-TV Baltimore, joins WDRG-AM-FM-TV Altoona, Pa., as writer, producer and assistant news director.

EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING


Richard F. Yearick, sales director of community antenna television equipment division, and Duane Crist, assistant treasurer, both with Ameco Inc., Phoenix, named VP's.

Lon Cantor, PR director, Jerrold Electronics division, Jerrold Corp., Philadelphia, named director of advertising and PR for that division and for firm's Harman-Kardon division.

Douglas R. Vining, manager of defense and industrial products division of Technical Appliance Corp. (TACO) Sherburne, N. Y., owned by Jerrold Corp., named manager of newly created government and industrial division of Jerrold Electronics, Philadelphia.


William F. Sailor appointed midwestern regional sales manager for Entron Inc., Columbus, Ohio.

Donald Spencer, president of Spencer-Kennedy Laboratories, Boston, appointed to newly created position of manager of operations plans for Broadcast and Communications Products Division, Camden, N. J. William L. Holcomb, staff engineer with Communications Systems Division, Cambridge, Ohio, named manager of international projects of RCA's Defense Electronic Products organization, Camden.

FANFARE

Sally Ball Ehart, formerly with National Association of Broadcasters, joins WWDC Washington, as publicity director.

James W. Keeler, assistant general manager and program manager of WGBH-FM Boston, named promotion manager of WFLN-AM-FM Philadelphia.

Mel Anderson joins KIVI Seattle, as director of promotion, replacing Jack Macdonald, appointed to similar position with KGO San Francisco.

Frank D. Eddington Jr., traffic and continuity director for educational KUSD-AM-TV Vermillion, S. D., joins WNAX Yankton, S. D., as promotion manager.

Elaine Taylor, account executive with Dudley-Anderson-Yutzy, joins Monroe B. Scharff & Co., New York, as manager of product services.

David Schwartz, merchandising manager of KCOF-TV Los Angeles, in addition becomes head of press relations department.


INTERNATIONAL


Harold S. Tower, formerly senior account executive at WSAI Cincinnati, named general sales manager of CKLW Windsor. Ont.-Detroit.

John Sone, formerly of CBS-TV
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Willard Bishop, manager of CKXN Kentville, N. S., elected president Atlantic Association of Broadcasters. George Cromwell, CHSJ-TV Saint John, N. B., elected first VP; Norris Nathanson, CJCB Sydney, N. S., second VP, and Orville Pulsifer, CCHS Halifax, N. S., secretary-treasurer.

Ned B. Corrigal named production manager of CKXKi Calgary, Alberta.

Elmer Hildebrand named station manager of CFAM Altona, Man., and CHSM Steinbach, Man., both southern Manitoba broadcasting stations.


ALLIED FIELDS

Richard M. Schmidt Jr., Denver attorney, named general counsel of U. S. Information Agency succeeding Stanley Plesent, who returns to private practice. Mr. Schmidt was with former KMYR (now KDKB) Denver, from 1943-49. He also was legal counsel for Colorado Broadcasters Association and instructor at University of Denver.

Max L. Arons, secretary of New York local 802 of American Federation of Musicians, elected president succeeding late Alfred J. Manutti (Broadcasting, Sept. 20).

DEATHS

Maurice Moreau Jansky, 52, retired Washington attorney in communications law, died Oct. 25 of brain disease. Mr. Jansky, member of Federal Communications Bar Association, was first VP upon retirement. Surviving are his wife, Margaret, daughter, and two sons. Also surviving is brother, C. M. Jansky, consulting engineer who recently retired.

Rudolph H. Siemens, 60, administrator of laboratory liaison sales for northeastern district, RCA Industrial Tube and Semiconductor Division, died Oct. 19 of heart attack in his Newark, N.J., office. Mr. Siemens was named chief engineer of RCA International Division in 1943 and in 1948 was named manager of RCA's TV picture tube equipment sales department.

Betty Llewelyn Craddock, 39, media director of MacManus, John & Adams, Los Angeles, died Oct. 22 at Santa Monica hospital following long illness. Surviving is husband, Robert.


Mrs. Helen Conrat Smith, 51, wife of Frank M. Smith, board chairman of Capital Cities Broadcasting Co., died suddenly Oct. 27, at home in Pleasantville, N. Y., apparently of heart attack. In addition to Mr. Smith, she is survived by two children.

Hal Holman, 66, head of his own national radio-TV representative firm, Hal Holman Inc., Chicago, died in hospital, there, on Oct. 24 from complications following heart attack. Mr. Holman entered advertising in 1919. He is survived by his wife, Marie, and two children.

FOR THE RECORD

STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS

As compiled by Broadcasting, Oct. 21 through Oct. 27 and based on filings, authorizations and other actions of the FCC during that period.

This department includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules and standards changes, routine roundup of other commission activity.

Abbreviations: Ann.-announced, ant.-antenna, aur.-aural, CATV—community antenna television. CF—critical hours. CP—construction permit. D.—day. DA—directional antenna. ERP—effective radiated power. kw—kilowatts. L.—local. set. mc—megacycles. mod.—modification. N.—night. SCA—subsidary communications authorization. STA—special temporary authorization. trans.—transmitter. UHF—ultra high frequency. un.—unlimited hours. VHF—very high frequency. vis.—visual. w.—wireless. educational.

New TV stations

ACTION BY FCC

Atlanta—Rice Broadcasting Inc. Granted CP for new TV on UHF channel 46 (686-688 mc); ERP 576 kw vis.; 110 kw aud. Ant. height above average terrain 1,100 ft., above ground 1,664.5 ft. P.O. address 3001 Arden Road, N.W., Atlanta. Estimated construction cost $300,000; first year operating cost $45,000; revenue $220,000. Scheduled to begin transmissions on Oct. 15.

APPLICATIONS

Eureka, Calif.—T & R Broadcasters Inc. Channel 13 (210-216 mc); ERP 318 kw vis.; 633 kw aud. Ant. height above average terrain 437 ft., above ground 678 ft. P.O. address c/o James L. Hutchens, Box 746, Albion, Ore. Estimated cost $443,433, first year operating cost $220,000; revenue $350,000. Scheduled to begin transmission on Oct. 15.


Jackson, Miss.—John M. McLeod Inc. (tr/s) Tele/Mac of Jackson. UHF channel 16 (482-488 mc); ERP 35.5 kw vis.; 7.1 kw aud. Ant. height above average terrain 533 ft., above ground 578 ft. P.O. address: Box 187, 980 Sillier Bldg., Jackson. Estimated construction cost $325,000; first year operating cost $137,000; revenue $138,000. Studio and trans. locations both Jackson. Geographic coordinates 33° 15' north lat.; 91° 15' west long. Type trans. GE TV-25A, type ant. GE TV-25E.

*Lexington, Tenn.—Tennessee State Board of Education. Channel 11 (198-204 mc); ERP 316 kw vis.; 63 kw aud. Ant. height above average terrain 460 ft., above ground 498 ft. P.O. address c/o J. H. Warf, 100-B Cordell Hull Bldg., Nashville, 37216. Estimated construction cost $325,000; first year operating cost $25,000; operating funds to be supplied by state. Studio located in Lexington, trans. west of
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New AM stations

APPLICATIONS

Auburn-Opelika, Ala. — [BROADCASTING Oct. 11] erred in reporting following application, which appears here in corrected form. Granted by FCC.

D. P. address Box 369 Carrolton, Ga. Estimated construction cost $47,500; first year operating cost $36,000; revenue $55,000. Licensed to Mr. John W. McRae, Kenova, W. Va. Ant. height above average terrain 957 ft.; above ground 21 fl. Ant. is built on roof of a 26 by 50 ft. building. WOOL is located in a building owned by a 175 car garage. Ten automobile dealerships maintain offices in this building.

Montgomery, Ala. — [WCOV Inc. 92.3 mc, announces an new call letters. Credit for WCOV after the new sign will be Treeline. Estimated construction cost $10,000; first year operating cost $6,000; revenue $12,000. WCOV Inc. owns WCOV-AM-TV Montgomery, and is in turn owned through holding company WLEX-TV Inc. Ann. Oct. 20.

Sikeston, Mo. — Sikeston Community Broadcasting Co., Inc., 339 W. Main, Sikeston, Mo. 63801. Est. cost $32,500; estimated reasonable for the station is $20,000. Mr. W. Lee Turner, Station Manager. License from the FCC and the Missouri Public Service Commission Nov. 1, 1972. Mr. Turner has been employed by the station since its inception. Mr. Turner is also a partner in the business.

Tucumcari, N. M.—Tucumcari Broadcast Co., Inc., P.O. Box 379, Tucumcari, N. M. 88775. Est. cost $90,000; first year operating cost $5,000; revenue $25,000. Mr. John T. Beecher, Station Manager. License from FCC, state of New Mexico. Action Oct. 26.

APPLICATIONS

Montgomery, Ala. — WCOV Inc., 92.3 mc, announces new call letters. Credit for WCOV after the new sign will be Treeline. Estimated construction cost $10,000; first year operating cost $6,000; revenue $12,000. WCOV Inc. owns WCOV-AM-TV Montgomery, and is in turn owned through holding company WLEX-TV Inc. Ann. Oct. 20.


Princeton, Ky. — Well佞 Broadcasting Inc., P.O. Box 391, Princeton, Ky. P.O. address to Wilbur Wilson, Cecilie Drive, Princeton, Ky. Estimated construction cost $32,500; estimated reasonable for the station is $20,000. Mr. W. Lee Turner, Station Manager. License from the FCC and the Kentucky Public Service Commission Nov. 1, 1972. Mr. Turner has been employed by the station since its inception. Mr. Turner is also a partner in the business.

Provo, Utah — KOYO Inc., 96.1 mc, announces new call letters. Credit for KOYO after the new sign will be The Canyon. Estimated construction cost $35,500; first year operating cost $20,000; revenue $45,000. Mr. John T. Beecher, Station Manager. License from FCC, state of New Mexico. Action Oct. 30.

Ownership changes

PASadena, Calif. — KXKW, 1700 kc, $50.000, first year operating cost $50.000; revenue $69,000. Mr. E. H. Foote, Station Manager. License from the FCC and the California Public Service Commission Feb. 27, 1967. Mr. Foote has been employed by the station since its inception. Mr. Foote is also a partner in the business. Ant. height above average terrain 1177 ft., above ground 21 fl. Ant. is built on roof of a 100 car garage. Ten automobile dealerships maintain offices in this building.

Existing AM Stations

APPLICATIONS

KELI Kailua, Hawaii — Darwin Kent & Alcie Co. Announces a new call letters. Credit for KELI after the new sign will be KAC. Ant. height above average terrain 2770 ft. Ant. is built on roof of a 100 car garage. Ten automobile dealerships maintain offices in this building.


KHLU-FM Kearney—Holdrege, Neb.—Granted assignment of license and SCA from Bi-State Cos., Inc. to Radio Kearney Inc., from John Dean (40%), J. R. Coldwell (40%) and Alain Oldfield (15%). Consideration $5,618. Radio Kearney Inc. is licensee of KXNQ, Kearney. Action Oct. 20.

WHLC-AM and FM Cynthiana, Ky.—Granted voluntary acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation, Johnny Applesseed Broadcasting Co., by Charles J. Hite (41%) before, 85% after) through stock purchase from John D. Hite (25% before, 15% after) and issuance of stock by licensee corporation to Charles J. Hite (25% before, 41% after). Consideration 39,330 shares of $39 stock shares. Action Oct. 20.

KDRB Gresham, Ore.—Granted acquisition of negative control of licensee corporation, Action Broadcasting Co., from Marion G. McCowen (26%) before, none to John E. Grant and George O. DeWitz (each 40%) before, after). Consideration $6,000. Action Oct. 20.

WNET-TV Providence, R. I.—Granted acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation, Channel 16 of Rhode Island Inc., by Harold N. Arseno (80%), through stock purchase from John H. Arseno (20% before, 80% after). Consideration $1,000. Action Oct. 20.

WVLC-WLoga, WV.—Granted assignment of license of Radio R. N. Morgan & Sons Co. to Lloyd W. Morgan, from Mr. Morgan (70% before, 50% after). Consideration $1,000. Action Oct. 21.

WKKE-AM-FM Huntington, W. Va.—Granted assignment of license and SCA from George B. Connolly to WVHT, Huntington, from Mr. Connolly (50% before, 50% after). Consideration $12,000. Action Oct. 21.

WAPL-AM-FM Appleton, Wis.—Granted assignment of license of WAPL to WITA, Appleton, from John J. Van Arsdale, from John J. Van Arsdale (50% before, 50% after). Consideration $1,000. Action Oct. 21.


WANE Fort Wayne, Ind.—Seeks assignment of license of WANE from Indiana Broadcasting Corp. to Shepard Broadcasting Corp., of Indiana, from Mr. Shepard (41% before, 59% after). Consideration $250,000. Action Oct. 21.

WJMO Fort Scott, Kan.—Seeks transfer of negative control of licensee corporation, Fort Scott Broadcasting Co., from Lloyd C. McKenney (50% before, 25% after) to James Lloyd McKenney (25% before, 50% after). It is desired for purposes that half of shares be transferred in 1005 and half in 1966. Action Oct. 21.

WNAM(FM) Neenah—Menasha, Wis.—Granted assignment of license of WITI-FM, Milwaukee, from Radio Sentry Corp. to Neenah, from Radio Sentry Corp. (60% before, 40% after). Consideration $11,000. Action Oct. 21.

WCMH-FM Columbus, Ohio—Seeks transfer of negative control of licensee corporation, WCMH-FM, Columbus, from Georges S. Cazenave (41% before, 50% after) to Transwestern Corp. (50% before, 41% after). Consideration $35,000. Action Oct. 21.


WGMZ(FM) Flint, Mich.—Seeks assignment of license of WGMZ to Metrocom Inc., from Mr. McKenney (64% before, 31% after) to John H. McKenney (31% before, 64% after). Mr. McKenney is 5% stockholder of Panax Corp. Action Oct. 21.

APPLICATIONS


WPLW-FM Prescott, Ariz.—Seeks assignment of license of KPLW to Mrs. John E. Stamps, from Mr. Stamps (50% owner). Action Oct. 21.

KIEY Turlock, Calif.—Seeks assignment of license of KIEY to Hen-Tel Corp., from Paul Hening and Ruth Hening (90% before, 80% after). It is desired for purposes that half of shares be transferred in 1965 and half in 1966. Action Oct. 21.

WFTA Thomaston, Ga.—Seeks transfer of control of licensee corporation, Radio Georgia Inc., from Sylvia D. Strickland, Georgia Inc., and Mrs. J. H. Strickland, respectively (66% before, 42% after). Mrs. J. H. Strickland is 50% owner of Radio Georgia Inc. Action Oct. 21.


KPGO Crescent City, Calif.—Seeks assignment of license of KFPR to Hollywood, from Paul G. Neuman (50% before, 25% after) to Panax Corp. Action Oct. 21.

KRVV-TV Clovis, N. M. and KDPA-FM Amarillo, Tex.—Seeks assignment of negative control of licensee corporation, KRVV-KDPA, from W. M. Brubaker (33 1/3%) and Victor R. Fishbeck (25%) to Dr. Brubaker, who is territorial manager of Radio Network Equipment Co. Mr. Fishbeck has interest in music company and real estate investment firm. Consideration $160,000. Action Oct. 21.

WTRA Thomasville, Ga.—Seeks transfer of control of licensee corporation, Radio Georgia Inc., from Sylvia D. Strickland, Georgia Inc., and Mrs. J. H. Strickland, respectively (66% before, 42% after). Mrs. J. H. Strickland is 50% owner of Radio Georgia Inc. Action Oct. 21.

KSDK-St Louis, Mo.—Seeks assignment of license of KSDK to transistor cabinet, from Mr. Shepherd (51% before, 25% after) to Panax Corp. Action Oct. 21.

KAMR-FM Amarillo, Tex.—Seeks assignment of license of KAMR-FM, Amarillo, from Mr. Shepherd (51% before, 25% after) to Panax Corp. Action Oct. 21.

KBBU Sparks, Nev.—Seeks assignment of negative control of licensee corporation, KBBU Inc., from Mr. Shepherd (51% before, 25% after) to Panax Corp. Action Oct. 21.


KDFW-FM Dallas, Tex.—Seeks assignment of license of KDFW to Panax Corp., from Mr. McKenney (51% before, 30% after) to Panax Corp. Action Oct. 21.

KCFN-FM Fort Worth, Tex.—Seeks assignment of license of KCFN to Panax Corp., from Mr. McKenney (51% before, 25% after) to Panax Corp. Action Oct. 21.

KMMC-FM Marfa, Tex.—Seeks assignment of license of KMMC to Panax Corp., from Mr. McKenney (46% before, 25% after) to Panax Corp. Action Oct. 21.

December 2, 1963, looked toward this action. On August 10, 1964, review board remanded proceeding to examiner for further hearing on "separate community" and "10 percent rule" issues.) Action Oct. 25.

Other Actions
- By memorandum opinion and order, commission (1) granted application for assignment of license of WBOY-TV and auxiliaries, Clarksburg, W. Va. from Rust Craft Broadcasting Co. to Northern West Virginia Television Broadcasting Co., subsidiary of Rust Craft Broadcasting Co., denied motion by Citizens TV Protest Committee andClarksburg Publishing Co. to proceed with Bell Media. Action Aug. 27.
- By Memorandum and Order in Proceeding on Application of Jacksonsville Broadcasting Co. Inc. and Victor Management Co. Inc. for New FM's to operate on channel 93 at Jacksonsville and Little Rock, Ark., respectively, granted applicants' petitions for reconsideration and granted their joint petition for approval of agreement whereby licensee would exchange Jacksonsville's $3,038 for expenses incurred in preparation and prosecution of its application for channel 228 in return for amendment of Jacksonsville's application to specify channel 35. Member Nelson not participating. Action Oct. 25.

Actions on Motions
- By Commission
  - On Commission Oct. 22. granted petition by Federal Communications Bar Association to extend time from Oct. 24 to Dec. 8 to file comments in matter of amendment of rules of broadcast practice and procedure relating to responses to commission inquiries and handling of misrepresentations to commission by applicants, permittees and licensees.
  - On Commission Oct. 21. further extended time from Oct. 20 to Dec. 15, for file comments and from Nov. 1 to Dec. 31 for replies in matter of amendment of field strength curves for FM and TV stations.
  - On Commission Oct. 21. granted petition by NBC for post dates and extension dates for comments and replies in rule making portion of T. C. A. in T. C. A. in proceeding on T. C. A.

Routine Roundup

Actions by Review Board
- By memorandum opinion and order in proceeding on AM applications of Flat head Valley Broadcasters (KQFO), Kalispell, and Garden City Broadcasting Co. (KYLW), Montana, both Mont. denied latter's petition to enlarge issues as to KQFO. Action Oct. 29.
- In proceeding on application of Two Twenty, Seventy Inc., for renewal of license of WTDQ Newport News, Va., granted petition by Broadcast Bureau to extend time to Oct. 26 to file responsive pleadings to appeal by David N. Montague, as trustee of Twelve Seventy, from adverse ruling of hearing examiner. Action Oct. 26.
- By memorandum opinion and order in proceeding on AM applications of Nebraska Rural Radio Assn. (KRKNV), Lexington, and Town & Farm Co. Inc. (KMMZ) Grand Island, both Neb. in Dec. 1962, granted (1) petition by KRKNV for leave to file supplemental petition, (3) appeal by latter and reversed examiner's Aug. 5 ruling which granted petition by KMMZ for leave to amend its application to reduce antenna height from 705 ft. to 356 ft. and (3) dismissed KRKNV's petition for stay. Member Nelson not participating; Member Kessler dissenting. Action Oct. 25.
- By memorandum opinion and order in proceeding on application of Jacksonville Broadcasting Co. Inc. and Victor Management Co. Inc. for new FM's to operate on channel 93 at Jacksonsville and Little Rock, Ark., respectively, granted applicants' petitions for reconsideration and granted their joint petition for approval of agreement whereby licensee would exchange Jacksonsville's $3,038 for expenses incurred in preparation and prosecution of its application for channel 228 in return for amendment of Jacksonsville's application to specify channel 228. Member Nelson not participating. Action Oct. 25.

Boxscore

Authorized Television Stations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lic.</th>
<th>AM</th>
<th>FM</th>
<th>TV-HF</th>
<th>TV-UHF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4,004</td>
<td>1,334</td>
<td>561</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>93</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,103</td>
<td>1,594</td>
<td>691</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>93</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>342</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>139</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Commercial

AM 152 |
FM 8 |
TV-HF 2 |
TV-UHF 2 |

Noncommercial

AM 66 |
FM 62 |
TV-HF 62 |
TV-UHF 62 |

Commercial Station Boxscore

Compiled by FCC, Aug. 31, 1965

AM 8 |
FM 8 |
TV-HF 8 |
TV-UHF 8 |

TOTAL

Licensed (all on air) 4,004 |
CP's on air (new stations) 1,334 |
CP's not on air (new stations) 561 |
Total authorized stations 68 |
Applications for new stations (not in hearing) 204 |
Applications for new stations (in hearing) 93 |
Total applications for new stations 4,103 |
Applications for major changes (not in hearing) 186 |
Applications for major changes (in hearing) 82 |
Total applications for major changes 342 |
Licenses deleted 45 |
CP's deleted 30 |

1 Does not include two licensed stations off the air.
2 Breakdown on UHF and VHF applications not available.
3 Includes three noncommercial stations operating on commercial channels.

By Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham
- Designated examiner to proceed in following proceedings and schedule preliminary conferences and hearings as shown:
- Designated Examiner David I. Kraus

By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
- By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
- Upon oral request of Broadcast Bureau and with consent of all parties, extended terminal date for filing new responses in proceeding on AM application of Naugatuck Valley Service Inc. (WWWW), Naugatuck, Conn. Action Oct. 22.
- By Hearing Examiner Waltur W. Guenster
  - In proceeding on AM applications of Emerald Broadcasting Corp. (KBPI), Bue-
gine, and Pendleton Broadcasting Co. (KEMA), Pendleton, both Ore. and Hi-
Desert Broadcasting Corp. (KDH), Twenty-
- Denied motion by The Federal Broadcast System Inc. to proceed further hearing from Oct. 21, Nov. 15, to respond to certain pleadings in proceeding on TV channel 15 proceeding. Action Oct. 22.

By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
- Upon request by Voice of Dixie Inc. and Other Parties, extended terminal date for filing proposed findings from Oct. 15 to Nov. 15 in proceeding on filing of applications for commercial broadcast stations at Norfolk, Va., scheduled terminal date for filing proposed findings from Oct. 15 to Nov. 15 in proceeding on VA application of Pecos Valley TV Co., Inc., for TV station at Mcr. Arm, N. Mex. Action Oct. 26.
- By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig, granted petition by Keystone Television Inc. for immediate ruling on its motion to combine motions for Nov. 2 hearing in proceeding on new TV stations to be established by further order pending determinations by commission in proceeding on making proceedings, and, on own motion, scheduled hearing conference for Oct. 27 for oral argument on motion concerning issuance of

88 (FOR THE RECORD)
hearing in proceeding on Midwest's application for new TV to operate on Channel 49 in Carson City Oct. 25.

By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion

On own motion, scheduled further hearing to be held on Oct. 26 in proceeding on application of Iowa State University College of Technology for license to operate station WOI Ames, Iowa, additional hours from 8:30 a.m. to local sunrise CST with 1 kw, granted Oct. 22.


By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle

Pursuant to Oct. 20 prehearing conference, and petition, granted by WYZI Inc. and Sanford A. Schafft for leave to intervene in matter of license renewal and transfer of control of Elyria Loran Broadcasting Co. (WEOJ AM), Elyria, Ohio, (1) granted petition to intervene in proceeding on license renewal to party to proceeding, and (2) rescheduled Nov. 15 hearing for Feb. 1, 1966, Action Oct. 22.

In proceeding on applications of WTBN Television Inc. (WCTN-TV), Midwest Radio Television Inc. (WCTO-TV) and United Television Inc. (WCTU-TV), Winston-Salem, N.C., for license renewal, petition granted Oct. 27 for joint hearing for Super Power Broadcasting Co. for license renewal on Channel 83 in Cleveland. Action Oct. 26.

By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McLeaning

Granted motion by George A. Mayoral to withdraw application by Kentucky State Radio Stations WKNY and WPQFM (FM) San Juan and WQTM-AM and WPZTM-FM Kentucky State University (WKU), Lexington, Ky., to operate on Channel 86, to be specified in San Juan, P.R., in proceeding on revocation of license and approval of new site applications covering San Juan. Action Oct. 6, 1966, at location to be specified in San Juan, P.R., in proceeding on revocation of license and approval of new site applications covering San Juan. Action Oct. 6, 1966.

By Hearing Examiner Charles Johnson Jr.

Petition by Trinity Broadcasting Co. to withdraw application for new TV in Fort Worth, to specify operation on Channel 15 in lieu of Channel 20, and to make incidental engineering changes, closed record, and directed Trinity to file supplementary findings by Oct. 29 and Nov. 3 for replies by Broadcast Bureau. Action Oct. 22.

Scheduled prehearing conference for Nov. 3 in matter of renewal of license of Tinker Inc. (WKXY), Richmond, Ky. Action Oct. 22.

In proceeding on applications of KXYZ Television Inc. and Crest Broadcasting Co. for new TV to operate on Channel 56 in Houston, upon request by latter continued Oct. 18, Granted petition for joint prehearing conference for Oct. 18 and Nov. 8, 1966. Action Oct. 22.

By separate actions in proceeding on application of KXYZ Television Inc. and Crest Broadcasting Co. for new TV to operate on Channel 26 in Houston, (1) granting petition by Crest to withdraw application and to accept amendments to its application with respect to its financial qualifications to achieve compliance with new standard, but rejected that part of proposed amendment relative to stock options; (2) dismissed motion by Crest to accept into evidence its Exhibit 19 in lieu of Exhibit 18, without prejudice to offering evidence of Exhibit 19 at appropriate hearing sessions; and (3) granted petition by Crest to file new application to conduct its operations as to its financial qualifications. Action Oct. 22.

By Hearing Examiner Herbert Shafman

Granted request by Southern Radio and Television Co. to cancel Nov. 1 hearing, and scheduled further prehearing conference for Nov. 8 at which time new hearing date will be set in proceeding on petition of Crest Broadcasting Co. for new AM in Lehigh Acres, Fla. Action Oct. 22.

By Hearing Examiner Sol Schleihanne

Rescheduled Oct. 27 hearing for Nov. 18 in proceeding on applications of Chap- man Television Co. and Broadcasting Co. for new UHF TV's in Arizona. Action Oct. 22.

In Carson, City-Leno-Las Vegas, Nev., applications for new TV stations, consolidated proceeding, granted petition by Radio Nevada for leave to amend its application by revising its financial data to meet commission's new standard for determining financial qualifications. Action Oct. 25.


ETV fund grants

Follows granting for educational television have been announced by Department of Education and Welfare:

By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith


Pursuant to agreement of parties at Oct. 19 further prehearing conference in proceeding on application of Trans-Fidelity Radio Inc. and WHAS Inc. for new FM in Louisville, Ky., scheduled for conference for Oct. 26, and cancelled date for exchange of exhibits with financial witness is desired for cross-examination; and Oct. 26 hearing Action Oct. 21.

BROADCAST ACTIONS

By Broadcast Bureau

Actions of Oct. 26


KFMN(FM) Abilene, Tex.—Granted license covering renewal of license and operation of new trans. and ant., change in ERP and ant. height, and change ant. system. Action Oct. 20.


KXEJ-FM Alamosa, Colo.—Granted license covering renewal of license and operation of new trans. at present main trans. location, and operation of new ant. at present main trans. location. Action Oct. 20.


Help Wanted—Management

Southern Station group needs an assistant manager for one of its stations in Southern city of some million. Very aggressive, dynamic salesman with real selling ability and administrative talent who can advance to manager after one year. Successful local sales experience in the south preferred. Opportunity and earning power unlimited for right man. Write Box L-25, BROADCASTING.

Earn $10-$15,000 per year in top Midwest small market opportunity. Will train if you have broadcast experience. Protected accounts. Guarantee. Good rate card. Sales management opportunity. Don't accept another position until you learn about this one. Write Box L-34, BROADCASTING.

Immediate—Two hard driving experienced salesmen for virgin market. Forward complete work history, references, salary requirements to Box 3235, WBCN, 733 E. Grand River; East Lansing, Michigan.


We're looking for a go-getter who wants to be sales manager or manager but is a little short on experience. We offer top ratings, job security, above average earnings, company insurance, a retirement program and a good future. If you can offer hard work, a good attitude, and a positive outlook about the future of our industry, write Box K-286, BROADCASTING.

We're looking for a “go-getter” who wants to be sales manager or manager but is a little short on experience. We offer top ratings, job security, above average earnings, company insurance, a retirement program and a good future. If you can offer hard work, a good attitude, and a positive outlook about the future of our industry, write Box K-286, BROADCASTING.

Sales—(Cont’d)

Top station in small but growing community in south-central Michigan needs experienced play-by-play man who can also handle four hour board shift daily. Send tape, including air check or play-by-play, resume to Box L-39, BROADCASTING.

Leading Maryland independent has opening for AM-FM announcer and resume and full details to Box L-41, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for play-by-play man. Coupled with news or announcing, Indiana. Send tape, resume and photo and salary requirements. Box L-49, BROADCASTING.

Sporstcaster who can also sell time needed for Midwest 5 kw station. Excellent possibility for national network and TV operation. Heavy basketball schedule. Salary plus generous commission plan. Send resume and full details to Box K-144, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted—Announcers

Leading adult station in top Michigan market is seeking experienced announcer—dynamic, strong on music and news. Good pay, excellent fringe benefits. Send tape, photo, and complete resume to Box J-134, BROADCASTING.

Los Angeles metro area, good music station looking for professional personalities and new talent. You must have had at least 3 years experience in broadcasting. Good pay, and chance to settle permanently. Write Box K-307, BROADCASTING.

Nationally known southern radio station in high ranked market looking for established talent on way up from smaller market. Authoritative voice, handle middle of road sound and friendly, warm human being preferred. Good fringe benefits await real pro. Tape, resume and picture to Box L-1, BROADCASTING.

Classified Advertisements

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE—MONDAY preceding publication date.)

- SITUATIONS WANTED 25¢ per word minimum: $2.00 minimum for 25 words.
- WANTED 30¢ per word minimum: $23.00 minimum for 25 words.
- WANTED TO BUY STATIONS and EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES advertising require display space. (26 X rate—$22.50, 52 X rate—$20.00 Display only). 5" or over Billed R.O.B. rate.
- All other classifications, 35¢ per word—$4.00 minimum.

Applicants: If tapes, films or packages submitted, $1.00 charge for handling (Forward remittance separately please) All transcripts, photos, etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. BROADCASTING expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.

Radio

Help Wanted—Management

Southern station group needs an assistant manager for one of its stations in Southern city of some million. Very aggressive, dynamic salesman with real selling ability and administrative talent who can advance to manager after one year. Successful local sales experience in the south preferred. Opportunity and earning power unlimited for right man. Five figure remuneration plan plus incentive bonus, expense account and fringe benefits. A great opportunity for the right man who is able to furnish authenticated presentation plus performances and stability. Send complete resume and recent photo. Box L-25, BROADCASTING.

Qualified station manager needed for small Ohio daytime. Box L-59, BROADCASTING.

See our under the Management—L-93, BROADCASTING.

Manager-salaries, midwest non-metropolitan market. Opportunity unlimited with experience. Successful operation and credit record essential. Box L-80, BROADCASTING.

We will need an experienced manager to build and start our new daytime station. Valley Broadcasting. Bismarck, South Dakota. Salary open. Send resume to Jim Hayes, Drawer D, Cadian, Kentucky.

Young (between 25 and 36) radio station manager with both program and sales background needed to manage Chicago area's largest radio and TV agency. If you are knowledgeable, enthusiastic, and dependable, here is a great career opportunity. Prefer man from the Midwest, Call Ron Curtis at 312-331-7875, or write Nationwide Broadcast Services, 465 North Michigan Avenue, Blair Building, Chicago 11, Illinois.

Sales

Baltimore—solid salesman—proven track record—management capability—multiple group experience—salary plus—Box H-167, BROADCASTING.

Salesman wanted. The man we're looking for is a lousy announcer: doesn't have a 3rd, or even a 3rd. Can't run a board, can't write copy. We have other people to do these things. We want a salesman who can only sell—but boy, can he sell. Write Box K-257, BROADCASTING.

Enterprising man to sell for a N.Y.C. quality music FM station, liberal commission. Write Box K-287, BROADCASTING.

New Station in New Orleans area seeking skilled and experienced radio time salesman. Station has a top notch customer list and well established presentation for advertisers. You will start with a base salary of $6,000 and an attractive bonus plan that will enable you to earn much more. Must have had at least 1 year's experience and own career in sales and your record should show that you have had some continuous, proven success. Will be with us. Write giving full details of your experience and salary requirements. Box K-280, BROADCASTING.

We're looking for a “go-getter” who wants to be sales manager or manager but is a little short on experience. We offer top ratings, job security, above average earnings, company insurance, a retirement program and a good future. If you can offer hard work, a good attitude, and a positive outlook about the future of our industry, write Box K-286, BROADCASTING.

We're looking for a "go-getter" who wants to be sales manager or manager but is a little short on experience. We offer top ratings, job security, above average earnings, company insurance, a retirement program and a good future. If you can offer hard work, a good attitude, and a positive outlook about the future of our industry, write Box K-286, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted—Announcers

Leading adult station in top Michigan market is seeking experienced announcer—dynamic, strong on music and news. Good pay, exceptional fringe benefits. Send tape, photo, and complete resume to Box J-144, BROADCASTING.

Los Angeles metro area, good music station looking for professional personalities and new talent. You must have had at least 3 years experience in broadcasting. Good pay, and chance to settle permanently. Write Box K-307, BROADCASTING.

Nationally known southern radio station in high ranked market looking for established talent on way up from smaller market. Authoritative voice, handle middle of road sound and friendly, warm human being preferred. Good fringe benefits await real pro. Tape, resume and picture to Box L-1, BROADCASTING.
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TELEVISION—Help Wanted—News

TV RESEARCH DIRECTOR

Company owned and operated TV station in Large Eastern market seeking Research Director/Rating and Sales Analyst. Must have previous experience in Sales Promotion Research for broadcasting media.

Furnish complete experience resume, references with recent photo. All applications treated confidentially. Write:

Box L-81, Broadcasting

Production—Programming, Others

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE—(Cont’d)

SPORTS ANNOUNCER WANTED

Top rated TV news-weather-sports station in a major league baseball and football market looking for second on-the-air television sports announcer. Send picture, tape and resume to:

Box K-322, Broadcasting

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY

West Coast Corporation recently reorganized that can withstand rigid financial examination is offering on a non-franchise free basis exclusive distributorships. This is a product in demand by every home owner and every business and is currently being used by such national organizations as Sears Roebuck and Co., Holiday Inn Motels and various branches of the armed forces. Product 100% guaranteed; investment from $600 to $14,000. Investment guaranteed with 100% markup. Manufacturer has proven method of distribution advertising and merchandising. A factory representative will assist you in setting up your business. For complete details and descriptive literature write:

National Chem-Plastics Corp.
1550 Page Industrial Blvd.
St. Louis, Missouri 63132 or call collect: Robert T. Adams
at HA 6-7242, Area code 314.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

THE AMPS AGENCY

BY BROADCASTERS—FOR BROADCASTERS

We fill all job classifications for men and women in broadcasting and allied occupations—management, sales, programming, engineering, traffic, secretarial, promotions, publicity, on-air talent, etc. We have immediate job openings listed with us by stations, packagers, Ad agencies, clients, commercial producers and others. Send us your resume or, if close by, come in or phone us:

# THE AMPS AGENCY
All Media Placement Service
130 S. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.
Telephone GL 1-4801
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MISCELLANEOUS

LIVE TIGER FOR SALE! ! !

Beautiful one year old Royal Bengal Tiger! The greatest TV station promotion to the country and a real money maker! After over 2 years of success we're ready to sell our third tiger complete with cages and instructions. Worth $1,800.00. For what are we selling? Call 780-458-5518. Now owned by W-JAP Radio and insured by Lloyd's of London.

21ST ANNUAL CATOR BOWL GAME

Live radio coverage from Jacksonville, Florida... Available for local sponsorship December 31, 1965, at 2 P.M., EST. The nation's No. 5 Bowl game is a proven seller! For information on availability write or wire Robert K. Lynch, Box 45, Atlantic Beach, Florida, 32230.

INSTRUCTIONS

LEARN MORE EARN MORE

F.C.C. 1st Phone (in 6 weeks)

DON MARTIN SCHOOL OF RADIO & TV

1653 N. Cherokee

Hollywood, Calif. 90028

WANTED TO BUY—Stations

RADIO STATION WANTED

preferably in Mid-West. Buyer will operate. Have $50,000 for down payment. Send outline including price; profits to:

Box L-51, Broadcasting

FOR SALE—Stations

LaRue Media Brokers Inc.

654 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK, N. Y.

HA 1-0818

TE 9-9369

Northern California FM Major Market—$25,000 down.

California AM showing excellent profit—$20,000 down.

Single station market—$20,000 down & $60,000 PP.

Charles Cowling & Associates
P.O. Box 1496

Hollywood, Calif.

Phone HO 2-1133

N.E. small fulltime $120M terms

Fia. medium daytime 128M 50M

Ky. medium fulltime 232M SOLD

Fia. 3 stations 235M 29M

M.W. major daytime 580M cash

V. CHAPMAN COMPANY INC

2045 PINE TREE RD., ATLANTA, GA. 30309

ABSENTEE OWNER SAYS SELL

Real estate & Equipment to be sold as package ONLY!

FORMERLY RADIO STATION WHZN

Hilltop Rd., 1 mile from center of HAZLETON, PA.

AUCTION

MODERN AIR CONDITIONED SOUND PROOF 1 STORY MASONRY BUILDING ON 4.6 ACRES

Two 200 Tons ** 1300 K ** Complete Equipment in ready-to-operate condition ** Collins 20-2 1000/500 Watus AM Broadcast Transmitter

Inspection: Wednesday, November 10 from 10 to 4

SALE: Town & Country Room

Genetti’s Motel

WED., NOV. 17 AT 2:30 P.M.

LOUIS TRAUMAN AUCTION COMPANY

Real Estate Brokers—AUCTIONEERS

1619 Spruce St., Phila., Pa. 215-51-5400
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The following are activities in community antenna television reported to BROADCASTING, through Oct. 27. Reports include applications for permission to install and operate CATV's and for expansion of existing CATV's into new areas, as well as grants of CATV franchises and sales of existing installations.

Indicates a franchise has been granted.

- Atwater, Calif.—General Electric Co. (eastern district manager) has been granted a 30-year franchise. Burlingame, Calif.—Television Corporation of America has applied for a 25-year franchise. The firm is offering the city 2% of the annual net gross.
- Tampa, Fla.—General Cablevision Inc., has been granted a 40-year franchise. Cablevision is the parent organization for Universal Cablevision Inc., which operates in several Florida cities. Jerrold Electronics Corporation has been a previous owner.
- Williston, Fla.—CATV Inc., Williston, Fla., has been granted a franchise. The firm agreed to pay the city 2% of the gross earnings. Principals in the company are Charles Williams Jr. and Roy Frenich.
- Zionsville, Ind.—Cablevision TV Inc., represented by J. Kenneth Bacliff, has been granted a 25-year franchise. Under the proposal submitted, the firm would receive 5% of gross.

New Cablevision TV Inc., 500 Union Federal Building, Indianapolis, Ind., 2253 Bradley Avenue, Altoona, Watai (Indianapolis attorney) and Jack Brinson (Indianapolis stock broker).

Portland, Ore.—Inc., Charles E. Reiner, president, has applied for a franchise which would charge $2.50 per month, would pay the city 4% for a 15-year franchise.

Ashland, Ky.—Clear View TV Inc., has been granted a 25-year franchise. Bandwidth for 650 subscribers to monthly cost will be approximately $5.25 per customer. The company has secured studios in Worthman, Flatwoods, Raceland, Richmond, cave City and West Kenova, W.Va.

Havre de Grace, Md.—Chessapeake Broadcasting Corp. (WASA Havre de Grace), for petitions to amend fees, $3.50, received in the city. The station will pay all AM, FM and TV broadcast stations to carry Emergency Weather Warning and Emergency Weather Warnings and to require permanent open line between Weather Bureau and Weather Bureau to carry weather warnings, when needed. Natural Disaster Group, consisting of members of Weather Bureau, National Coast and Geodetic Laboratory, Office of Civil Defense, FCC, Corp. of Engineers, Office of Emergency Planning and Coast Guard, is studying overmodulation, disaster disaster, emergency communications and commission feels that unless NBDARS study is available, request for amendment of rules is premature. Action Oct. 27.

By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Corbin Cablevision Inc., to add FM channel 225A to Corbin, Ky. That city has one FM AM and commission concluded that assignment of requested channel there might preclude use of needed future assignments in other communities in area, such as Barbourville and Williamsburg, which have no FM assignment and only daytime only AM each. Action Oct. 27.

COMMUNITY ANTENNA FRANCHISE ACTIVITIES

PITIETIONS FOR RULEMAKING FILED

- Newport, Ore.—Paul Kafoury and Ray Morri, eastern district manager, has been granted a 30-year franchise. Rulemaking table of assignments, to allocate UHF channel 19 to city of Corvallis, Oct. 27.
- Winston-Salem, N.C.—Electronics Television Incorporated, an amendment of new UHF table of assignments to reallocate operation on another UHF channel in that vicinity, to Winston-Salem, received Oct. 13.

DENIED

By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by National Association of Broadcast Employees and Technicians, AFL-CIO, for rulemaking to amend living area law to 7% of gross income.

CABLEVISION TV INC.

- Knoxville, Tenn.—Knoxville Re-Tel Inc. (WKKY). Requests institution of rulemaking proceeding looking toward assignment of UHF channel 224-A to Knoxville. Received Oct. 20.

FINES

- Commission notified Charles E. Kelly, license KBBM Coalinga, Calif., that he has improperly applied for franchised license for willful and repeated violations of rules including failure to pay franchise fees, failure to properly licensed operators, and failure to have trans, equipment inspected once each day and for a week by first-class operator. Licensee has 30 days to contest or pay fine. Action Oct. 27.

- By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petition by Eastern Communications Corp. to forfeit $1,000 for willful and repeated violations of rules including failure to pay franchise fees. Licensee was not having properly licensed operators on duty. action taken after consideration of licensee's reply to May 26 notice of apparent violation for that sum. Action Oct. 27.

New call letters requested

Bristol, R.I.—Community Television Incorporated has applied for a franchise.

Cablevision TV Co. has been granted a franchise.

BROADCASTING, November 1, 1965
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'Lucky to be in a business I'm proud of'

know the importance of our 6 a.m. weather report, especially in the winter. Then we learned that school super-

rending throughout our area were relying on it to decide whether school should be opened or not during some of our blizzard weather. We now start

our morning news with the weather to give the school people another 12-13 minutes leeway to decide what they want to do."

Several years ago, KLZ-TV and its

WEEK'S PROFILE


man, KLZ Denver, 1947-53; sales mgr., KLZ-TV 1953-58; stn. mgr., KLZ-TV, 1958-

present; 1st lieutenant, U.S. Army, (Paci-

fic Theater) 1942-46; member—director, Denver Kiwanis Club, past radio and TV director, Colorado Crusade for Higher Education, Denver Diocese, Episcopal Church; member, committees for American Red Cross, Community Fund, U. of Colorado building fund, Alpha Delta Sigma (national professional advertising fraternity), Den-

ver Press Club, past member Big Brothers, Denver region TV representative, National Brotherhood Week; m. Nancy Thompson of Columbus, Mo., Feb. 8, 1947; children—Scott 11, Anne 9, Susan 7, David 4; hobbies—skiing, photography.

affiliates, KLZ-AM-FM Denver, wanted to find out more about the facts behind the rating numbers. They did not want to know how many people were watching and listening, but why. A Midwest industrial research firm interviewed 1,000 people at a cost of more than $10,000. "We found out not only what we were doing right," Mr. Tipton explains, "but more important what we were doing wrong in the eyes of our viewers and listeners."

How He Started • When Mr. Tipton was a senior at the University of Missouri Journalism School, he spent Christmas at home trying to line up a job with an advertising agency or a newspaper. Someone suggested he see Fred C. Mueller, then sales manager of KLZ (now president and general manager of WEEK-TV Peoria, Ill.), who was a Missouri graduate.

Mr. Mueller spent two-and-a-half hours, as Mr. Tipton recalls, talking about radio. "If he hadn't been nice enough to come downtown that Saturday afternoon, I probably never would have gone into broadcasting because I hadn't even thought about it."

He's never regretted the choice. Today he says: 'I'm lucky to be in a business that I'm proud of and enjoy. Every day is different. And I don't think I've met anyone in our business that I didn't like and respect.'

Up the Ladder • He joined KLZ that summer as an apprentice salesman. Six years later he was named sales man-

ager of KLZ-TV and five years later, he was its station manager. This man-on-the-move hustle is characteristic of Mr. Tipton. Even when he was at school he was an entrepreneur. He was advertising manager of the student newspaper, printed pro-

grams for the football games, and held the franchise for jukeboxes in fraternity houses.

Mr. Tipton served as a paratrooper in the Pacific during World War II. Yet this holder of the Bronze Star and Purple Heart, who's a general all around sportsman (6 feet 1 inch tall, 180 pounds, and an excellent skier and golfer), is still chagrined when his friends recall the time he was trying to fix a neighbor's roof TV antenna and slipped and fell, breaking both ankles.

What Mr. Tipton is proudest of, perhaps, are his four youngsters—two boys and two girls. They look like the typical American family and were chosen that way. All the children are adopted.

He's at his best, he says, when he's out in the mountains enjoying life with his family. At the drop of a hat he'll show pictures of these outings, and they're good. You see, he's a crack photographer too.
EDITORIALS

Weaving a noose out of wire

BROADCASTERS who have been frantically beseeching the FCC for more and more protection against the fancied competition of community antenna television systems would be wise to heed the friendly warning of FCC Commissioner Robert T. Bartley.

Mr. Bartley, speaking at a National Association of Broadcasters regional conference in Atlanta (BROADCASTING, Oct. 25), told broadcasters to let up on their demands for government regulation for CATV unless they are prepared to accept more regulation of their own business, including regulation of their rates. Mr. Bartley has been around government a long time (and is destined to be on the FCC for seven years longer, having just been reappointed). He knows from first-hand experience that the government will not give favored status to one business at the expense of another without imposing conditions on the operations of the first.

If the FCC were to decide that it was in the public interest to accord television broadcasting an immunity from the competition of wired television enterprises, it would be obliged also to demand that broadcasting deliver as much public service as its revenues could stand. It would be forced inevitably to match profits against performance, a comparison considerably more severe than the matching of promise against performance that is causing so much trouble for so many broadcasters now.

New hornet's nest

A MONTH from now broadcasters will be doing business under new ground rules—the boldest invasion yet into their business affairs.

On Nov. 29, new rules governing billing practices by all classes of stations become effective. The same rules—except for class of service—were originally aimed at double-billing, a fraudulent practice that cannot be defended.

But the FCC, in summarily ordering a change in its AM, FM and TV rules, has made the provision applicable to all sorts of discounts, rebates and allowances. Enforcement can breed extreme and cruel punishment, extending from fines to revocation on character qualification grounds.

The manner in which the FCC invokes the rule is suspect. Aside from doubtful jurisdiction. In 1962 the FCC issued a warning against double-billing on grounds that it constituted a scheme to defraud. Because the practice is reprehensible, only nine comments were filed, mostly questioning the FCC's jurisdiction.

But the FCC not only rejected all opposition out of hand but also broadened the rule to cover almost every type of billing practice that departs from a standard, published rate card.

There is serious question whether the FCC can assert original jurisdiction. If fraud is perpetrated through the mails (double-billing, for example) the Post Office Department can act. If there's a conviction, the FCC could then move on grounds of character. The same would hold for unfair competition cases in which the Federal Trade Commission or the Department of Justice might have jurisdiction.

What a station may charge for its time is no concern of the government unless it indulges in discriminatory practices or violates criminal statutes. Double-billing is a pernicious practice. But uniform discounts, rebates, make-goods, guaranteed costs per thousand and similar conditions constitute accepted business practices in all media.

The FCC adopted its new rule on Oct. 20, released it on Oct. 22 to become effective Nov. 29 (BROADCASTING, Oct. 25). It came by unanimous vote of the five members present with one (Loevinger) expressing doubts about the commission's jurisdiction and stating he did not agree "with all the statements in the report and order." Commissioners Hyde and Lee were absent. Based on their voting records, we believe these gentlemen would not have gone along on the kind of order that issued. Moreover we have the notion that if they had been present they might have persuaded a tongue-in-cheek Judge Loevinger and at least one other member to soften this staff-contrived extra-legal crackdown.

There may be an ultimate way out of the double-billing bind through adoption of a single rate structure somewhere between the national and the local. But the only way left to combat the invasion of perfectly proper business practices is a frontal attack on legality of the new rule.

Second session

NOW that the 89th Congress has loaded up the books with legislation of large consequence to the Great Society, it may be in a position to turn to more parochial matters, broadcasting for instance, that were ignored in the crush of work that Lyndon B. Johnson assigned. From the broadcasters' point of view this may be good or bad. It can be good to catch the Congress in a breathing spell if broadcasters are seeking legislation. It can be bad if Congress is looking for a broadcasting issue to stir up a headline or two.

Despite Mr. Johnson's assertion of last week that he had in mind a lot of work for the second session of this Congress which begins next January, the practical political fact is that the 89th cannot possibly be asked to take on as massive a load of major legislation next year as it disposed of in its first session. Congressmen and their staffs will have at least some discretionary time for other work.

The circumstances ought to be right for a revival of the campaign to repeal Section 315 and with it its legal basis for the FCC's fairness doctrine. We know that a good many broadcasters are convinced that no Congress will repeal Section 315. We also know that no Congress will repeal it unless broadcasters get off their lethargy and go to work.

"Congressman, we're getting complaints about your loud commercials!"

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
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